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Biomedical engineering practices articulate a specific normative perspective on the 

body. While in daily life people live their body as themselves, biomedical engineers 

study bodies as machine-like objects. This perspective puts a stamp on engineering 

decisions and on the specific technologies that are developed. This book deals 

with the questions how normative work of biomedical engineers affects the way 

people experience their bodies and how biomedical engineers can take and shape 

professional responsibility for this kind of normative work with respect to bodies. 

To answer these questions the study focuses on one specific project, namely the           

development of a tissue-engineered heart valve. The book reconstructs how engi-

neers in creating living body part substitutes from cells develop standards for ‘good 

tissue’ and how their choices affect the opportunities for patients as lived bodies. 

After all, the quality of a heart valve has implications for enabling sporting activities 

or going through pregnancy.  Based on these findings, it is concluded that profes-

sional responsibility for tissue engineering should not be limited to issues of func-

tionality and safety of tissue-engineered body parts, but should also include the way 

engineering choices affect lived bodies.
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1 Studying body work in tissue engineering  

1.1. Engineering body parts and its effects for embodied lives 

 “You know, there’s no language for this” summarises a prosthetist a day’s work 

fitting a new prosthesis for and together with Steven Kurzman (see Kurzman: 

2002, 229). It became the title of the paper by Kurzman that explores the 

extraordinary work of merging an engineering perspective of prosthetics with 

the bodily experiences of amputees in order to successfully fit and embody new 

prostheses. The paper describes how amputees and prosthetists need to find 

ways of communicating across the gap between pulling on, learning to walk, 

experiencing new feet and observing and adjusting prostheses to someone else’s 

body. Kurzman describes the purpose of his essay as ‘to explore how anything 

does work in a prosthetics clinic’ (see Kurzman: 2002, 230). Kurzman shows 

that it takes effort of both the prosthetist and amputee to make it work: the 

perspectives of ‘engineering feet’ and ‘walking’ do not automatically match to 

create a good embodiment of a prosthetic foot. This differs from what one may 

at the first sight expect from biomedical technologies: whether they are simple 

glasses, complex pacemakers or fancy looking prosthetic feet, we expect them 

merge with our embodied worlds and improve quality of life. They are made in 

order to work in the terms we life our bodies in daily life, aren’t they? Moreover, 

the different ways of knowing bodies make it hard to communicate about what 

needs to be adjusted to make the prosthesis fit. Most significantly however, 

Kurzman gives examples that indicate how the challenge is not just a 

communication problem but also the problem of defining and creating a good 

life. The fitting of prostheses involves normative work: for example, new 

amputees have no idea how a well fitted prosthetic foot feels and have to learn 

this in practice. And, experienced amputees can be confronted with body 

prostheses that challenge their conception of  what good prosthetic feet feel like 

(see Kurzman: 2002).  

 Kurzman’s analysis of communication problems ‘across the gap’ between 

engineer and amputee reflects two ‘body perspectives’: for biomedical engineers 

human bodies are study objects described in mechanical terms; while in daily 
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life we are our bodies. In all kinds of engineering practices bodies are studied 

through analysing slices of body tissue under the microscope or in computer 

simulations. Body parts are often described in functional terms as if they are part 

of a machine: the body-machine. For example the heart is a pump; its function is 

to make blood circulate through the body. Unlike, medical specialists who work 

with patients, biomedical engineers do not work with patients and hardly ever 

discuss particular bodies. They do not study Mrs Jones or Jack Black but what we 

may call as a way of speaking ‘the human body’ albeit most of the time they do 

not consider the whole. Taking bodies apart is really an engineering approach to 

bodies and for engineers, body stuff like a kidney, or urine are useful materials 

either as object of study, or as resource in production processes of for example 

certain drugs. Moreover, in engineering, bodies are mostly ageless, sexless and 

faceless and research results somehow seem to apply to all bodies. 

 In daily life bodies do not match these biomedical descriptions of ‘the human 

body’ as a machinelike system. We simply are our bodies whether enjoying the 

experience of warm water when taking a shower or driving our cars without even 

thinking how we use our body. And we do not encounter people as machine-like 

or objects of study, but as persons: e.g. we are impressed by an aggressive 

looking youngster who looks straight into our eyes. And even when a toddler 

studies her own feet, she will feel her own touch: she cannot study herself like 

she studies a spider of which she pulls a leg off. In daily life, we do not treat 

bodily stuff as engineering material but in multiple other ways: we throw away 

cut nails and even consider them dirty when we find them on the breakfast table. 

When seeing blood, some people feel nauseated. On other occasions people save 

body stuff in some form: the ashes of a loved one may be treasured and tiny 

fragments of bodies from important people who lived long ago sometimes 

become holy relics. In light of the differences between knowing bodies in the 

laboratory and in daily life it is not surprising that Kurzman finds that it takes a 

lot of effort to communicate across ‘the gap’ when these body perspectives need 

to be combined to fit a prosthesis and to make it work as someone’s foot.  

 Prosthetics workshops are one of the places where the perspectives of 

‘engineering bodies’ and ‘being a body’ meet in a very explicit way and where it 

becomes clear that there are normative links between the world of engineering 

and being bodies: for example, the answer to the question as to ‘what is a good 

prosthetic leg?’ is also materialised in a prosthetic foot.  Prosthetist and amputee 

need to work together to align the new prosthetic limb, and seek ways to bridge 
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the gap between an engineering perspective and a lay perspective of bodies. And, 

when fitting prostheses it becomes clear how engineered body prostheses 

materialise normative ideas about good life that change the person embodying 

the prosthesis. In Kurzman’s text we can recognise this in his descriptions of 

trying on a specific foot prosthesis which is called the Flex-Walk. Kurzman first 

did not like the feeling of walking with a Flex-Walk at all, because he was 

accustomed to prostheses that like ‘normal feet’ gave the experience of walking 

in terms of feeling heels and toes.   

I didn’t feel a distinct heel or keel or toe on it, whereas the other feet all have these 

identifiable foot characteristics. In some ways it may be hard to judge as a prosthetic 

foot. 

At first, I had to resort to the concepts of spring from biomechanical engineers and 

roll over from gait analysis to describe how the foot felt. I was at loss for embodied 

language except that it didn’t feel like a foot and it felt external to me. After some 

practice and thought, I was able to describe how my body moves with the foot and 

why it didn’t initially “feel like a foot should feel”. (see first part are his diary notes, 

Kurzman: 2002, 241) 

The prostheses he was used to were made to feel like regular foot and 

accordingly had specific foot characteristics such as an experience of toes. The 

Flex-Walk in stead articulated the idea that ‘feet are for running fast’. Kurzman 

needed to adapt to the body prosthesis in order to make it part of his way of 

being in the world: he had to go with the urge to run in order to make it feel 

right. In other words, embodying the technological foot involves adapting to a 

particular body ideal: the prosthetic foot instructed him about a new and 

different notion of ‘good feet’.  

 This book analyses the work of biomedical engineers as normative work that 

affects people’s daily lives as bodies (see figure 1). Kurzman’s text illustrates 

normative effects of biomedical engineering on the micro scale. An amputee 

needs to adapt his ideas of a good prosthetic foot to the kind of embodiment 

constituted by different prosthetic feet; the implications of good life that go 

together with these prostheses are the simulated experience of feeling feet and 

the stimulation to run. Good life is experiencing feet or running easily 

respectively. Other technologies have had normative effects on a larger scale: 

biomedical technologies such as the contraceptive pill have constituted change of 

views with regard to both practices of procreation and lovemaking: sex and 
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procreation could be uncoupled and parenthood is nowadays considered a choice 

(see Kirejczyk et al.: 2001, 32-37). Having the choice to have children or not is 

considered part of good life. These examples indicate normative effects of 

biomedical engineering that go beyond what is normally considered its role in 

society: creating technologies that can be used to treat existing body problems. In 

this light biomedical engineering can be said to involve normative work that 

affects lived bodies: for example when it creates body parts that constitute a 

specific embodied life; or because it constitutes changes in body practices such 

as pregnancy care and its related conceptions of good motherhood. Moreover, 

this raises the question how engineers can take and shape professional 

responsibility for this kind of normative work.  

 

 

Figure 1 normative work in biomedical engineering and the question of professional 

responsibility 

   

In this book I will analyse normative work in the practice of tissue engineering. In 

this biomedical practice engineers rather literally make human body parts: tissue 

engineering (TE) has as objective to create living body part substitutes (e.g. skin, 

heart valves, bladders) by using cells. In the tradition of Science and Technology 

Studies (STS) I have studied normative work in TE empirically by following a 

specific TE project through participant observations, interviews and other 

fieldwork approaches. In my analysis of normative work in TE, I make use of 

several forms of normative work that are described in STS literature, which I will 

introduce in the next section. In order to interpret the effects of this normative 

work on lived bodies, I will draw from phenomenology. Authors in this tradition 

have studied lived bodies, lived health and illness and lived experiences of body-

Normative work in a 
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engineering practice 

Lived bodies through 

body technologies and 

body practices  

 

 

(Responsibility for) 

affecting 
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technology relations. I will show that there is a difference between engineering 

body parts that are good from an engineering perspective and helping people 

achieve a good embodied life. Inspired by recent work on the intersection of STS 

and engineering ethics, I conclude that this means that professional 

responsibility for normative work in TE should not be limited to issues of 

functionality and safety, but also be taken for the way TE affects lived bodies in a 

normative sense. On the basis of my analysis, I argue that this requires that 

engineers learn about the effects of their work on lived bodies. (In figure two this 

is illustrated by adding a second arrow this time moving from lived bodies to the 

engineering practice.) I end with the suggestion that a pragmatic model of ‘social 

learning’ offers opportunities to conceptualise this idea of normative learning for 

engineers. Below I will explain the different parts of my study into normative 

work in TE in more detail.  

 

Figure 2 studying normative work  

 

1.2. Analysing TE as normative work 

In this section, I will explain how I have studied TE as a form of normative work 

which may affect lived bodies. I will shortly introduce TE as an interesting 

biomedical and normative field by showing how it is part of public discussions 

about embryonic stem cells, ownership of body materials and human 

enhancement. Next, I will explain in detail how I studied TE as a normative 

practice, not by analysing these debates, but by studying the practical work of TE.   
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Normative debates about TE  

TE is an emerging field that is not yet crystallised in research, clinics or society at 

large. TE presents itself as a field that will solve health problems associated with 

‘loss or failure of an organ or tissue’ (see Langer and Vacanti: 1993). There is 

some discussion as to whether TE is the same field as regenerative medicine: 

also stem cell therapy is directed at restoration of organ and tissue function by 

using living cells (see Vacanti: 2006). In this book regenerative medicine will be 

used as an umbrella concept for TE and stem cell therapy. According to the field 

of TE, traditional surgical solutions to organ or tissue failure, like organ 

transplantation, surgical reconstructions or implantation of mechanical devices 

are not adequate (see Langer and Vacanti: 1993) and TE offers a different 

approach and solution to these problems.  A common self definition of TE is:  

"an interdisciplinary field that applies the principles of engineering and life sciences 

toward the development of biological substitutes that restore, maintain, or improve 

tissue function”. (see Langer and Vacanti: 1993) 

The field combines engineering principles and methods of life sciences to create 

‘implantable parts or devices’ (see Patrick et al.: 1998, 3-4). This means that TE 

uses living cells in combination with synthetic or biological components to 

create body prostheses (see Patrick et al.: 1998, 4).1 Bladders (see Atala et al.: 

2006), and skin (see e.g. Hohlfeld et al.: 2005) are examples of TE body parts 

that have already been implanted in patients, but most TE applications are in the 

phase of pre-clinical work or laboratory work. While regenerative technologies 

are slowly moving in the clinic, the field has been the subject of some striking 

debates about the use of embryonic stem cells, the commodification of body 

parts and the future of human bodies.  

 Perhaps the best known social-ethical discussion about regenerative 

medicine is the stem cell debate which focuses on the generation and use of 

embryonic stem cells in research or therapy (see Holm: 2002). Central in 

regenerative medicine is the use of living cells. Embryonic stem cells are 

considered to have extreme potential: because, these cells may be turned into a 

variety of more specific types of cells. This would mean that one cell source could 

be used for a range of tissue engineered applications (see Vacanti and Langer: 

                                                           
1 The full paradigm consists of: culturing cells; seeding these on a so called scaffold which is a 

biological or synthetic material in the shape of the required organ; placing the construct of cells 

and scaffold in a bioreactor; and finally implant the construct into the patient. 
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1999, 33). Ethical and political controversy on the use of human embryos in 

research dates back to the 1970s (see Harris: 2000, 146).2 The debate was 

originally focussed on the question of the intrinsic moral status of human 

embryos: in this debate it was argued that if they have a moral status because 

they are considered as (potential) human beings, their destruction is wrong or 

asks for a good justification (see Dickenson: 2006; Holm: 2002).3  This focus 

has expanded in recent years, for example the ethicists George Annas, Arthur 

Caplan and Sherman Elias argue that the moral value of an embryo is also 

derived from the interests that parents but also society have in procreation. They 

propose to differentiate between embryos produced for research (which they 

consider wrong) and ‘spare’ embryos produced for IVF or related technologies 

but which are not actually used for procreation (see Annas et al.: 1996). Others 

have criticized the focus on the moral status of the embryo, for example, the 

ethicist Donna Dickenson argues that ‘what is missing from the debate’ are the 

women whose ova are taken for the creation of embryos in research and that this 

is one of the reasons why embryonic stem cell research may objectify women 

(see Dickenson: 2006). This issue of the use of ova is related to another debate 

relevant to regenerative medicine concerning issues of property rights for body 

parts (see Dickenson: 2006; Holm: 2002). 

 Regenerative medicine is one of the fields that have made human body 

materials of commercial interest and which have raised questions concerning 

the ownership of these biological materials (see Dickenson: 2007; Gold: 1996). 

The discussion as to whether people possess a property in their bodies is an old 

one. It at least dates back to the debate following the publication of Titmuss’ 

work on the question of paying blood donors in the 1970s (see Arrow: 1972; 

Björkman and Hansson: 2006; Singer: 1973; Titmuss: 1970). Over time the uses 

of tissue in research and the commercial value of these body parts have given 

rise to a number of questions: do patients need to consent for secondary use of 

their body materials that were removed for therapeutic or diagnostic reasons? 

(see Dekkers and Ten Have: 1998; Swierstra: 2004a) Can biological materials 

and in specific human body materials or DNA be patented?(see Danish Council 

                                                           
2 Policies concerning the creation and use of stem cell lines, vary between countries from 

prohibition of both creation and use to authorisation of both and are changing (see Henon: 

2003).   
3 There are several special issues on the stem cell debate (see Bioethics: 2002(16-6); Hastings 

Centre Report: 2006(36-1); Journal of Medicine and Philosophy: 2004(29-5)). 
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Of Ethics: 1994; Nuffield Council on Bioethics: 2002) Should patients share in 

the profit of a commercial cell line developed from their tissue samples?4 An 

underlying problem in all these questions is how to balance stimulating 

biomedical progress, for which access to body materials and commercial 

stimulants matter, while dealing with individuals and social concerns about the 

use of one’s body materials.  In this respect it is interesting that the question of 

bodily property is not necessary one of all or nothing. Several authors have 

suggested that a property model that concerns a bundle of different rights –like a 

right to use; a right to transmit by gift; a right to sale and a right to capital value- 

may be a way to deal with the particularities of a wide range of cases (see 

Björkman and Hansson: 2006; Dickenson: 2007).  

 Finally, there is a discussion as to whether regenerative medicine is a regular 

medical therapy or a technology that changes essential characteristics of ‘the 

human body’. For example, a handbook on Tissue Engineering mentions that 

people reacted to the picture of the mouse with human ear, by saying that 

scientists were ‘playing God’ or ‘building Frankensteins’ (see Patrick et al.: 1998, 

333). Concerns about whether TE threats the ‘integrity of human body’ or 

‘human identity’ play a role in the European regulatory sphere. In regulatory 

discussions there is a preference for autologous TE: a form of TE which tries to 

develop technologies on the basis of the recipients own cells as cell source rather 

than using donor cells or cell lines (see Kent et al.: 2006a). Moreover, in a 

European Union directive on the sourcing and production of human tissue these 

values are explicitly referred to as guiding principles (see Faulkner et al.: 2006). 

And finally, regenerative medicine is sometimes referred to as a technology 

which may ‘enhance the human body’(see Hansson: 2005; Kass: 2003; Thacker: 

2002). The enhancement discussions focus on the distinction between therapy 

(treating diseases) or enhancement (improving the body), where the latter is 

sometimes considered as crossing an ethical line.5 For instance, Thacker uses 

                                                           
4 This latter question was the central issue of the one case used as example: the John Moore 

Case. Moore was a hairy cell leukemia patient whose spleen was removed at the University of 

California-Los Angeles School of medicine. Moore was asked over the years to donate tissues 

and blood unrelated to his removed spleen. Later he discovered that his immune cells were 

used to create an immortal cell line. Moore than sued for malpractice as well as to get 

proprietary rights in the produced cell line. It was determined that he had no rights in the cell 

line. (see Moore V. Regents of the University of California: 1990) 
5 The debate about ‘enhancement’ has often focussed on genetic enhancement, and played an 
important role in the formation of this practice. In the discussion about genetic enhancement 
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this distinction to differentiate between using regenerative medicine to treat 

Alzheimer’s disease (which he considers a form of treatment) and using it to try 

to tackle the biological basis of aging and thereby changing important aspects of 

human lives (see Thacker: 2002).  

 These debates demonstrate that TE is an interesting normative practice that 

has to deal with a range of social-ethical discussions. Although I will touch upon 

these debates, I will not analyse them as such. For my approach is not to analyse 

debates, but to study normative work.  

 

Studying TE as normative work: the approach of science and technology studies   

In this book I study TE as a normative practice. I will analyse TE in the tradition 

of Science and Technology Studies (STS), a research tradition which has shown 

that science, technology and society develop in inter-related processes. STS is a 

field that combines philosophical, anthropological, historical and sociological 

traditions. It has a strong empirical focus and for example scientific and 

engineering practices have been studied by following the work of engineers in 

laboratories. STS research has indicated that when scientists develop facts or 

technologies, they at the same time also develop aspects of society. In other 

words, in the work of engineers technical and social-political questions are 

intertwined and engineering/doing science can be said to involve normative 

work.  I will introduce STS theoretically by distilling from the STS literature four 

relevant kinds of normative work which can be recognised in engineering 

practices.   

 One form of normative work is making choices as to how to draw boundaries: in 

scientific, medical and technical practices, scientists differentiate between 

categories (e.g. animal/ human being) or develop standards (e.g. for drinking 

water quality). These boundaries have a dual character: on the one hand they are 

limits (a chimpanzee is not a human), while on the other hand they create room 

for developing practices (e.g. certain scientific experiments may be done on 

chimpanzees but not on humans). Developing boundaries involves practical 

                                                                                                                                        

questions like the freedom of unborn children played an important role (see Habermas: 2003; 
Resnik: 2000). In the report Splicing Life by the USA President’s commission  President's 
Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral 
Research it was proposed to distinguish between germ line interventions (gene therapy 
alternating sperm and egg, genetic changes are passed on to offspring) and somatic gene 
therapy (only modifying non-reproductive cells). It was this distinction that redefined somatic 
gene therapy as a normal therapy. (see Martin: 1998; United States President's Commission 
for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral research: 1982) 
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work like doing laboratory work, writing papers and negotiating with others and 

is therefore often called ‘boundary-work’. One example of boundary work is the 

way scientists define the boundary between science and non-science (see 

Jasanoff: 1990; Shapin and Schaffer: 1985). A well known example of this is the 

discussion between Boyle and Hobbess about what counts as ‘authoritative’ 

scientific knowledge (see Shapin and Schaffer: 1985). The boundary work 

involves the discussion as to how scientific knowledge is produced and has as 

effect that specific people can claim to count as a scientific authority. Another 

example of boundary work is the development of medical classification systems 

(see Bowker and Star: 1999, 53-106). Bowker and Star show how classification of 

causes of death in the International Classification of Diseases (ICD), which for 

example differentiate between suicide and accidental death, reflect the needs of 

authorities. For example, in the fifth edition (1938) suicide on railways is listed 

as a separate subcategory, which reflects a need of railway authorities to establish 

whether measures to lower suicides on railways work (see Bowker and Star: 

1999, 121-122). And in cases of collective suicide, adults are considered to have 

committed suicide, while minors are the victims of murder (see Bowker and 

Star: 1999, 144). In other words, in deciding about categories of causes of death, 

specialists have done normative work as to what are relevant causes of death to 

distinguish, count and act on. Boundary work thus one the one hand allows 

people to do their work, while on the other hand it also has social-political 

implications as to how things are acted upon. An example of boundary work in 

the practice of TE is the question of how to define what a good TE body part is. 

 An important aspect of boundary work is what Latour has called a process of 

‘purification’ (see Latour: 1993) in which boundary-crossing objects (hybrids) are 

made to fit a specific category and in which their conflicting hybrid 

characteristics become to seem non-existing.  This kind of boundary work often 

takes the form of processes that develop over decades. For example, Margaret 

Lock shows in her book on brain death in Japan and in North America how the 

invention of life-support technologies (e.g. the artificial ventilator) created bodies 

which were in between dead and alive: patients who would never be conscious 

again/ machine-dependent cadavers. Lock shows how in North America these 

hybrids were reconceptualised as dead by introducing the notion of ‘brain 

death’(see Lock: 2002). This is important normative work for by differentiating 

between ‘brain death’ and other machine-dependent people, the first can be 

considered as dead bodies. This differentiation has as effect that brain dead 
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bodies no longer have the social status as patients. And therefore this new 

boundary is productive for the development of the practice of organ donation: 

taking organs from a brain-dead body is not considered to be murder. In 

contrast, in Japan, death is considered to be a process of the body rather than 

just an event located in the brain. In other words, the hybrid status was not 

resolved by ‘brain death’ and doctors involved in organ donation were until 

recently charged with murder (see Lock: 2002, 369). The process of purification 

in which the hybrid status becomes dissolved is also a normative process: it 

silences discussion by highlighting one category and in doing so normative 

values that belong to the alternative category –e.g. the body as living person- as it 

were no longer count. Lock’s work shows what is invisible in North America. By 

discussing the situation in Japan where brain death was not accepted as 

biological death, Lock shows that death can also be considered and experienced 

as a process which involves the whole body and not just the brain. 

 The second form of normative work I will study is choices concerning research 

approaches, because each research approach will constitute a specific 

manifestation of the studied phenomena. Donna Haraway has described all 

forms of knowledge, as ‘situated knowledge’, because the kind of knowledge 

produced in a specific research setting, depends on the specific way of studying 

it (see Haraway: 1991, 182-201). For example in medicine, each medical 

discipline has their own research approaches for studying the human body: e.g. 

in studying depression pathologists open up cadavers to study differences in 

brain structures or tissues; neurologist may compare MRI pictures of people on 

different kinds of therapy and psychiatrists may observe and interview  

depressed people. In doing so, each medical discipline may develop valuable 

insights about depression, while the developed knowledges will have a different 

content. A good example of how these kinds of choices in biomedical research 

may affect the treatment of patients is the work of Annemarie Mol on 

atherosclerosis in hospitals. Mol shows how different medical fields have each 

developed diagnostic approaches based on their way of studying bodies. She 

shows that in the clinic the use of a particular diagnostic technique entails a 

specific manifestation of atherosclerosis. For example, severity of atherosclerosis 

can be established by measuring the percentage of occlusion of a vessel through 

duplex technology or by asking the patient how far he or she can walk. The 

choice of diagnostic technique matters for the patient as the two ways of 

diagnosing do not fully coincide and different kinds of treatment objectives are 
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formulated: treatment may reach the objective of an improved (lowered) 

percentage of occlusion vessels, while the patient may not experience a relief of 

complaints (see Mol: 2002). While Mol describes mainly a clinical setting, the 

used duplex technology was developed in research practices in which already the 

choice of a technology implied a specific definition of biomedical problems as 

well as directed the development of treatment objectives. So, we may ask how the 

TE approach of using living cells manifests itself in the definition of research 

problems of engineers and the kind of solutions that they choose. 

  The third form of normative work involves making design choices that affect 

how technologies influence human action and perception. Technologies can be 

designed in such a way that they influence human behaviour very concretely: e.g. 

a speedbump designed to make drivers to slow down (see Latour: 1992). Akirch 

introduces the concept ‘script’ to capture how technologies prescribe users how 

to behave as a kind of analogue to film or play scripts that tell people what to do, 

how and where (see Akirch: 1992).
6
 In this work Akrich shows how designers 

anticipate users and their worlds in the design phase of technology. 

Technologies can as it were presuppose certain human behaviour and worlds. 

Kurzman’s example of ‘Flex-Walk’ can be analysed in these terms: namely, the 

Flex-Walk was designed to make running easy and as it were presupposes young 

active users. Sometimes, scripts are designed in on purpose when engineers 

anticipate specific users or use in specific settings. The mentioned speed bump 

is designed to slow cars. Prescriptions can also be side effects that arise out of 

the way designers solve another problem. One of Latour’s examples is how door 

springs are used to solve the problem of having people close doors after walking 

through. Instead of having to depend on disciplined humans to close the door, a 

spring can be placed to ensure that the door is closed after passing. While the 

objective is to make a door-closer there is a trade-off for letting springs close 

doors. In the example of Latour the strong spring makes that a visitor needs to 

pass the door fast as well as keep enough distance from other visitors in order to 

prevent the door from slamming into their face. He observes that the door with 

spring ‘discriminates’ against humans that cannot live up to the script: you have 

                                                           
6 STS also has a tradition of research that shows how users can resist scripts or influence 

technological developments (see for example,  Oudshoorn and Pinch: 2003). 
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to be strong enough to push the door (see Latour: 1992).
7
 The Dutch 

philosopher Peter-Paul Verbeek has emphasised that in the design of 

technologies, not only behaviour scripts can be materialised, but technologies 

can also stimulate specific ways of perceiving the world. For example, an 

ultrasound makes it possible to determine the thickness of the nape of the neck 

of the foetus, which is an indication of the risk of having a child with Down- 

Syndrome. Having an ultrasound makes the foetus present in terms of  

healthy/diseased and the possibility of deciding to abort an unhealthy foetus (see 

Verbeek: 2002)
8
. In other words, the design of new technologies may stimulate 

specific ways of knowing (situated knowledges) in the use context. For TE we 

may ask what kind of scripts are engineered into specific TE applications?  

  A fourth form of normative work in engineering, described by STS, are 

choices to develop certain social-technical networks which are needed to make a new 

technology succeed (see Bijker and Law: 1992; Latour: 1987; Oudshoorn: 

2003).
9/10 The creation of a successful technology requires all kinds of 

associations between specific potential users, natural resources, laboratories, 

engineers, law and, for example, producers. The development of social-technical 

networks involves the formation of new associations which inevitably transform 

people, objects and the practices they are part of.
 11
 One example Latour gives is 

                                                           
7 The question ‘do artifacts have politics’ was already asked by Langdon Winner in 1986. He 

analyzed the racist effects of the design of overpasses on Long Island (New York). He claimed 

that they were on purpose designed in such a way that busses could not pass under them. As a 

result white middle class could easily travel them, while the poor and blacks who depended on 

public transport were excluded.(see Winner: 1986) 
8 Verbeek develops his work on technological mediations of technology by using insights from 

technology of philosophy and STS in his book on ‘What things do’(see Verbeek: 2005). The 

work on mediation of perception is based on the work of Don Ihde (see Ihde: 1990).  
9 Bijker speaks of social-technical ensembles. 
10  There are two theoretical traditions in STS which use the concept of network: the social 

construction of technology tradition (SCOT) and the actor-network theory tradition discussed 

here (ANT). SCOT analyses how social groups influence the development of technology (see 

Pinch and Bijker: 1984).  
11  STS shows that translation happens each time technologies are developed, taken up by 

new users or transported to other settings. For example, while a Dutch company planned to 

introduce ultrasound technology for pregnancy check ups in African countries with as 

objective the reduction of miscarriages; ultrasound was in Ghana (among other things) 

translated into a way of binding medical specialists, who considered moving to more 

developed countries, to the country (see Müller-Rockstroh: 2007). For examples of research on 

the role of users in the shaping of technology see (see Oudshoorn and Pinch: 2003). 
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the research of Pasteur on anthrax, at the end of the 18th century, in which 

Pasteur set up new relations between cows, farmers, microbes, veterinaries and 

microbiological laboratories (see Latour: 1983). Through this research Pasteur 

translated anthrax from chaotic disease in cattle, to a visible microbiologic 

culture in a laboratory and showed that infectiousness of microbes can be 

controlled by vaccinating bodies. These findings were then displaced back to 

farms and in doing so translated farm practices by creating control over anthrax 

as well as dependency of farmers and veterinaries on laboratories that produce 

vaccines.   

 The practice of organ donation is an example of a social-technical network 

which was built to make a biomedical technology succeed: brain-dead bodies, 

family of these patients, medical doctors, patients who receive an organ, donor 

cards and so on had to be connected. Lock shows how the problems with the 

concept of ‘brain death’ and the lack of trust in medical professionals made the 

development of the organ transplantation practice in Japan very difficult.12 In 

contrast, developing a network which links brain-dead bodies and bodies of 

possible organ receivers was made to work in North America by introducing the 

concept of brain death and coupling the existing notion of the selfless ‘gift’ to 

organ donation. Lock shows that this has resulted in a very specific body 

practice: the notion of a selfless gift (shapes a particular body practice which) 

stimulates an idea of transcendence of the brain-dead person: i.e. that they live 

on in the donor. And the practice tends to ignore the emotional sacrifices of 

relatives of donors, because the idea of a selfless gift emphasises the role of the 

donor (see Lock: 2002). For the TE practice we may ask what kind of networks 

will it need to develop in order to make TE applications work? And how may 

these developing networks affect body practices?  

 In this book I will use these four kinds of normative work – choices as to 

where to draw boundaries, choices concerning research approaches, design 

choices and choices for the development of social-technical networks- in my 

analysis of the TE practice. While the different kinds of normative work are 

closely connected (for example, defining brain death and building a network of 

organ donation), distinguishing them analytically is useful for my questions with 

respect to the kinds of normative effects and professional responsibility for 

                                                           
12 Network is my terminology; Lock’s emphasis is on cultural differences. 
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normative work. However, for my analysis of these two aspects of normative 

work I will draw upon two additional research traditions: phenomenology which 

I will use for the interpretation of the effects of this normative work in TE for 

lived bodies and, engineering ethics to draw attention to the responsibility of 

engineers for normative work.  

 

Focus on lived bodies: introduction of a phenomenological perspective   

While I focus on the practical work of engineers, I do so to learn how their work 

may affect the lived bodies of patients. So I will at some points in this book look 

at the other side of the ‘gap’ between the perspective of the engineer and the 

perspective of lived bodies to interpret how TE affects lived bodies. To do so, I 

will make use of phenomenological work on bodies.
13
  

 The field of phenomenology has a tradition of studying lived bodies -called 

phenomenological bodies-. A key author on lived bodies is Maurice Merleau-

Ponty who showed how in daily life a body is not an object which is moved and 

used in objective space: rather, a person is his or her body and a person knows 

the world by living his or her body:  

“(…) the subject, when put in front of his scissors, needle and familiar tasks, does 

not need to look for his hands or his fingers, because they are no objects to be 

discovered in objective space: bones, muscles and nerves, but potentialities already 

mobilized by the perception of scissors or needle (…) It is never our objective body 

that we move, but our phenomenological body (..).” (see Merleau-Ponty: 1945, 121) 

The difference between the phenomenological body -I call this lived body- and 

the objective body that Merleau-Ponty describes, reflects the ‘gap’ between the 

two body perspectives which Kurzman discusses: for the amputee the prosthetic 

foot is part of his lived experience -e.g. part of his phenomenological body-, for 

the prosthetist the prosthetic foot is an object to manipulate.  

 Texts written in the phenomenological tradition can help to interpret the 

normative affects of body technologies or body practices because they make clear 

what is at stake for lived bodies. For example, a phenomenological analysis of 

                                                           
13 Phenomenology arose in the first half of the 20th century and has played a large role in 

continental philosophy. I turn to phenomenology because this tradition has studied 

phenomena as they are encountered: for example rather than starting with a theory of the 

body, phenomenologists analyse embodied experiences.  (see For an introduction on 

phenomenology see Moran: 2000; and for phenomenological reflections on medicine see 

Toombs: 2001a offers interesting chapters.). 
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being-an-experienced-wheelchair-user can be used to reflect on wheelchair 

design implications. Such an analysis can indicate that pushing someone’s 

wheelchair can be very unpleasant for the wheelchair user: a wheelchair is not 

just a means of transport, but part of someone’s lived body and having one’s 

wheelchair pushed is experienced by this person as themselves being pushed 

and feeling dependent. Moreover, if someone pushes a person in a wheelchair 

without their permission, this may be experienced as an invasion of their bodily 

space (see Toombs: 2001b). These insights can be used to consider the 

normative implications of wheelchair design choices for lived bodies. For 

example, we may now understand that if the design of such a wheelchair is too 

heavy to operate for some people, these people will need to be pushed, this may 

affect them as lived bodies in the sense that they feel more dependent and 

experience the pushing of the wheelchair as an intrusion of their bodily space.  

 In this book I will use a phenomenological perspective to indicate that 

engineering body parts implies affecting people as lived bodies. This raises the 

question as to what this means for how biomedical engineers should take 

professional responsibility for their work. For this discussion I will turn to recent 

work on the intersection of engineering ethics and STS. 

 

Professional responsibility for normative work – introduction of engineering ethics  

The growing body of research that indicates that engineering and scientific 

research involves normative work has raised the question of what this normative 

work means for the professional responsibility of engineers and scientists. The 

field of engineering ethics which reflects on the professional responsibility of 

engineers, has until now mainly focussed on the issue of risks of introducing 

new technology in society. Typical case studies discussed in studies on 

engineering ethics therefore concern disasters such as the ‘Challenger’ shuttle 

and questions of professional responsibility of engineers in this: for example, the 

question when engineers should or should not make use of whistle blowing (see 

for example Harris et al.: 1995; Whitbeck: 1998). Recently some authors in 

engineering ethics have used STS-research studies to argue that the normative 

work in engineering and scientific practices requires a different conception of 

professional responsibility. For example, in a special issue of Science Technologies 

and Human Values it is suggested that the field of engineering ethics and STS 

should be combined to investigate the responsibilities of engineers for ethical 

issues of ‘technologies-in-design’ (see Van de Poel and Verbeek: 2006). These 
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authors argue that engineers are not only responsible for making safe and 

functional technologies, but should also take professional responsibility for 

ethical aspects of design processes. One example that Van der Poel and Van 

Gorp give is how in the design of household refrigerators the choice of a coolant 

involves a trade off between values like flammability (safety) and environmental 

effects (e.g. global warming). In other words, a choice for a specific chemical as 

coolant is also a choice about prioritising one value over another. While these 

authors emphasis that engineers are not the only ones responsible for normative 

work in engineering and effects of technology, they stress the responsibility of 

engineers by indicating the kind of normative work involved in engineering. For 

example, Van de Poel and Van Gorp argue that the existence of external 

constraints –such as being low in hierarchy- does not relieve the engineers from 

a need of ethical reflection, for example because some issues like the choice of a 

coolant may arise explicitly in design processes (see Van de Poel and Van Gorp: 

2006). More radically is the argument of Verbeek who looks specifically at the 

design of technologies that influence human action and perception. He argues 

that while it may be difficult to predict how technologies mediate human worlds, 

engineers have a professional responsibility for the effects of design choices 

because design of technologies can be understood as doing ethics by other 

means (see Verbeek: 2006). Verbeek suggest engineers should develop 

strategies to anticipate the mediating role of technology: e.g. engineers may use 

their imagination to anticipate how technologies can influence users; or 

engineers can use a kind of augmented form of constructive technology 

assessment in which stakeholders and designers of technology discuss possible 

technological mediations of a technology during the design process (see 

Verbeek: 2006). In this book I will also analyse a specific responsibility question: 

namely, the question as to how biomedical engineers should take professional 

responsibility for the effects of their normative work on lived bodies.  

  

Studying normative work in TE empirically: ethnography as method  

To study actual normative work in TE, I have done an empirical study of a 

specific TE project ‘in action’.14 STS has demonstrated that an empirical study of 

technology development in action is a good way to spot normative work. 

Researchers in STS employ a wide range of ethnographic fieldwork approaches: 

                                                           
14 Science in Action’ (see Latour: 1987) is the title of a standard work in STS. 
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such as interviewing, participant observations, studying documents and other 

media in order to gain insight knowledge of their research object. A landmark 

study in this tradition is Latour and Woolgar’s Laboratory Life (1979), which 

looks at the construction of scientific facts. Often inspired by this study, STS 

researchers explore those places where one can study the making of a specific 

science or technology: ranging from laboratories (see Latour and Woolgar: 1979), 

and hospitals (see Mol: 2002)  to insurance companies (see Van Hoyweghen: 

2006) and the introduction of medical technology in Africa (see Müller-

Rockstroh: 2007). The idea to explore in practice which issues are worth 

reflecting on is captured by the slogan ‘follow the actor’ (see Latour: 1987) of so 

called ‘laboratory studies’: following the engineers or scientists into their 

laboratories, to international conference and behind their computers in order to 

study scientific research in the places where it is practiced. In a similar vain, I 

have entered the TE practice by following a specific TE project ethnographically.

  

 From September 2003 to September 2007, I have closely followed a Dutch-

Swiss research collaboration that has as objective to engineer living heart valves. 

I will refer to this project as ‘Dutch-Swiss heart valve project’. The ‘Dutch-Swiss 

heart valve project’ has as objective to make a fully autologous living aortic heart 

valve. ‘Autologous’ means that patients’ own cells are used and the final 

implants should ideally contain no foreign materials. While working in the USA 

the Swiss researcher who initiated this project showed that it was in principle 

possible to engineer an autologous heart valve for lambs. However, these valves 

were not strong enough to serve as aortic heart valves. The collaboration with the 

Dutch initialised around this problem. The Dutch brought expertise in 

biomechanics to the project, which was considered crucial for the development 

of engineering protocols that result in stronger heart valves. 

 My main fieldwork site and starting point of my ethnographic fieldwork was 

the biomedical engineering department of the Dutch group. Over the four years, 

my presence and research approach in this site changed. Initially, I was an 

educated lay with respect to the field of TE and biomedical engineering at large 

and a stranger to the engineers I interviewed, observed and to their ways, 

laboratories and meeting rooms. In this first period, I had to become 

knowledgeable in the basics of TE, learn about the history of the Dutch-Swiss 

project and read key literature on TE as a field and on TE heart valve research. 

Moreover, I had to explain my presence and purpose at research meetings. Later, 
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I was both a familiar face to the engineers and at home in the field. This allowed 

me to follow developments in the field and project, grasp details of discussions 

and to be a more knowledgeable discussion partner in this location but also in 

the other places where I travelled to.  

 Throughout the four years I have followed the Dutch research in a range of 

ways: I had repeated interviews (some recorded on tape) with senior researchers. 

Furthermore, I visited monthly meetings in which research-in-progress was 

discussed. Next to this, I followed the projects of Dutch PhD-students involved 

as they developed over the years through separate appointments with them, 

meetings, presentations, informal chats after meetings. On several occasions I 

accompanied them in the laboratory: they showed me their work, chatted while 

they worked on their newest experiment, showed me their new set up and one 

time I gave a hand by operating a computer program. I also visited a chemistry 

laboratory at the chemistry department, where some work on materials for 

scaffolds is done. Also the Swiss Professor has participated regularly in the 

Dutch meetings and I had a formal (recorded) interview with him, as well as, 

shorter informal chats at other occasions. Moreover, to check my observations 

and discuss my research plans I sent senior researchers my writings and 

discussed these with the two of them. At two occasions I also gave presentations 

on my work to the whole Dutch group: this means that I introduced my 

reflections on the basis of fieldwork done at their group and afterwards 

discussed this with them. 

 While the vast majority of my research at the Dutch biomedical engineering 

department was focussed on TE of heart valves, I also followed the set up of 

another project: TE of (small) muscles to be used for the production of meat. 

During my fieldwork the Dutch got the proposal to become involved in a Dutch 

research consortium directed at the TE of meat. I decided to follow this project 

because it was greeted with mixed reactions by the tissue engineers and because 

the idea of TE meat proposed a different body connection between laboratory 

work and lay people: eating engineered animal body parts. In light of this 

project, in 2007, I visited two public events in which research into engineered 

meat was presented to and discussed with lay people.  

 For my research on engineering of heart valves, I travelled to other research 

sites. In November 2004, I participated in a four day research visit to 

Switzerland, where I did interviews and participant observations. As the Swiss 

are initiators and partners in the Dutch-Swiss project this trip was an obvious 
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choice. The Swiss laboratory is located in a large university hospital and unlike 

the Dutch most researchers over there have a medical background. Inside the 

hospital there are also animal facilities, which I visited.  

 In 2006 I also interviewed three thoracic surgeons working at Dutch 

university hospitals. While some of the ‘engineers’ in the project were also 

medical doctors, these interviews allowed me to discuss heart valves prostheses 

and research into these with medical specialists not directly involved in this 

project. 

 In June 2006 I travelled to Cambridge (MA, USA) and Boston (MA, USA) to 

interview two founding fathers of TE research, as well as, three leading heart 

valve TE researchers (one of which is also a thoracic surgeon) and to visit their  

(three) laboratories at Harvard University and Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology (MIT). 15 The visit brought me to the roots of the Dutch-Swiss heart 

valve project as it was the context of the Swiss initiator’s first TE heart valve 

research. Moreover, many TE researchers into all kinds of TE applications have 

their roots here and this meant I interviewed some of the most influential people 

in the field. 

 During my fieldwork I have kept a written fieldwork diary with notes which I 

worked out on my computer as soon as possible after the fieldwork. Also, the 

recorded interviews have been transcribed. In this book I have coded all quotes 

or fieldwork descriptions in order to respect the anonymity of the studied 

researchers, while making the fieldwork materials retrievable. The codes for 

quotes of individual researchers refer to the individual researcher, country and 

date; more general fieldwork descriptions refer to country and date.  Moreover, 

Dutch notes and quotes have been translated into English. 

1.3. Reading this book 

As explained above, I set out to study normative work in TE. However, while 

doing fieldwork in autologous TE it appeared that the engineers did hardly 

consider their work to be normative. On the contrary, I found a tendency of 

engineers to conceptualise their work in terms of ‘mimicking nature’. In chapter 

                                                           
15
 This field trip was supported with a travel grant of NWO (Netherlands Organisation for 

Scientific Research).  
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two, I will show that this tendency hinders discussing TE as normative work for 

which biomedical engineers have a professional responsibility. To open up 

autologous TE to a normative discussion, I will argue that speaking of TE as 

‘mimicking nature’ is a form of normative work. It makes a boundary between 

‘engineering bodies’ or ‘mimicking nature’. I will show the relevance of this 

difference between these two conceptualisations and I will argue that 

conceptualising autologous TE as engineering bodies is a prerequisite for taking 

responsibility for TE in terms normative work. 

 Chapter three studies in detail a particular form of boundary work in TE: 

developing standards for the quality of living heart valves. Engineers mention a 

lack of regulation regarding standards for TE and because of this they feel TE 

research groups need to make norms for TE prostheses themselves. I analyse 

strategies for making standards: what kind of technologies and approaches are 

used? And how are these approaches connected to specific body manifestations?  

 Chapter four analyses the development of networks that link the Dutch TE 

laboratory to bodies in society. As I explained, developing these kinds of 

networks is a form of normative work because these networks may constitute 

particular body practices. Yet, the development of body practices is also an 

uncertain process which may take decades. Nevertheless, I will demonstrate that 

even though the development of networks in TE is still young and ongoing, we 

can already recognise some contours of new body practices. The three examples 

I discuss, indicate that TE network-building results in a move from affecting 

patients through body implants to affecting other people: people as providers of 

research materials, as mothers of patients and as consumers of meat. In what 

sense are biomedical engineers responsible for these possible effects of these 

developments?   

 In the previous chapters I have analysed normative work in TE as practiced 

from an engineering perspective. In chapter five, I ask whether it would make a 

difference for the effects of TE on lived bodies, if biomedical engineers would 

include ‘the lived body perspective’ in their work. To do so, I first develop a 

phenomenological perspective that shows how bodies and biomedical 

technologies relate to good embodied life. Next I interpret the general objectives 

of TE - which are formulated on the basis of biomedical problems with existing 

heart valve prosthesis and the ideal of mimicking nature imply for lived bodies. 

To do this, I combine my phenomenological framework with observations of 

medical specialists who know from experience what certain biomedical problems 
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of existing heart valve prostheses may mean for the daily life patients. I 

demonstrate that the TE objective of engineering ‘good body parts’ does not 

necessarily coincide with ‘good embodied life’: there is a gap between the TE 

engineering perspective on objectives for body parts and the objective to help 

patients achieve a ‘good embodied life’.   

 In chapter six I take the argument of this book one step further, by arguing 

that to close the gap professional responsibility for TE should be taken in terms 

of lived bodies. To do so I argue that the concept of professional responsibility 

has to include responsibility for how TE affects the lives of people as lived 

bodies. This means that practices of professional responsibility will need to be 

adapted. I introduce a pragmatic model of social learning which can be used to 

stimulate engineers to learn about patients as lived bodies and about the wider 

social consequences of TE.  
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2 Mimicking or engineering? 

2.1. Mimicking nature or human choices? 

I frequently was asked this question from the press. Don’t you think you play God? 

How dare you to do so? And I absolutely do not have the slightest feeling we are 

doing that. Because what we are doing is: we use autologous cells, we do not 

change them. There is no genetic impact, since we use them like in an ex-vivo 

wound healing. We are taking something which is there as a capacity and help it 

happening outside  the body. So I never had this feeling. When I presented the first 

results in the United States, I got a lot of strange mails and calls. “Humans should 

not do that” and so on. But I think this is based on a misunderstanding. (r01-1-410) 

Tissue engineers working with cells from the future recipient often define their 

work as the development of natural tissue, and suggest that the body itself 

empowers 'regeneration'. They point out that the objective is to create tissue that 

ideally contains nothing else than the recipient’s own cells and products of these 

cells. They speak about this form of TE in terms such as ‘persuading the body to 

heal itself’, 'mimicking nature', 'regenerative medicine' or ‘moving a natural 

process outside the body’. (see University of Texas Health Science Centre: 2002; 

Wade: 2000; Williams: 2003) Speaking in terms of natural tissue or self-healing 

emphasises stability rather than change of bodies. Such references to nature 

suggest that TE is good and right in a normative sense. As the quote above 

exemplifies, describing TE in terms of mimicking nature is a way to answer 

accusations like ‘playing God’.  But as I will show, it also closes off any 

discussion about how TE involves normative work.  This means that before 

turning to the analysis of particular aspects of normative work in TE, we first 

need to resolve the question ‘does TE involve  engineering or mimicking bodies’ 

and we need to grasp what is at stake in presenting TE in either way. 

  In this chapter I show that even though the metaphor of mimicking seems 

sensible in some respects, it is important to present TE in terms of 

‘engineering’. When I describe TE in terms of engineering I mean that it 

involves normative work like choosing a particular research strategy and making 

norms. The larger part of this chapter discusses examples of ‘mimicking nature’ 
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and shows how these involve boundary work. I conclude this chapter with three 

reasons for describing TE as engineering and for refraining from references to 

nature in the TE practice. But let us first look why references to nature hinder 

discussion about  normative work in TE. 

2.2. Disguising human work 

Framing TE as mimicking nature can be understood as a form of boundary work 

concerning the boundary ‘natural and good’/’unnatural and dangerous’. 

According to the philosopher Norman every culture makes distinctions between 

phenomena that are considered as ‘given’ and therefore good and phenomena 

that are considered to be part of human action and therefore subject to choice 

and debate (see Norman: 1996). While notions of ‘nature’ change over time and 

from society to society, the fact that we consider some things as given enables us 

to lead meaningful lives: if everything is subject to choice we have no framework 

for making sense of our choices. In our culture, nature is considered as 

something given: for some given from God, but for most just given reality –

‘that’s life’-. In that sense nature is considered as innocent and unquestionable, 

and in line with that references to nature are often positive. So, when a 

technology is framed as ’natural’ it is framed as morally good. In this context 

meddling with nature is considered a threat to the good and innocent. Therefore 

technologies that are considered to manipulate nature are framed as an 

‘unnatural’ and as a moral threat. 16   

 In the quote above this chapter we can recognise this way of discussing new 

technologies in terms of the boundary natural/unnatural. When the engineer 

was asked whether TE resembles ‘playing god’ in the sense that engineers 

change or control bodies, he points to ‘nature’ to convince people that their work 

is morally good.  While arguing that ‘we use patient cells’ and ‘there is no 

genetic impact’ the researcher stresses the difference between autologous TE 

and the much more unnatural intervention of gene therapy, claiming that 

autologous TE does not really change the human body, and that it is therefore 

normatively alright. However, as Norman makes clear presenting a technology 

as natural means also that it cannot be understood in terms of human work. 

                                                           
16  Norman concludes that discussions about in accordance with nature/ disturbing nature are 

infutile and that in stead we may study whether new technologies are disturbing because they 

change our sense of nature too fast.  
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Statements in TE such as ‘we only take patient’s cells and return them to the 

body’ or ‘we help the body to heal itself’ close off discussions about social-

political questions. This counts both for existential questions with respect to the 

meaning of growing old, life and death and to seemingly more technical issues 

of engineering design. 

 Autologous TE, as far as it is framed as a natural enterprise, is making itself 

immune for critical analysis, for by using these expressions it presents itself as a 

given, a non controversial part of reality. Even when TE researchers do not 

intend to make any ethical claims, references to nature can still function to make 

a technology innocent, moral good and uncontroversial. Presenting TE in terms 

of ‘persuading to heal itself’ and ‘mimicking’ suggests that that there are no 

ethical issues at stake. Yet, what do tissue engineers make when they are 

mimicking nature? What nature are they mimicking? Whose bodies do they 

want to heal?  

2.3. Boundary work in TE 

In this section, I show that engineering tissue implies doing normative work: for 

it involves deciding about such things as the process of creation, from which 

cells, who is going to make it, and how to set standards for what to make. I give 

four examples from the ‘Dutch-Swiss heart valve project’.   

 

Defining living tissue as an ideal for body prostheses  

It is common place for tissue engineers to explain in publications on TE and 

during presentations why TE is important. As TE is a rather new way of 

engineering body prostheses, the field needs to make clear this new approach 

should be developed and in future should be implemented in the clinical 

practice. As I will show, presenting TE as the most logical way of engineering 

body substitutes involves boundary work in which the differences between TE 

and existing engineering strategies are stressed by listing drawbacks of exiting 

valves which are said to be overcome in TE valves. In the presentation of TE the 

concept of ‘mimicking nature’ is used to present the very idea of TE to make 

living tissues as standard for the best body substitutes in general.  Natural valves 

are in this context in the first place ‘living valves’ and as such have specific 

characteristics that current mechanical and biological valve substitutes lack.  
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 Tissue engineers create a ground for TE by constructing a need for TE. The 

approach is to connect TE to the ideal of valves ‘identical’ to ‘natural’ valves 

through a comparison with biological and prosthetic valves. Typical numbers 

used are 170,000 worldwide substitutes implanted per year, and 50/60 % 

problems (need for reoperation or death) within 10 years after the surgery (see 

Schoen and Levy: 1999). Mechanical heart valve prostheses have a long life span, 

but are associated with thrombosis due to immune reaction. Patients thus 

receive anticoagulation therapy (see Flanagan and Pandit: 2003). Moreover these 

valves can be noisy. Biological valves are (made from) either human donor or 

xenografts (bovine or porcine). These valves have a short life span (10-15 years) 

and a limited supply (see Flanagan and Pandit: 2003). Neither of these 

alternatives contains living cells, and thus possibilities of growth and repair are 

lacking.17 Researchers of the ‘Dutch-Swiss heart valve project’ consider lack of 

growth as the most significant problem. They point out that for children born 

with a malfunctioning aortic heart valve currently no sufficient therapy exists. As 

neither biological valves nor mechanical valves grow, many reoperations are 

needed with associated risks of mortality. Young children are therefore for them 

the most relevant future patient group.  

 Engineers try to make living substitutes because of the active properties of 

living tissue that both mechanical valves and donor valves lack. Many engineers 

speak of the tissue being alive by contrasting it with dead materials. They speak 

of dead material such as decellurised human or pig heart valves but also of dead 

metals, rather than of non-living (but also non-dead) mechanical heart valves. 

Consider how both D. F. Williams, professor in TE, and a senior researcher of 

the heart valve group contrast living tissues with dead metals:  

 It has always been illogical to replace or augment tissues with metals, but for a long 

time there have been no alternatives. Tissues are (…)viable. Metals are (…) dead. (see 

Williams: 2003, 571)  

Artificial is in general dead material, which you have either synthesised yourself, or 

for example iron, which you extract somewhere and amend in many ways. Here we 

try to make tissue which is in the first place alive. And, which also has all properties 

of a natural tissue, as well as functionality. It is regular living material.  (r02-1-409) 

                                                           

17 Sometimes there is also the possibility to construct a valve from the patients own tissues 

during operation. 
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The opposition between living tissue and dead metals/donor valves highlights 

the difference between materials that are perceived as (inter)active versus those 

that are not. 

(…) making tissue that can function as prosthesis and which can repair itself and 

remodel.  (r11-1-410) 

Tissue engineering represents a promising approach to in vitro creation of living, 

autologous replacements with the potential to grow, repair and remodel. (see 

Hoerstrup et al.: 2000) 

“Living” thus becomes a functional quality of TE body parts: a living tissue has 

the ability to repair, grow and remodel (in which its configuration adapts to 

environmental stresses). That developing living tissues also implies dealing with 

risks such as infections or undirected growth is, while discussed in the TE 

practice, not part of presenting TE as ‘mimicking nature’. 

 The most significant part of the notion of living tissue is the hope for active 

adaptation of substitute tissue to the receiving body. In his article, Williams 

explains that biomaterials over time evolved from materials that took over some 

functionality and as norm were inert, to biomaterials that where biocompatible 

and to TE materials that integrate with the body.  Also, the professor in the heart 

valve project takes integration as the norm: 

It is regular living material. If all went successful and you implant it successfully, 

and you would look at it after a year, you should not be able to distinguish it from 

natural tissue. (r02-1-409) 

Another engineer explained that the ideal was to make ‘native tissue’ (ro3-1-611). 

This formulation suggests that the engineered tissue was in some sense already 

part of the body. In Dutch, ‘native’ is translated as ‘lichaamseigen’, which loosely 

means ‘the body’s own’. This comes closest to what the researcher means: to 

engineer tissue that the body takes up as if it were tissue generated by the body 

itself. The ideal of TE valves is a one time overall solution of tissue that 

comprises integration, grows and lifelong functionality. By remodelling the 

tissue adapts its functional structure to the specific pressures of the heart it is 

implanted in. TE valves are thicker than natural tissue when implanted and do 

not have the typical three layer structure of natural tissue, but after implantation 

they are expected to become thinner and develop this layer structure. An animal 
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test in the USA,  part of the former project of a senior researcher showed that TE 

tissue indeed adapts to the body (see Hoerstrup et al.: 2006). Remodelling can 

be summarised as becoming one with the body and growth as a quality that 

entails continuing functionality while the match between tissue and body 

remains. In 2005 a 2 year long animal test was finished that showed that TE 

pulmonary artery substitutes grow with lambs’ bodies (see Hoerstrup et al.: 

2006). That TE tissue also repairs itself after injury remains an assumption on 

the basis of how ‘natural’ tissue behaves. 

 The notion of mimicking nature is a reference to an engineering approach 

which, unlike existing approaches, will create an ideal body substitute that 

merges with the body. Nature refers to ideal material characteristics. This way of 

introducing TE as ‘mimicking nature’ is a form of boundary work which defines 

TE as a more logical way of engineering body parts than existing ways of 

engineering heart valves. By speaking of mimicking TE valves seem saver and 

seem an uncontroversial implant in human bodies. It also covers that developing 

living body substitutes will imply dealing with new risks and drawbacks: for, we 

tend to understand ‘nature’ as good. And, while natural valves are presented as 

ideal, what does it practically mean to mimic nature? As I will indicate below, in 

the laboratory knowledge on what constitutes nature is contested.  

 

Defining natural valves  

The ‘golden standard’ of heart valve research is the ‘natural aortic heart valve’.18  

However, in practice this standard is both relatively unexplored and thus needs 

to be developed. This means that ‘mimicking nature’ involves boundary work as 

to what aspects of ‘natural valves’ matter and how to study these. 

  As an example I will discuss a PhD project that aimed to produce a bioactive 

scaffold. This scaffold should locally stimulate cells seeded onto it to grow a 

specific structure of collagen. Collagen fibres are part of the extra-cellular matrix 

in heart valve tissue -the structure surrounding and supporting cells- and are 

thought to contribute to the strength of the tissue. The researcher in the 

bioactive heart valve project tried to get insight in collagen distribution in healthy 

valves. 

 One major challenge was to get hold of fresh healthy human heart valves. It 

was agreed with the Dutch heart valve bank that left-over heart valves could be 

                                                           
18 Golden standard is an actor concept. E.g. (see Hoerstrup: 2005, 11) and (see Schoen and 

Levy: 1999, 441). 
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used for this project. The notion of left-over raises questions, for -with a donor 

shortage- how can any valve be abundant? There are three possibilities. First, 

valves can be explanted from patients that needed new ones, but whose original 

valves are not considered to be (fully) pathological. For example, one of the three 

leaflets may be diseased, whereas other parts of these discarded valves might still 

be of use for research. The second option is valves donated for transplantation 

that were rejected, for example, because they are cut in such a way they cannot 

be reattached. Finally, valves suitable for implantation that are not used within 5 

years are no longer considered for use in patients and may become available for 

research. The number of valves retrieved in these ways was very low. (r08-1-404)  

However, as also the processing of the valve takes a lot of time the initial target 

number for this project was only ten human valves.  

 
 

Figure 3 preparation of a human aortic valve for research 

 

  The approach and usefulness of this project were subject of discussions. 

Following an informal presentation on the bioactive scaffold project, the Dutch 

and Swiss collaborators had many questions. What would be relevant tests for 

the functionality of heart valves over time? Would it really be possible to attain 

healthy human valves? As children are our main target, do we not need data 

related to age? Should the research group use pigs’ valves in stead of childrens’ 

valves as the latter are hard to obtain (English fieldwork notes, CH October 

2004). At another occasion the usefulness of this project was challenged.  At 

that time (end of 2004, beginning of 2005) the developed heart valve was 

thought to be suitable, based on hemodynamic findings, for implantation in 

neonatal children. One of the researchers therefore questioned the use of 

studying the collagen distribution in order to develop a bioactive scaffold. Why 

develop another technology if there is one that seems to function? The scaffold 

researcher replied that she was not convinced that a heart valve that is strong 

enough at implantation will stay so, in the long run. She argued that a valve with 
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a ‘natural’ collagen distribution might be an indication for long run quality 

(English fieldwork notes, CH October 2004). During a presentation for the 

Swiss collaborators in Zurich she said:  

“I hope that in future I will have studied much more valves and then I can just give 

the standards for how it [the collagen distribution] should be” (…) Later she 

continued: “also *** (bioreactor researcher)  found more collagen means stiffer 

tissue. Though her valve has good mechanical properties I still think we should also 

check the distribution and crosslinking on a local level in native valves, to see how it 

should be.”  (r08-1-410)  

The discussion about the ‘bioactive scaffold project’ indicates a major challenge 

for engineers. In remaking natural valves, tissue engineers first have to decide 

what a natural valve is. Is it just formulated in terms of current functionality, or 

does long term functionality play a role as well? Does appearance matter? How 

do we get the standards? What does it take to remake a body part? And when is 

good, good enough?  

 One interesting question, with respect to the construction of ‘the natural 

valve’ as standard is whose bodies are used: will engineers research whether 

there are ‘relevant’ differences between women and men, different ethnic groups 

that could be used in engineering body parts? It appears that age has been the 

only discussed factor. Still ‘the natural valve’ changed identity with the 

appearance of a paper on foetal heart valves. TE tissue was always compared with 

adult tissue, but at the end of 2005 one of the researchers argued that foetal 

tissue would give a ‘fairer’ comparison: 

He says the work of Rabkin (forthcoming in Circulation 2006), is very important. 

Rabkin looks at the composition of heart valve tissue during certain foetal stages. 

She has -the rare- access to these valves as she works at a pathological centre. Her 

research triggers new bench marks. Apparently TE tissue looks very much like 

foetal tissue, and he suggests that TE tissue should be compared with foetal tissue. 

Until now they compared it with adult tissue which he considers no longer fair to 

do. (notes on informal talk r01-1-509) 

In the bioactive scaffold project the objective is to include valves from children, 

but their tissue is considered mature in comparison to foetal tissue. 

  It is understandable that the use of natural human valves as examples in 

engineering stimulates to think of TE valves as ‘mimicking nature’. However, 

this description of TE does not capture the involved boundary work of selecting 
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research strategies for studying human valves and negotiating what part of 

‘nature’ is going to be ‘mimicked’. 

 

Developing norms for TE heart valves 

Besides decisions with regard to relevant characteristics of native valves, also in 

the actual engineering of tissue objectives need to be selected and developed. 

The questions of what to make and how to make it are strongly intertwined. 

Engineering tissue in the laboratory may be inspired by natural processes, but it 

is still difficult to engineer with relatively unknown materials demanding 

specific treatment. The ideal of mimicking is explained by this senior researcher: 

 

In a way, in a very simplistic way we try to imitate nature. In the beginning we 

called the bioreactor a crash-course in embryonalic development. Very accelerated 

with a certainly not a refined product coming out. The idea behind it is to take main 

features of the normal development and use it to accelerate tissue maturation 

(…) Yeah, and all of my work is based on what I in the beginning always called the 

intelligence of cells. How can a mass of cells build a heart valve for example? Our 

concept and our trick was to look into nature. What is happening in nature? And 

then you have the blood flow and pressures and all these things and this made us 

then build this bioreactor. To mimic the natural conditions. And the cells know 

how to handle this. This is what I always summarised under the term there is an 

intelligence in the cell, which understands the stimulus and reacts by building a 

higher level of cellular complexity. (r01-01-410) 

In the heart valve case, this conception of mimicking can be best recognised in 

the idea to mechanically stimulate the construct in the bioreactor. The idea is 

that in the body, heart valves mature due to pressures and stresses on the tissue. 

By putting also TE tissue under stress, the cells would in reaction develop a 

stronger matrix to withstand the pressures on them. But where ‘nature’ may 

inspire the manipulation of cells, developing an adequate engineering protocol is 

not that straight forward. It proofs to be quite difficult to converse with cells. 

Moreover, in the process of developing technologies norms for the body 

substitute are also ‘under construction’.  

 The development of scaffolds can serve as a clear example of how processes 

and norms are developed together. Norms were discussed at several meetings in 

2004 between the heart valve group and the chemists working on (bioactive) 

scaffold material. The scaffold meetings were attended by between roughly six 
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and ten researchers. For the chemists one of the objectives of these meetings is 

to get a clear idea about what would be a good scaffold. However, tissue 

engineers do not know these objectives: 

Scaffold meeting January 2004 - The discussion turns to the norms that scaffold 

material should fulfil. The chemists want clear objectives from the tissue engineers. 

The problem for the tissue engineers seems to be that the interaction between cells 

and scaffold is difficult.. A senior researcher holds: “if the material is too good, the 

cells become lazy and do not do a thing.” Another senior researcher thinks aloud 

that mechanical stimulation will probably not be enough to make a heart valve for 

the high pressure side. So he suggests that they should at least also, already, work 

on developing scaffolds. (scaffold meeting , January 2004) 

The tissue engineers are faced with the need to know more about the interaction 

between cells and scaffold in the development of the extra-cellular matrix (ECM) 

that determines the mechanical characteristics of the valve once the scaffold is 

dissolved. Note that the body cannot serve as an example here, for in a body cells 

are not seeded on a scaffold, but tissue grows while forming and remodelling its 

own ECM. Moreover, also the ideal that the whole scaffold is degraded at the 

moment of implantation is contested. In this meeting it is suggested that it 

would be wise to work on a scaffold that could also bear part of the load after 

implantation. In the next meeting the discussion continues. 

Scaffold meeting February 2004 - The PhD-students report on their work. 

Next a senior researcher discusses the issue of mechanical characteristics. (…) In 

the presentation two scenario’s are described. 

Scenario 1: Degradation of scaffold either within two to three weeks or maximally 

within six weeks. The scaffold degrades fully in the bioreactor. “We know that we 

need about 10% straining of the material” (straining is more important than stress 

for cell growth). A researcher adds that the mechanical loading should especially be 

done in week 2 and 3; it takes about 8 weeks for all chemicals to dissolve. The one 

used now cannot be implanted in the high pressure system. Ideally no enzymes  

etc are added as these influence cells. Ideal degradation in week 3 so that we can 

stretch it in week 2.  Six weeks in a bioreactor is about the maximum doable. He 

explains that successful tissue formation in bioreactor means the tissue develops a 

need for blood environment. So we cannot postpone implantation for too long. The 

question is whether the tissue will be strong enough at the moment of 

implantation.  
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Scenario 2: Degradation of scaffold in about 6 months.  The ideal is that the 

scaffold degrades with the gaining of mechanical properties of the tissue (ECM 

remodelling). This means developing a loadbearing scaffold that should mimic 

nature. One researcher has a problem with this scenario: “you cannot check after 6 

months whether it is strong enough. With the other procedure we can test the 

quality before implantation.” The discussion turns to the pressure to withstand. 

Two pressures are at stake: normal pulsation  (5-10% stretch: elastic without 

deformation) and high peaks: 20% strain if target is about 250 mmHg (The senior 

researcher takes this to be a reasonable and realisable value. He says that the 

literature names values up to 2000 mmHg for people who for example run up hill, 

but he thinks this is not realisable). (Scaffold meeting, February 2004) 

These scenarios show that the final body prosthesis will depend on boundary 

work in the laboratory. Defining mechanical characteristics is important in both 

of the mentioned scenarios. In both cases norms are developed. Supposed 

engineering possibilities and values from ‘natural’ valves together determine 

minimal mechanical qualities for TE-valves. Also, observe that the target is set 

below ‘natural’ values, without discussing what this means for lived bodies. 

Questions like “Can a woman give birth to a child with such a valve?”, or “can a 

child be free to play the way it likes” play no role in these technological 

discussions.   

 While TE approaches may be inspired on processes in human bodies, 

describing the actual engineering of heart valves as ‘mimicking nature’ obscures 

the normative work involved in developing an engineering approach. As we saw, 

deciding about how to engineer a heart valve is interrelated with developing 

norms for TE valves. In contrast, calling this work of tissue engineers 

engineering design helps to highlight that engineering choices need to be made.  

  

Choosing cells, choosing aspects of clinical practice 

Finally, references like ‘mimicking nature’ or ‘helping the body to heal itself’ are 

primarily used to describe autologous TE- use of patient’s own cells. It seems to 

imply that using patient cells is necessarily better for each patient. Yet a choice 

between either patient or donor cells has implications for the organisation of the 

clinical practice: engineers link cell choice to commercial demands, to target 

groups, to a choice between hospital and industry based practices.  

 A choice for donor cells is often associated with a large scale industry based 

practice that supplies of the shelf organs. A choice for patient cells on the other 

hand is linked to hospital based tailor made approach.  
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“To impact large patient groups need of-the-shelf solutions; need to commercialize 

and not rely on patient cells (unless scaffold directly implanted to recruit cells inside 

the body).” (American Professor at Dutch TE conference, May 2005) 

“Either you say: ‘I have a patient now, take some of his own cells and make 

something out of it that we place back’; or you say ‘I have a shelf with all kinds of 

valves, and take the one that fits you, and there you are’. But you have to do 

something about the immune response. There are some research groups that 

make clear choices. We have decided to work only with autologous cells. We do not 

want to have to take care of any of those safety aspects.” (r03-1-310) 

The quotes indicate that the choice between patient and donor cells can be made 

for different reasons. The first engineer argues in light of what he defines as the 

desired practice, considering the fact there is a ‘need’ for organs. Helping people 

is helping as many people as possible. The second engineer gives another 

argument:  the choice of cells must ensure that the body accepts this tissue. In 

case of autologous TE, patient cells are a way to get around immunological 

reactions. In this case helping people implies helping the individual patient as 

quickly as possible.    

 Cell choice is more than a choice between large scale production and a more 

tailor made approach. It is also related to who can be treated, when, to different 

tissue banking practices and different notions of risk. The use of patient cells 

implies a larger time lap between diagnosis and implantation. It takes weeks to 

engineer a tissue. It is thus of no use for emergency cases. Donor tissue may be 

available as an of-the-shelf solution. In the case of donor tissue immunological 

reactions need to be tackled. But there is also the risk of using defective cells. 

One problematic cell line may thus affect thousands of people. Autologous tissue 

may be applicable to limited patient groups. Some researchers fear that older 

cells will grow badly and perhaps not integrate. 

Then you take cells from an older person and they do not seem to grow. Even 

though there are differences of opinion on that. Can you make a valve for such a 

patient? And will it still integrate well, as we heal badly when we are older. (r03-1-

310). 

One proposal is to use umbilical cord cells in stead of cells harvested from the 

body. These cells could be stored to be used tens of years later (see Hoerstrup et 

al.: 2002). One researcher has stored the umbilical cords of his child for this 

reason. This might mean that access to your private cell source may depend on 
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parental choices, vision and financial means to store umbilical tissue. Other 

researchers, however, doubt that umbilical cords will be of any use.   

 Yes and then we come again to that whole story of frozen umbilical cords. And I 

think there will be no match. Then you have young cells in an older body, I do not 

think that will match. (r03-1-310) 

However, if this reasoning would proof right also donor cells would have to be 

matched with regard to age. Cell choice matters for who can be treated, even in 

light of mentioned uncertainties.   

 Describing autologous TE as ‘mimicking nature’ does not capture how cell 

choice is linked to the organisation of TE in the clinical practice and the possible 

implications this may have for patients. Again, describing cell choice as a matter 

of engineering design creates room for discussing pros and cons of different cell 

sources.  

2.4. Beyond references to nature   

It is all going very fast. Yes really fast. Mainly because it is the right time I think. It is 

also very interesting research. It is fascinating, because everything is alive, is 

growing. And you can influence it as well. I recall that when I was pregnant, and 

had a child in my womb, I realised that when it was 10 weeks old, it already had a 

heart valve. And in the lab, we take 9 weeks and then we only had something that 

looked like a heart valve.  And we did not even know what exactly it is. Very 

rudimentary.  (…) At that time I really stood in reality: what in heaven’s sake are we 

doing? And now it is again working full force, and yes, it is very fascinating. (r03-1-

310) 

The quoted engineer compares her laboratory work to developments in an 

unborn ‘child’. For many engineers these kinds of ‘natural’ developments 

represent their ideal and are important examples. But as this engineer makes 

clear, TE is in fact very unlike these processes: it is hard work and still much is 

unclear about how to make body parts. I have shown that TE is a practice where 

morally relevant decisions regarding objectives, concepts of nature, standards for 

valves and interrelated choices of cell type and practice are made in an 

engineering context. However, to speak of designing living human body parts is 

quite provocative, for it easily raises existential questions or fears. As a 

consequence of the natural/unnatural split, biomedical engineering is often 

associated with the unnatural, with danger and evil: the well known 
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Frankenstein theme. This raises the question of ‘How to describe TE in such a 

way that we capture how TE involves normative work?’ 

 The analysis of Richard Norman of references to nature in debates about 

biomedicine, recognises that discussions around the dividing line 

natural/unnatural are not fruitful as such a line is non-existing. Still, Norman 

argues, we should take references to nature seriously for they point to a need of a 

background of features of human lives that themselves cannot be chosen. He 

argues that meaningful choices and life projects can only be found against a 

background of things experienced as ‘given’(see Norman: 1996).  In this light, 

we may understand how the practice of TE in itself may challenge conceptions of 

living bodies as given and even sacred and as such the practice challenges how 

bodies should be. There are several reasons for engineers to accept that TE can 

provoke questions like ‘playing God’, and for them to refrain from speaking of 

TE in terms of ‘mimicking nature’.  

 Firstly, references to nature will reinforce thinking of TE in terms of 

natural/unnatural and thereby the reference frame will not adapt. These kinds of 

references, whether made to play down worries or to describe ideals or sources 

of inspiration, will on the longer run stimulate existential fears as they keep TE 

on the natural/unnatural boundary. Engineers should neither deny nor ridicule 

worries, because these are very real for the involved people, but should 

acknowledge that TE may raise these kinds of questions. By comparing TE to 

more familiar practices that engineer body parts such as engineering mechanical 

body parts they may also try to stimulate changes in the reference frame. If TE is 

considered to be part of human activities it will also be in the realm of human 

choice and debate.  

 Secondly, presenting TE in terms of engineering is also an important step in 

preparing the public for challenges in implementing TE in clinical settings. 

When autologous TE reaches the phase of clinical experiments, the public might 

’discover’ that autologous TE implies implanting scaffolds and that there are 

man made risks in TE as in any other engineering practice. Then the public may 

feel deceived by the presentation of autologous TE as ‘mimicking nature’ and 

may loose trust in biomedical technology. Presenting autologous TE in terms of 

engineering is one way to prepare professionals and public for talking about 

(unexpected) hurdles and risks.  

 Finally and most importantly for this study, opposing nature as good and 

engineering as bad is not helpful in stimulating constructive discussion about 
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how design decisions affect lived bodies. When we consider engineered body 

parts no longer as givens, but as products of human work and thus embodying 

human choices we can also reflect on these effects and choice. In other words, 

speaking in terms of engineering opens up the practice of TE to our analysis of 

TE as normative work.  
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3 Standardising living body parts 

3.1. What is a good body part? 

I know that *** is struggling with making benchmarks. How would you do that? Would 

you compare it to regular tissue, to existing technologies? It is tough, it is new. Difficult. I 

think it is too much too stringent if you compare it to normal tissue. But comparing 

it to existing devices, we want it to be better than existing devices. So probably it is 

somewhere in between. I compare it to itself. I would say, here are the expectations; 

here is what it needs to do to make patients better. That is what I would do. What 

are the criteria? To be safe and to help patients sufficiently to justify the risk.  (r04-2-

606) 

Engineers need clearly formulated objectives as well as means of establishing 

whether these objectives are reached, in order to claim that a heart valve 

prosthesis works well and is safe enough to implant. Tissue engineers point out 

that TE currently lacks several issues that are related to objectives and quality 

control. This chapter studies this problem of deciding ‘what is a good tissue 

engineered  heart valve?’. 

 The work of making standards for TE –I will call this standardising TE- 

reaches beyond the laboratory, through clinics and companies up to the 

regulatory levels of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in the United 

States of America (USA) and regulatory authorities in the European Union (EU). 

As expertise in TE is in the laboratory, regulators depend on tissue engineers for 

direction. Interaction takes place between laboratories and law. So we start this 

chapter by looking at the larger context of regulating medical technologies. 

 The lack of standards means for engineers that they cannot merely import 

norms and standard tests: for them standardising is a major challenge they need 

to address themselves. Standardising is an important prerequisite for the step to 

the clinic. This step from engineering tissues in laboratories as part of research 

to engineering tissues as to-be body parts to be implanted in human bodies 

raises questions like: will the valve hold?’ will the tissue not become infected?; 
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will the valve grow if needed?; and will the scaffold dissolve at the right pace?. 

These are questions that can only be answered by experimenting in animals and 

finally also in human bodies. The step from laboratory to clinic can be 

understood as a self identifying step for TE (of heart valves) in the sense that 

researchers are forced to go beyond their dreams of fully autologous heart valves 

to deal with the question: ‘what exactly do we want, are we able to and need to 

make?’ ‘To compare it to itself’ is the answer of a founding-father of TE quoted 

above, hereby pinpointing the difficulty of standardising that what is not yet 

(made) comparable.  

 In this chapter it becomes clear that standardising TE heart valves implies 

being confronted with the fact that choosing a specific research/engineering 

approach has consequences. In chapter one, I explained that choosing a specific 

research approach to study body problems manifests itself in specific research 

problems or objectives. Establishing the severity of atherosclerosis by measuring 

the percentage of occlusion of a vessel through duplex technology results in 

formulating as treatment objective a lowering of the percentage of occlusion in 

vessels, which is not necessary the most relevant objective for patients as 

occlusion of vessels and complaints like pain are not one to one correlated (see 

Mol: 2002). The research discussed in this chapter is ongoing and as such the 

effects for patients are beyond this study. But we can see, how the approach of 

TE manifests itself in specific research problems such as biological risks, the fact 

that living valves change over time and that bodies might react differently.   

 However, the major part of standardising TE implies developing norms for 

body parts in relation to such things as cell source and prospective patient 

groups. The result of standardising is a particular design for heart valves, as well 

as, aspects of procedures surrounding the engineering, implantation and follow 

up of heart valves.  As this chapter studies standardising in the making the focus 

of analysis is on the question as to how engineers do this form of boundary work 

rather than on the final outcome of standardising. I show how engineers 

struggle in the laboratory with the question ‘how to make a good body part?’ and 

I characterise three strategies they use to deal with it. This question cannot be 

answered in abstract terms, but needs to be explored. In this light, I raise the 

question:  ‘Who can contribute to this learning process?’ The founding-father of 

TE argues that TE is good if it helps patients. But how to conceive of this? Here I 

think it is important to realise there is a second sense in which TE is made 

concrete when moving from bench to bedside: from fleshy things in the 
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laboratory that are still rather undefined, to concrete body parts in the most 

literal sense: part of bodies, persons. Collagen, scaffold, bioreactor now become 

connected to fear, hope, life, death, ability to climb a mountain, or walk to the 

nearby shop. I suggest that we should not just learn in laboratories but also from 

patients who live with heart valve implants.  

3.2. The need for standards for living heart valves 

The call for regulation for and evaluation of medical technologies both by 

engineers at universities, industry and regulators themselves can best be 

understood as part of a larger trend for more stringent regulation of medical 

technologies. Krik Jeffrey’s history of the development of cardiac pacemakers 

indicates a transition from decisions to implant in humans made by individual 

researcher-medical specialists to ever more regulation for medical devices. In the 

mid 1950s a researcher could decide himself when he felt that sufficient animal 

studies were done to go ahead with a human patient (see Jeffrey: 2001, 64).  In 

the USA the FDA had already regulated food, drugs and cosmetics since 1938 

but medical devices were exempted from this. In the late 1960s a push to 

regulate medical devices in the USA was stimulated by a lager movement of 

consumer and environmental groups (see Jeffrey: 2001). Only in 1976 

regulation was established concerning medical devices that could require 

premarket approval of the FDA depending on the class devices were assigned to 

(see Jeffrey: 2001).  

 Faulkner and Kent note two sometimes conflicting objectives of European 

developments of regulation of medical devices: public health and trade (see Kent 

et al.: 2006b). In Europe regulatory policies tend to be “increasingly politicised, 

highly contentious and characterised by a suspicion of science and a mistrust in 

both government and industry” (see Vogel cited in Kent et al.: 2006b, 43). This 

is linked to a broader public support for health (and environment, safety) 

protection; an increase of EU regulation competence; and regulatory failures by 

governments in cases such as mad cow disease and medical device failures (see 

Kent et al.: 2006b, 43). Together with an increased concern on cost management 

of medical technologies this means that quality assessment has become more 

and more important (see Faulkner and Kent: 2001, 896). Next to this move 

towards regulation to ensure public health and gain public trust there is also a 
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wish to promote trade (see Kent et al.: 2006b, 50). Industry can have a large 

influence because trade promotion is a traditional objective of the EU. 

 While regulation for and evaluation of medical technologies has become 

increasingly important, tissue engineers are presented with a regulatory void. 

Regulation was developed in light of traditional technologies and adaptations of 

regulation to the specific characteristics to TE lag behind developments in the TE 

practice. For TE researchers this means they are confronted with regulation that 

does not fit the characteristics of TE.   

Have you ever had discussions with the FDA about this? Yeah we have talked to the 

people. And you know they have a problem because they don’t quite understand or 

have totally revolved how they are going to approach this. Because the way the FDA 

is set up, there is the group that looks at devices and then there is another group 

that looks at biologics. And which this tissue engineered structure is: whether it is a 

device or a biologic is not clear. So they have actually talked about how to either set 

up a virtual centre with expertise of both of these. But I think these things are so in 

evolution.(r05-606)  

This researcher points to boundary issues in the USA that make it difficult for 

TE to standardise TE products. Similar issues play in Europe as well. For in 

Europe there are currently three areas of regulation: medical devices, medicinal 

products and biologics. Kent et al. describe how in Europe and the UK regulation 

for TE products is being shaped in the space between these areas. Different 

kinds of evidence are required for devices and drugs, the latter having a more 

stringent assessment procedure. Biologics include blood and blood products, as 

well as human organs and tissues (regulation operates mainly at national level). 

TE products often have characteristics that cross one or more regulatory 

boundaries, and pose difficulties to classify. A new EU directive needs to solve 

this. Regulation for TE products develops both at European level, but also on the 

level of nation states (see Kent et al.: 2006b, 41-60).  

 In light of the discussion ‘mimicking or engineering’ in last chapter it is not 

that surprising that Faulkner et al find competing constructions of safety in the 

regulatory arena that are related to these two ways of describing TE. In the 

regulatory arena, industry is the main protagonist of standards for TE. 

Representatives of industry in the regulatory progress see themselves as ‘the 

vanguard of technical standards’(see Faulkner et al.: 2006, 2282). Faulkner et al. 

suggest that industry has an interest in strong standards that also extend to, for 

example, non commercial tissue banks to strengthen the idea that tissue 
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practices are both technologically and ethically safe (see Faulkner et al.: 2006, 

2282). The whole enterprise of TE has much too loose if engineered materials 

are perceived as dangerous. Moreover, industry has an interest in a level-playing 

field: transnational standards are important for commercialisation of TE. While 

industry claims credibility through standardising, the public value of integrity 

implies that unmanipulated tissue is often considered safer than manipulated 

tissue (see Faulkner et al.: 2006, 2285). In the regulatory process the use of the 

patient’s own cells in autologous TE is emphasised in order to make it ethically 

less controversial. 

 In the Dutch-Swiss heart valve case engineers want to know when they have 

designed and made a safe and functional heart valve. Here a lack of norms 

makes it impossible to claim that one has engineered a good functional heart 

valve. Moreover, also they recognise that problems with TE heart valves in one 

project may affect the whole TE heart valve practice: 

At that time something went wrong with Synergraft [decellurised pig heart valves] 

and after that the discussion started what TE is. Some said that it was no TE. But if 

something goes wrong with a real TE implant, the whole TE world may suffer. 

(r07-1-409) 

The lack of standards is a shared problem, also because the whole TE practice 

may suffer if something goes wrong with patients in one particular project. 

 Thus, while there is a lot of regulatory activity concerning TE, it is confusing, 

incomplete and developing. Heinonen et al in this light conclude that one of the 

challenges for developers of TE is to anticipate regulatory developments (see 

Heinonen et al.: 2005, 1905). Horstman puts it stronger: the work of –what she 

calls- benchmarking TE is like a Baron von Munchhausen act: pulling yourself 

out of the marsh by your own hair (see Horstman: 2006). With this she means 

that the practice of TE has to constitute itself. This much better reflects how 

tissue engineers in the heart valve project describe their work. As the engineers 

lack a frame of reference, they feel standardising is a task they need to take on 

themselves:  

 “The problem is that norms are unclear, we need to make them up ourselves.” 

 (Heart valve meeting,1-610) 
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The marsh tissue engineers confront however not merely thrives by the 

regulatory void: while among other things it is not clear what kind of tests need 

to be done, the tests themselves are also lacking.  

 One final striking observation about the TE regulatory developments is that 

patients hardly participate in the regulatory process. Industry is well represented 

in this process, and even when scientific opinions are sought, these come mainly 

from scientists working in industry (see Kent et al.: 2006b, 56). It is suggested 

that the current lack of TE applications and lack of organisation of patients in 

Europe is a reason for the exclusion of patient groups in regulatory processes of 

TE (see Kent et al.: 2006b, 56). Research on other human implant technologies 

like artificial hips and breast implants shows how patient activism can be highly 

variable between different implants. In the case of breast implants patients were 

organised and regulation seemed more user-orientated. In hip implant 

regulatory developments on the other hand a strong alliance between surgeons 

and manufactures was noted. Issues of costs and clinical effectiveness were at 

the focus of evaluation, while the viewpoint of implantees was virtually absent 

(see Faulkner and Kent: 2001, 901).  

 In light of lack of standards as well as patient involvement in regulatory 

development, this chapter asks “how do tissue engineers in the laboratory work 

towards a path out of the marsh?”   

And one of the things we have gotten into very recently, (…) is setting an agenda 

that will have to be achieved before what we do in the laboratory now can actually be 

used on lots of patients. In other words it gets into the ethical issues; it gets into the 

regulatory issues; it gets into issues of acceptance by the surgical community; and it 

gets into manufacturing issues: shipping, sterilisation. (r06-2-606) 

As this researcher explains moving tissue from laboratory to bedside involves 

solving issues ranging from regulatory work and convincing surgeons to very 

practical problems such as getting the tissue safely to the patient. Engineering 

living, safe and functional tissue poses problems specific to TE in all these areas. 

Tissue engineers often point out the advantages of making something that is 

living: namely it adapts, restores itself and even grows. The idea is to make 

something that becomes and stays a body part. However, these supposed 

qualities of TE come with risks. As the researcher points out later in the 

interview the objective of living tissue that interacts with the body makes that 

quality control of TE is extremely challenging. 
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One area that I find extremely interesting, that is just beginning to be though of, is 

that tissue engineered product depends for its ability to do what you want it to do 

and not to fail at it, depends on interactions of it with the tissues of the recipient. 

That is different then these guys. [points at a mechanical valve] These are not 

completely inert. But the level of interaction is very different. (r06-2-606) 

Standardising living tissue means thinking and working through what the wild 

idea to engineer living tissue really entails. Below, I will discuss how tissue 

engineers deal with the problems they are confronted with namely biological 

risks, issues of time and differences between bodies. I’ll show which strategies 

they employ to deal with these problems and to be able to standardise 

engineered living tissues.   

3.3. Avoiding: what biological risks do we take? 

Working with living materials means dealing with specific biological challenges 

and risks. However, there is not a single way to engineer a living tissue. And 

thus engineers can manoeuvre to find approaches that can be standardised 

relatively easily. In particular, some engineering problems can be circumvented. 

Below I show how engineers reduce risk by limiting the number of ways in 

which the tissue can get out of hand.   

Cells: less engineering is less risk 

Cell choice is an important issue in TE. While stem cells are seen as an attractive 

cell source, using more specialised cells is an important strategy in limiting 

risks. One problem of stem cells is that it is difficult to control their 

differentiation to more specialised cell types. This senior researcher explains the 

promise of stem cells and the problems of knowing what cell type you are 

engineering with. 

What would be the advantage of using these cells? We currently have problems with the 

amount of cells. Cells only grow 5 to 6 times. Thus you need progenitor cells, cells 

which are closer to the source. And pluripotent or multipotent cell can do much 

more: it can still become a heart cell or a muscle cell. But what we do not know is 

how to magic this one cell into a heart cell or muscle cell .  (…) One problem is that 

even if we can change a cell into another, we do not know what kind of cell type this 

new cell is.  We lack the markers to say:  Now, thou arrest a heart cell.’ Then one 

would have something one thinks one can use to make a heart valve, but I think it 

is dangerous. Still, the idea that once it is implanted and it fulfils its function will 

remodulate [adapt] to that function, I do believe. (r03-1-310) 
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Stem cells are considered a valuable cell source because they might expand more 

easily than other cell types and can be differentiated into several or all cell types. 

However, changing one cell type into another is something else than controlling 

the type of cells you make. Thus, while stem cell research is part of the research 

program, heart valves implanted in sheep are engineered from more specialised 

cells.   

 The quoted researcher also discusses cell adaptation to the body once the 

tissue is implanted. She trusts that cells will adapt to their environment. This fits 

with the mentioned research approach of her group which mechanically 

stimulates cells in order to develop functional tissue. However, the researcher 

quoted below refers to experiences in stem cell therapy research to explain the 

risks of stem cells developing into the wrong type of tissue. 

Another major worry is that they form more than one tissue. And that has 

happened even in humans when people were using fetal cells to try cure 

Parkinson’s disease. If you would put fetal cells in the brain the fetal cells would not 

only make some brain tissue, but also bone and cartilage and skin. That grew and 

killed the patient. So you know that is another concern that differentiation of 

undifferentiated cells must be extremely tested. To make sure they only form what 

you want in the size you want. And that people do not understand well enough. So 

if you start with a stem cell and you want bone, you have to make sure before you 

put it in that it doesn’t form cancer or form bone, skin, brain, intestines. You do not 

want intestines in your leg. You don’t want a bony heart. So those are important 

scientific questions. So that is a reason to use more specialized cells?   Yes exactly. You 

have to have very good data that says that it does what you want it to do. (r04-2-606) 

While the mentioned researchers do not fully agree on the risks of stem cells, 

both researchers agree that specialised cells are safer than stem cells.  

 In this reasoning, cells ideally would come from the tissue they need to make 

as than they match with respect to cell type. One example of such an approach 

was a research project I saw in Boston: research on a hybrid device to 

replace/support the liver. 

So the cells are in the device and then…?   Now what would be the best. The best 

would be if you would use your own cells but don’t have to grow them outside the 

body. So in the beginning of the operation we put the animal to sleep. We take a 

piece of his liver. Then we continue to do the surgery to put the device in, which we 

do. And once the device is implanted with blood flow. That is a huge new thing. 

Then we have  taken it down to single cells, we bring those cells back we  put them 

in the device. At the same operation. (r04-2-606) 
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In heart valve TE the possibility to harvest cells with a biopsy from heart valves is 

studied but does not seem an attractive approach.  

 

An important issue in tissue engineering in general is whether the cells that are 

used develop a similar phenotype as found in the native tissue. (…)  Safest would be 

to use cells originating from the tissue for which a replacement is being 

engineered. In case of heart valves, valve biopsies to obtain valvular interstitial cells 

have been shown feasible (Maish et al., 2003). For clinical implementation, 

however, the risk of post-operative problems is unacceptable. (…) Both arterial and 

venous cells, derived from blood vessels, have been widely used in tissue 

engineering of heart valves as they are closely related to the cells in a heart valve, but 

an intact vascular structure always has to be sacrificed. (see Mol: 2005, 92) 

Researchers therefore use cells from related tissue. In the Dutch-Swiss project 

the human cells in the successful protocol are from left-over tissue of a bypass 

operation. For sheep a blood vessel from the leg is harvested in an extra 

operation. This is the so called ‘intact structure’ that needs to be sacrificed. Thus, 

using specialized cells come at a price of sacrificing healthy tissue. 

 Concluding, the challenge in engineering with cells is to get control over 

their dynamics. In choosing a cell source risks and benefits are connected. The 

potential of stem cells to grow multiple tissues, becomes a risk if you cannot 

control cell differentiation. Advantaged cell technologies are in this respect more 

risky than the more crude approach of sacrificing tissue to make it into a source 

of specialized cells. Therefore, standardising TE protocols which use specialized 

cells is much less challenging and time consuming than those that use stem 

cells.  Below we look at another example of cell choice and cell match: namely, 

the problem of immunological reactions when donor cells are used.  

Own cells first 

Tissue engineered heart valves are considered most useful for congenital 

problems. This means that researchers envision to apply TE to those bodies in 

which something went wrong in developing a fully functional heart valve. 

Nevertheless, engineers emphasise that using the patient’s own body materials 

(own cells, own bodily processes) is safer than using strange materials 

(allogeneic cells, adding growth factors). In this section, we consider why the 

own body is considered safest.  

 The choice for autologous cells can be understood in pragmatic terms. It is a 

way to circumvent some safety issues known from transplantation medicine. 
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The surgeon-researcher below gives a common story to explain his choice for 

autologous cells. 

Do you have a stand on the choice between donor or autologous cells? Well my, our 

whole work has been directed at the idea of using autologous cells. And the reasons 

for that are obvious no rejection issues. And I think it is probably workable, that we 

can get cells to make a tissue engineered valve. And using the patients own cells 

eliminates a whole series of problems: of rejection, of transmission of certain kinds 

of infection agents (…)You know if one could have a donor cell type that would do 

all the things we would need it to do and would not evoke any immuno response. 

That would be ideal, but so far as I know no one has come up with that. (r05-2-606) 

By using the patient’s own cells, rejection is supposedly avoided. The choice for 

autologous cells can be understood from an engineering perspective. Cells are 

one of the resources needed to engineer tissue. The use of allogeneic cells from a 

cell line would have considerable advantages: they could be of-the-shelf and no 

healthy tissue of the patient would be sacrificed as source for cells. However, 

currently immunological problems and risks of infection make this source 

unattractive. Rather than trying to solve these problems first, often autologous 

cells are used as an alternative cells source. Thus, autologous TE can be 

characterised by a trust in autologous cells.19  

 In this respect autologous TE can be contrasted with other forms of cell 

transplantation such as stem cell therapy for Hurler disease for which 

autologous cells are considered problematic. As there is a genetic component to 

this disease, it has been argued that allogeneic cells are needed (see Braat et al.: 

2006, 2412). For patients with congenital heart disease genetic defects may well 

play a role in developing malformations and as such it is remarkable that 

researchers do not worry about genetic problems. 

And these heart valve deformities, how do they arise, is there insight into that? It is known 

that it is genetically. So it is connected to syndromes. Such as the Down syndrome, 

for example. But there are other genetic disorders. But it is not really understood 

how practically it comes to the malformation. It seems that the cells have some 

deficiency. In the week, I don’t know, very early on, I don’t know, 10, there is the 

first heart beat. The first heamodynamic action. And if the cells don’t respond 

correctly to this heamodynamic stimulus, they make mal-formed tissues. But it is 

not fully understood. It is more empirical. We know that if this is genetic disorder, 

we see these and these malformations.    (r01-1-410) 

                                                           
19 There is some research on solving the immunological issues of allogeneic cells (r03-1-703) 
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One researcher mentioned one should have reason to believe that using 

autologous cells is safe. 

Yes, you need to have some clues, certainly when working with autologous cells, 

that those autologous cells won’t not lead to reoccurrence of the same disease. (r02-

1-409) 

Even though it is recognised that genetics plays a role, this is not a topic of 

discussion in meetings. The issue does not seem to worry engineers.  

Researchers who I have asked about the issue suggested it would not be such a 

problem, as genetic defects and tissue malformation are not coupled one to one 

(r08-1-404). Implanted TE valves would therefore not develop these 

malformations.  

I have one final question because you were talking about genetic issues. Do you think that 

for people who have a genetic defect, there is a risk for this defect to reoccur in the engineered 

valves? That is certainly a theoretical possibility. I tend to doubt it. Because there are 

clearly other factors besides genetics that are involved in how congenital hear 

tdisease comes about. And we have seen this in twins, who had presumably a very 

similar in vivo environment and one twin has congenital heart disease and the 

other one does not. We know that if a parent has congenital heart disease the risk 

for that parent’s offspring to have congenital heart disease is higher than the 

normal population but the odds are still better then 95 out of 100 that they are 

going to have a normal heart.. (r04-2-606) 

This researcher called the possibility for reoccurrence theoretic and this seems to 

capture the general attitude of the mentioned engineers: it is possible but 

unlikely that there will be a problem in engineered valve arising out of genetic 

factors underlying the congenital problems.  

 In TE it is often the assumption that when cells are given the right 

environment, they will develop in the desired way. TE is in many ways working 

with the interactions between cells and their environment (also other cells). 

Autologous cells have the advantage that they match with the surrounding 

tissue. Thus, one task in standardising is finding out which matches 

(cells/environment) can communicate, and where this may not be the case 

avoiding communication problems is one strategy for engineering safe tissues. 

Below I give one more example that illustrates ‘avoiding’ as engineering strategy: 

the risks of xeno-materials. 
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Public health: removing the beast  
Perhaps different then one might expect xeno-transplantation is in many senses 

part of the past and present of the field. Processed non-living materials derived 

from animals are routinely used as biological heart valves. Still some tissue 

engineers suggest that prion diseases might be a risk when animal derived 

materials are used as or in a scaffold. Consider how this researcher describes the 

risks of using  xenografts as scaffold for TE: 

In a further approach, specific biological matrix constituents can be used as scaffold 

material including collagens and fibrins (Lee and Mooney, 2001; Rothenburger et 

al., 2002). These materials have the disadvantage that they are difficult to obtain 

from the patient in sufficient quantities. Therefore, most of these scaffolds are of 

animal origin. In this context, identification of retroviruses and prionic diseases has 

given rise to great concern as to the risk of zoonoses (see section 1.3.2).  (see 

Hoerstrup: 2005, 5) 

In the mentioned section he makes an explicit link to recent cases of animal to 

human transmissions of zoonoses like Creutzfeldt-Jakob. 

One important aspect in xenotransplantation is the risk of zoonoses - human 

diseases caused by infectious agents from animals (Takeuchi, 2000) - which might 

even be facilitated by the mandatory immunosupression (Weiss et al., 2000; Moza 

et al., 2001). The identification of porcine endogenous retroviruses and prionic 

diseases has given rise to great concern. Recently, epidemiological data have 

strongly indicated transfer of Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease from cattle into humans 

either via infected meat, via surgical materials derived from bovine gut, or via drugs 

or vaccines prepared using fetal calf serum (Knight and Collins, 2001).   (see 

Hoerstrup: 2005, 5) 

 

One Dutch TE heart valve researcher makes a similar point in different wording:  

“Making it fully autologous is impossible, because it won’t be strong enough. 

Unless you would be abe to isolate enough collagen from the patient to use that for 

a scaffold.”  She explains that a polymer in the implant is less problematic than 

animal materials because the latter have a risk for prion diseases. (r01-1-409) 

This researcher talks in terms of more or less autologous to indicate whether 

only patient materials are used or if foreign materials -biological and synthetic- 

are included. Using patients’ materials to engineer scaffolds would best fit the 

fully autologous ideal. However, it is considered impossible to derive enough 
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suitable materials from patients’ bodies. Animal derived products thus would be 

an attractive option, if not for the risk of them carrying prion-diseases.  

 While a xeno-scaffold would be implanted in patients, there are also xeno-

materials that may come into contact with the human body only indirectly. In 

almost all cell cultures for TE xeno-materials are used as part of the medium. In 

the heart valve project foetal bovine serum (FBS) is standardly used. As the 

researcher below explains also here patient derived resources are considered but 

found unrealistic: 

FBS is a problem because it is xeno-material and it carries the risk of transmitting 

zoonoses from animals to humans, such as mad cow disease. Therefore, we 

certainly need to run tests with other sera. It is impossible to derive a sufficient 

amount of serum from the patient, therefore it will probably be a synthetic variant.   

(r07-1-702 email) 

At present, 2006-2007, xeno-serum is conceived of as a future problem by the 

Dutch Swiss heart valve group, most likely to be solved by replacing the xeno-

serum with a synthetic alternative. This is however something they will hope to 

buy rather than develop themselves (informal talk, November 2006). Next to the 

serum, also xeno-fibrin is used in cell seeding (informal talk, November 2006). 

For fibrin there is a synthetic alternative for sale, but this is expensive. As some 

cell types may be seeded just prior to implantation, some remains from the cell 

solution containing fibrin may enter the patient body.   

 While in this research group xeno-materials are treated as dangerous, xeno-

materials are widely used in TE. This is striking for regulators had assumed that 

they had regulated xeno-materials in a precautionary way (see Brown et al.: 

2006, 7). As part of a precautionary approach to xeno-materials an important 

idea had been that receivers of xenografts would be registered and be monitored 

life-long to check possible infection with a zoonoses. (see Brown et al.: 2006, 7)

 However, Brown et al show, by analysing the example of EpicelTM,, how 

xenotransplantation had creeped into the medical practice relatively unnoticed. 

EpicellTM  is an autologous human skin graft that has been marketed by 

Genzyme since 1987 for treating severe burns. In the culturing procedure 

mouse cells are used as co-culture (see Brown et al.: 2006, 7). Only in 2001 the 

FDA revised its definition of xenotransplants to include less obvious xeno-

contacts. In earlier xenotransplant regulation these kind of ex-vivo contacts were 

not included. EpicellTM was therefore already classified as a medical device (see 
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Brown et al.: 2006, 6).  As the regulator below explains the mouse body with 

human body contact is easily forgotten when one thinks in terms of cell lines.  

The mice who provided the cells were long dead. Years and Years ago, so it’s an 

established cell line that’s being used, really without people thinking about it being 

particularly mousy “.  (Respondent of UK department of Health in (see Brown et 

al.: 2006, 7)) 

Brown et al. point out that as people thought of xenotransplantation in terms of 

pigs and whole organs, while implants that involve xeno contact at the cellular 

level were outside the focus. Moreover, regulators continue to regulate through 

classifying, making it therefore sometimes impossible to classify products that 

cross boundaries.  These so called hybrid technologies cannot be captured by 

regulation, while their hybrid status in regulatory fields is the result of an 

ongoing attempt to separate bodily matters that are in fact materially connected. 

Brown et al. argue that risks flourish when boundary making (and thus hybrid 

making) is continued, but also remark that boundary making is a needed process 

especially as the possibly devastating risks are population wide and thus ask for 

rigidity (see Brown et al.: 2006, 19).  In other words hybrids are dangerous but 

also necessary products of regulation.  

 In the heart valve project engineering xeno-materials out of the standard 

approach is considered as part of the objectives. This means that while in the 

animal pilot studies lambs receive valves that have had bovine contacts, the 

objective is to avoid this in patients.  In the heart valve project synthetic scaffolds 

are preferred to xeno-materials. Here avoiding risks and being in control 

through engineering materials rather than trusting materials –such as in the 

case of cell choice- seems to be the used strategies.  

Avoiding communication problems 

In conclusion, all three mentioned examples concern interactions between cells 

and environment: it is an example of how TE manifests itself in specific research 

challenges. Moreover, all three above examples make clear that engineers 

circumvent issues connected to a lack of knowledge, or lack of control. In 

particular, engineers give priority to more specialised cells as source in order to 

avoid that cells specialise into unwanted cell types. Engineers plan to use the 

patient’s own cells to be not confronted with immunological reactions and limit 

risks of infection. Related to this is the preference for synthetic scaffolds, as 

biological scaffolds come with a possible risk for disease transmission. Though 
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these strategies are not followed by everyone in the TE research practice, nor can 

be considered to be final choices, they indicate that finding a way out of the 

marsh of Baron von Munchausen involves being selective about which things to 

solve and to get under control, which things to trust and which things to 

circumvent.   

 The interactions between materials and research have been noticed by social 

researchers describing developments in TE regulations. Kent et al. conceptualise 

the immunological advantage of autologous cells as self-regulation: i.e. the body 

recognises the cells as self (see Kent et al.: 2006a, 19). It is an interesting 

concept for it points out that standardising in and regulation of TE also arises 

out of interaction with body materials and their dynamics. However, by choosing 

the concept of self-regulation in combination with their use of concepts such as 

self-repair and self-regeneration Kent et al. rather uncritically reinforce the 

picture that autologous TE is mimicking or self-healing rather than engineering. 

It suggests only positive action of bodies, whereas the so-called self-regulation of 

the body is from an engineering perspective an engineering problem: rejection 

of foreign cells and tissues is considered a disadvantage. Obviously, in case of 

organ transplantation this rejection can even be deadly. It is kind of awkward to 

describe bodily responses such as rejection which are not always in favour of the 

patient in terms of self-regulation.  

 Another way to characterise these observations is to conceptualise them in 

terms of interaction between cells, bodies and researchers rather than something 

that bodies themselves do. Avoiding biological risks is a way to manage 

interaction problems between cells, tissue and engineers. Consider how this works 

for our three examples: firstly, allogeneic cells are problematic because these 

may be rejected by the patient’s body. Also, part of the trust of engineers in 

autologous cells is the conviction that malformations will not reoccur. A new 

heart valve will supposedly not malform because the phase in which 

miscommunication occurred is skipped; secondly, specialised cells understand 

the tissue they are specialised to and therefore do not need directions (signalling) 

of engineers. Also, autologous cells are recognised by their surroundings; and 

thirdly, prion diseases are possibly even unknown and as such communication is 

impossible, these diseases cannot be halted in other ways than avoiding possible 

carriers. Avoiding biological risks is thus making use of existing and workable 

lines of interaction. Finally, remark that interaction is not something bodies as 

wholes manage (as in self-healing/regulation), but is a more local issue of 
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tissues and of interaction with researchers. In this picture ‘the self that regulates’ 

dissolves. But let us now return to strategies engineers use in standardising TE 

tissues.  

3.4. Developing checks: how to tackle time? 

Avoiding as strategy is fine for some issues, but other manifested problems of 

TE have to be dealt with here and now. Time is an example of an issue engineers 

simply have to reckon with, because living tissue is dynamic: it changes from 

one moment to the next. Below I show how engineers deal with time in quality 

control of engineered tissue as an example of how tissue engineers use 

‘developing checks’ as a strategy in standardising TE.  

  

Ikea in the laboratory: developing functionality tests for a dynamic heart valve 

Standardising tissue engineered body parts is sometimes tissue type specific. 

Patients and doctors expect quite different things from liver, skin or heart valves. 

For heart valves mechanical properties are of special relevance. The pressures 

and flows an aortic heart valve has to handle are tremendous. Researchers who 

try to engineer test systems are often very impressed by the body. One researcher 

working specifically on a tube to test heart valves could hardly believe that such 

thin leaflets of tissue could survive in the tremendous blood flow (heart valve 

meeting, December 2005). Therefore, the first focus of heart valve research is 

tissue that is mechanically functional as a heart valve. In realising this objective 

time plays multiple roles. 

 As culturing of heart valves is time consuming and in research laboratories 

can only be done in small numbers, it is hard to systematically work out which 

factors matter most. In the Dutch-Swiss heart valve group often more than one 

detail of an engineering protocol or bioreactor set-up is changed at a time. The 

continuous work on the many details of a complex TE system resulted in a 

relatively successful system, without real understanding of why and how it 

works. 

A researcher states: ‘we make tissue of a quality that the rest of the world cannot yet 

engineer. but we do not know why we do so.’ Conclusion of discussion is that 

researchers need to be more aware of what they adapt in the system.  (heart valve 

meeting, 1-602) 
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The time needed to culture cells and train valves is an important factor in 

research.  

 But more importantly, just as with standardising for tissue preservation also 

for standards related to functional and mechanical properties, time is an 

important property that needs to be captured by the standards themselves. 

Change and stability over time are central problems of standardising living 

tissue. One of the said advantages of allogeneic cells is that tissue could be 

available of the shelf. This however presumes that living tissue can be preserved 

while keeping quality stable and vitality in tact. This researcher indicates why 

quality stability may be problematic for all tissue engineered products that 

cannot be implanted directly: 

It is a living tissue, so that it is changing minute to minute, it is changing because of 

environmental conditions, if the temperature changes, if the oxygen changes, so 

you have by nature a very dynamic construction and that is one of the challenges of 

thinking about how do you do what we probable would call ‘quality control’. And if 

you ship it, it is going to change while you ship it, how do you deal with that? (r06-

2-606) 

In the heart valve project questions of quality change during transport are 

studied in an experiment: 

One researcher reports that the transportation experiment showed that the 

endothelial cells are already of less quality after 3 hours and gone after 6. (heart 

valve meeting, 1-602) 

In the mentioned experiment persistence of endothelial cells is tested during 

transport. These cells are important to avoid blood cluttering after implantation. 

The cells are however also vulnerable. In the test a heart valve is placed in a 

transport box with cooling elements. Every two hours a slice is taken to study.  

Even during short transport the tissue might change (for better or) worse (r07-1-

611). Thus, while of the bench tissue seems far fetched, also for autologous 

tissue questions of preservation need to be asked and answered. In autologous 

TE the engineering work might be done at the hospital, thereby avoiding 

problems of transportation. Issues of time are then solved by changes of place. 

Some researchers however see even more extreme examples of how time may 

also be a problem in terms of timing:  the patient needs to go to the operation 

room, exactly then when the tissue is ready. Medical Doctor Wouter Dhert, head 
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of a research department in Orthopaedics, suggests that this is in the clinical 

practically undoable. He therefore suggests that rather than using external 

bioreactors, the patient’s body is a better place to grow tissue (see DutchFoRm, 

21). 

 Another key time related issue is that of durability of implanted heart valves 

over years. Not only has a heart valve to be functional when implanted, but also 

one, two and ideally even thirty years after implantation. But testing durability 

for vital valves is a major challenge:  

What we miss is a battle of tests. What we do have is a large tube in which we test 

the engineered valves on functionality. It is similar to the IKEA test, where they 6 

billion times push it down.  (..) And there also exist CE-guidelines for artificial 

valves. If you want to place a new artificial heart valve on the market, it has to be 

tested: namely, it has to open and close for 6 billion times without wearing. We 

tried that with synthetic valves years ago, but those failed the test. Those valves were 

not fatigue proof.  ( r03-1-309) 

It seems rather straightforward to test durability in an ‘IKEA-like’ fashion. In 

some IKEA shops one can see a chair being pushed down and being released by 

a machine imitating a person sitting down and getting up.  The idea is to show 

that after years of use the chair is still functional and comfortable. Similarly a 

heart valve has to open and close on every heart beat without wearing. However, 

for TE heart valves it is neither quite easy to develop systems suitable for testing, 

nor clear what exactly should be tested. 

 The existence of reasonably well functioning heart valve prostheses makes 

that TE valves need to be able to compete with existing devices. Thus where for a 

TE liver the criterion can be that it is save and helps the patient, TE heart valves 

will have to do better than existing prostheses. Durability is here a very 

important factor for biological heart valves last for about according to some even 

20 years, while mechanical valves are expected to last a lifetime. How to proof 

that TE heart valves last for decades? The researcher below discusses this 

problem. 

Another thing about heart valves is that these [picks up mechanical valve] are more 

dimensional prostheses. There are a lot of problems with them, but they really help 

the patients. And there are people working on making them better and they are not 

that bad. Meaning that there has been so much success that the bars of bringing in 

something new is much more difficult. How can a surgeon decide to use a tissue 

engineered heart valve, which can only be tested in real time, it can’t be tested in an 

accelerated way. When you know you can pull a heart valve of the shelf and tell the 
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patient they have a pretty good change of lasting 20 years with that heart valve. So 

the acceptance by the surgical community will have to bent. (r06-2-606)  

The researcher makes clear that standardising is also convincing others 

(surgeons) that TE heart valves are safe, durable and an improvement relative to 

other biological or mechanical alternatives. Surgeons are indeed worried about 

the questions he poses. Consider this Thorax-Surgeon: 

For some things you can follow beaten roads as there are existing protocols with 

test requirements which specify when one can continue with the next step. But all 

those tests are for regular valves and test on functionality and durability. Thus you 

presume that a heart valve will keep its qualities over a longer period of time. 

However, if its active the valve’s qualities will change. It will adapt to growth and 

then you encounter a lot of problems: ‘is it controlled growth?’; ‘is it good 

adaptation?’; ‘how can I follow what happens with the valve over time?; ‘ Can I 

follow it with ultrasound?’. (md1-1-605) 

The surgeon thus finds visualisation an important issue for TE valves as their 

change needs to be followed over time. As I show below engineers do invest in 

imaging technologies to find ways to follow valve adaptation.  

 But first, consider what living tissue means for laboratory tests and 

preimplantation standards. The researcher referred to above points to an 

interesting problem: “TE heart valves can only be tested in real time.” The whole 

idea of an IKEA-like test is that it is an accelerated simulation of years of sitting 

down and standing up. Mechanical valves similarly can be tested by opening and 

closing them at a relatively high rate. There are specific ISO standards applicable 

to them. Moreover, there is years of clinical experience with both mechanical 

and biological valves. This is so called real-time experience. TE heart valves 

however interact with their environment. They need oxygen and growth factors, 

which means either very limited testing or making a complicated setting in 

which they are tested in a bioreactor that nurtures them during the test. 

Nevertheless, keeping tissue healthy outside the body is impossible for long time 

spans (weeks).  

 An even more important problem is that living tissue is supposed to adapt to 

the body it is implanted in. Ideally one should not only test a stable valve –i.e. 

avoid degradation due to lack of a nurturing environment in test equipment- but 

even test valve adaptation. 
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And we now can test valves in the valve tester, but there is a full lack of guidelines 

for these valves (…).  We expect that the valves will continue to grow and adapt an so 

forth, therefore a fatigue test might not be necessary at all. But still you want to test 

the valves. (r03-1-309)  

A Researcher reports that a certain pressure gradient –depending on diameter- is 

allowed. The pressure gradient is a measure for resistance. The more resistance the 

stronger the heart needs to pump. If the pressure gradient is more than allowed 

than this is bad for the heart. But, the researcher adds, we expect remodulation. 

(heart valve meeting, 1-611) 

Researchers thus hope that the tissue quality of TE valves will improve in the 

body. This means they may formulate pre-implantation objectives that differ 

from the end-objectives. A heart valve will need to function from the moment it 

is implanted, but optimisation may take place in the body. This tissue adaptation 

happens in real time –the actual time dimensions of cells and bodies- and poses 

difficulties with setting up experiments to test tissue quality. 

 Concluding, the example of developing checks for time issues can be 

characterised by two statements that touch on a tension in TE. On the one hand 

tissue engineers often hopefully state “it should not be such a problem, for we 

expect the tissue to remodel”. On the other hand they point out that “tests need 

to be developed” and that they need to proof that tissues do what they expect 

them to do. The first statement expresses a belief in the paradigm of TE, i.e. in 

the capacities of living tissue. The other statement refers to a lack of a referential 

frame and knowledge: regulation and standards are still under construction and 

experiments are needed to learn about tissue formation as well as in order to 

develop relevant standards. Besides working on biological safety and pre-

implantation standards and tests in the laboratory, researchers also pursue two 

other ways to safeguard quality: animal studies are used to build up evidence 

that tissue does indeed remodel in vivo, and is durable over months and even 

years. In animal models engineered tissues become body parts, I discuss this 

separately in section 3.4. Animals are only models for human beings, the step to 

the clinic remains an experiment. Engineers are therefore also interested in 

finding non-invasive ways to follow tissue formation in the body. These are 

issues discussed and researched in the laboratory. Below we look at this need to 

visualise tissue change over time. 
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Real time visualisation 

One of the challenges of TE research and research on bodily processes in general 

is to study processes over time. Especially, tissue remodelling is something 

researchers feel they need to proof and be able to follow. Making these processes 

visible is an issue for laboratory studies, preclinical animal studies and future 

clinical trials. 

 To get an idea of tissue formation over time, images of tissue derived from 

different animals are often placed next to each other. Similar strategies are 

followed in the laboratory. Here not animals, but constructs (consisting of cells 

and scaffold) need to be sacrificed at different points in time, to create a time 

line of tissue formation. The results do not show the formation of one tissue 

over time. Rather they tell researchers something about different tissues 

sacrificed at different points in time. Presumed similarity between the tissues is 

necessary to create an idea of tissue formation. Also in the standardising of 

tissue with help of native/natural valve development this issue is encountered. 

In the mentioned study of collagen in heart valves, chapter 2, only adult valves 

became available. The study could thus only represent end-objectives for how 

tissue engineered heart valves should be after remodulation in the body. This 

illustrates why in the ground-breaking study that compared TE valves, natural 

healthy and pathological valves rare access to child pathology was essential. This 

study showed similarities between TE and foetal valves, and gave rise to the idea 

that TE valves therefore have a capacity to adapt. Rather than taking adult valves 

as an example, foetal valves thus seemed a better choice.  

 Even though research based on accumulating data of several 

bodies/engineered tissues can be used to make a time series, it still does not 

show what is happening at a specific point in time. The activity of cells and 

processes in tissue cannot be studied by regularly used technologies. This is one 

reason why engineers are interested in molecular imaging technologies.  

One probably starts with a clinical trial on patients that can be followed easily. I 

think we must develop technologies to follow tissue change in vivo. That is 

something we are just starting with. And we should probably not just check 

functionality, but also look at the molecular qualities of the tissue. (r02-1-409) 

In the field of molecular imaging existing imaging technologies are combined 

with research on markers that can show bodily processes in real time on a 

molecular level. Molecular imaging may have multiple purposes in quality 
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control. It may be used to study whether a valve is ready for implantation (or 

which valve is best). Besides developing imaging technologies for real time 

visualisation in laboratory and animal studies, these technologies are also 

considered for use in the clinic. The need to do quality controls before 

implantation and follow up tissue in the body thus makes that a field like TE 

interacts with other biomedical technologies. However, molecular imaging is 

like TE still in development and its use needs to be proven first. 

 One thing which is not yet clear is whether one will be able to tell healthy 

adaptation and tissue malformation apart. Developing molecular imaging to 

check tissue formation in non-invasive ways, requires opening up bodies: 

namely to check whether what one thinks one sees matches with results from 

well established approaches. In one of the visited laboratories in Boston, this 

research was combined with work on visualising atherosclerosis, cancer and 

stem cells in the brain. The animals used are genetically modified mice. ‘We can 

get everything we want, just by changing something’. These mice thus develop 

the diseases one wants to study. The developments in TE to engineer processes 

rather than stable devices, thus nicely match research into imaging technologies 

that can visualise both disease and healing processes. Interestingly, disease 

processes and processes of growth are rather similar. In healthy adult valves one 

sees only activity at the borders. It might thus be a challenge to tell positive 

adaptation apart from fruitless attempts of an ill valve to heal (notes on 

laboratory  visit, 8-2-606) 

 Thus, research in TE not only results in engineered tissue to be used for 

implantation, but also stimulates technology development in visualisation that 

could be used to show, follow and check the principles of TE –growth, 

remodulation and repair. Besides developing imaging technologies to follow 

tissue formation, researchers also consider adapting scaffolds in such a way that 

they can be visualised more easily. A simple technique used in animal trials, is to 

use undissolvable stitches: while the implant (pulmonary artery) adapts to the 

body, the stitches mark their status of prosthesis (ro1-1-512). 

 

Developing checks: time encountered as bodily processes 

Tissue engineers in the laboratory do not merely theorise bodies, tissue and 

cells, but encounter and interact with these body stuffs in experiments and in 

doing so learn. Their objective is to have a working valve that evolves over time 

from a functional body part consisting of scaffold-cells to a functional body part 
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consisting of extracellular matrix and cells. Researchers are interested in 

following this process of time and finding standards that indicate that the 

process is evolving in the right way. What is standardised is not so much a thing 

with special properties (growth, remodelling, repair) but rather a complex of 

processes. Experimenting in order to develop checks concerns at least two 

issues: 1. finding transition criteria: i.e. a tissue should like this before being 

implanted; and 2. learning how to monitor tissue formation according to these 

criteria.    

3.5. Sacrificing:  how to deal with bodily differences? 

In fact, ethical committees and authorities will most probably permit such a new 

approach [TE heart valve for children] under the aspect of a life-saving technology. 

(…) A strict precondition however, is the establishment of valid animal model data 

with sufficient animal numbers and follow up periods. (…) (see Hoerstrup: 2005, 

94) 

An important aspect of standardising involves engineering heart valves and 

destroying them again when evaluating a certain engineering protocol, either 

directly or after implantation in an animal. In this section I show how sacrificing 

animals is another strategy for standardising TE heart valves. I show how this 

strategy is based on similarities between animal bodies and human bodies, but 

at the same time confronts researchers with question as to whether bodily 

differences between species and within species should be a matter of concern in 

standardising TE.  

 The concept of ‘sacrificing’ captures how engineers invest weeks in culturing 

of cells and training of valves, after which they have to cut engineered tissues or 

even kill the animals in which the valves were implanted. Compare the following 

examples:  

Fourteen animals were initially included in the study. One animal is still alive and 

will be followed up over 5 years. A second animal was excluded because of 

[problems] after surgical malpositioning. The maximum observation period of 100 

weeks was chosen to monitor the full biological growth within this animal model. 

Twelve animals were analysed and sacrificed at 20 (n=3), 50 (n=2), 80 (n=3), and 100 

(n =4) weeks postimplantation. (see Hoerstrup et al.: 2006, 161) 
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The objective is to visualise collagen type 1 without having to sacrifice the construct. 

(r09-1-311)  

Both these researchers use ‘sacrificing’ in the sense of damaging something 

which was whole before:  a living animal is opened up and later killed or an 

engineered heart valve construct that does (not) need to be damaged in order to 

be studied.20 In both cases this ‘sacrificing’ is considered useful and necessary 

while the concept also captures that would preferably be avoided. Sacrificing 

however, not only refers to taking apart an animal/construct. Consider why a 

researcher felt frustrated when in an animal study engineered valves were 

implanted in other sheep than she had presumed. The heart valves were no 

longer autologous and this is thought to have contributed to a need to temporary 

halt the experiment. The next time I spoke to her, she was frustrated with the 

use of animals in this way, as well as with the time she had put into it. This 

exemplifies her sacrifices: the time she had invested in engineering heart valves 

for animal tests is huge, while the work is considered quite boring. Later looking 

back she felt much was learned from the experiment, and felt that animal 

experiments should be done more often and earlier:  

You can perfectionise in the lab but you just think things are very important while 

in fact they are not. Maybe we should do small animal studies more often. You 

learn a lot. Maybe we should have started earlier. (r07-1-611) 

Investing time in perfecting something you later is not that important can be 

frustrating if you looking back feel it could have been foreseen. In this light, 

doing tedious research can be considered a sacrifice in terms of it being alright 

when it is useful and difficult at the same time. Summarising, sacrificing a 

construct or animal for research is thus both sacrificing a whole animal/tissue, 

and the researchers investments into engineering and caring for cells/tissue. If 

you can study it without damaging it, you may also do more research on it. The 

                                                           
20 Sacrificing can also be used to refer to an engineering strategy which involves sacrificing 

healthy tissue. For example:  

 

 Human MSC, and umbilical-cord-derived cells (UCC, UCBC) may be advantageous  because of their 

 easy availability, growth potential, and the fact that no sacrifice of intact  donor structures is required. 

 (notes research meeting 2004).  

 

Thus sacrificing here refers to the need to remove a normally functioning artery in the leg of 

animal/human for use as cell source. 
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notion of sacrifice explicated in this way thus captures how animals and 

researchers invest emotions, time, pain and so on in light of the objective of 

engineering TE body parts. While I here placed scarifying as engineering 

strategy in the larger perspective of doing research, I focus in this section of 

animal trials as sacrificing animals has the extra dimension of sacrificing an 

‘Other being’.   

 Animal studies offer another example of how the choice of TE as engineering 

approach manifests itself in a particular research problem: dealing with bodily 

differences. As I will show using animals in first place means emphasising 

similarities between human bodies and animal bodies. First of all, animals are 

used as a stand-in for humans: they are considered similar enough to human 

bodies to function as models for human bodies. The question as in what sense 

human bodies are modelled by animals needs to be addressed to understand the 

choice for sacrificing lambs. Yet, in the use of animal bodies the use of TE as 

engineering approach manifests itself in a particular problem:  while the model 

functions as a stand-in for the human patient, engineers found that differences 

between bodies both within and between species may matter for the TE practice. 

This raises the question as to what bodily differences need to be taken into 

account in standardising TE? Moreover, animal studies remind engineers that 

bodily differences can also involve an opportunity. In the Dutch-Swiss heart 

valve project problems with standardising fully autologous valves give rise to 

considering the idea of differentiating between patient groups. In what sense 

can bodily differences between patient groups be used to help TE move into the 

clinic? Finally, sacrificing lambs is made possible by a special kind of ethical 

boundary work: making a moral difference between animals and humans. 

Animals can be used as a stand-in for humans, because if something goes wrong 

in them it is considered less catastrophic. While animals are used as models, one 

cannot ignore that they are sentient bodies as well: they can hurt, be frightened, 

or for example be frustrated by a lack of space.   

Making similarities between human and animal bodies 

The commonly used sheep model has failed to predict the failures in humans. (see 

article reporting on death of children in Synergraft trial: Simon et al.: 2003) 

Animal bodies are presumed to be the best analogue to human bodies. 

Therefore these studies emphasise similarities rather than differences between 
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bodies of different species. More importantly animal models are supposed to be 

one way to avoid human catastrophes. The quote above is from an article that 

describes the failure of three TE heart valves and consequent death of three 

children. In this case implants in animal bodies had not predicted failure in 

humans. The question of similarities and differences between bodies can be 

about life and death. In this section I show how the choice of lambs is based on 

the kind of similarities between human and animal bodies that biomedical 

engineers deem important for engineering TE heart valves.  

 Why was it decided to do animal studies with lambs? Well, in general, simply 

because animal studies are a standard step in between laboratory and clinical 

studies. A thoracic surgeon in Boston was surprised by my question of how 

informative animal studies are: 

I can’t imagine that the FDA is going to let us do this without having extensive 

animal testing. You know the ultimate test is always putting it in people. But there 

is a lot of work that needs to be done before that. But you yourself do you think that the 

data from animal tests are analogue to what you will see in human? Well it is the best 

approximation we have. With almost everything else we have tried in animals and 

then tried those in humans. (r05-2-606)  

Animals are used as approximation for human bodies. Yet, the arguments used 

for choosing a specific animal species indicate what aspects of the human body 

should be modelled. Thus more specifically the choice of doing animal studies 

with sheep shows a primarily focus on a heart valve as a blood stream manager: 

mechanical properties of sheep valve, and haemodynamic flow parameters in 

sheep are considered comparable to humans (see Rashid et al.: 2004, 1630). 

Moreover, some suggest that sheep represent a worst case model due to 

calcification (see Hoerstrup et al.: 2006, 164). Sheep are used for their supposed 

ability to model heart valves in functional terms.  

 The choice for using regular Swiss lambs reflects that the studies of the 

Dutch-Swiss group focuses on proofing the principle of TE heart valves. In this 

respect, there is an interesting difference between the lambs model in TE and 

animal models used in many other kinds of medical research: the lambs are 

healthy while often the other animals are made to develop diseases. One 

example of a regularly used model is Oncomouse TM. A model that as Haraway 

points out 'enacts our mortality': the mice model the body as prone to disease, 

with special attention for the genetic component of this. OncoMouseTM   

theorises the human body as a mammal, and the disease as genetic (see 
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Haraway: 1997). The animals are healthy unlike the children that will be treated 

for having genetically induced heart valve malformations. I asked this senior 

researcher about this: 

But these animals you are using are healthy animals, whereas the children you are going 

to treat are ill? Yeah, but this is an evaluation model. A proof of principle model. It is 

a pity that you cannot. It still is a big step up to go to humans. And they are healthy 

as you said. And so on, but it is the closest we can get. We thought about going to 

primates to use monkeys, but that does not bring us one step further. So really the 

next step is a human application. ( r01-1-410) 

The sheep model is considered to be a proof of principle for it shows one is able 

to engineer living tissue outside the body that after implantation becomes part of 

a body.  

 As researchers find it important to show that TE tissue can indeed grow with 

bodies, it is important that sheep bodies and human bodies have a similar rate of 

growth. This is another reason for choosing lambs as animal model. 

The researcher tells me he has also given a lecture in the US about the first proof 

that the TE implants grow. He shows me the pictures that proof that the main 

pulmonary artery replacement grows. In this study in Swiss were 14 lambs, 

operated at 25 kg and growing until 2 yrs (then bones are no longer soft, meaning 

that the animals are full grown). The artery grows nicely in diameter. Reactions to 

presentation were mild for people are eager to use TE heart valves and are 

impatient. But the researcher explains that he insists on proofing the principle of 

growth in practice. (r01-1-512) 

The study has to show that real growth took place, rather than mere dilation of 

the implant (artery, not valve). Note, no special references are made to whether 

sheep cells are also a good proximate to human cells. Only in the choice of the 

age of animals a specific aspect of TE –namely growth- seems to be modelled. In 

TE the question of similarities and differences in bodies is of special interest for 

the engineering approach is based on interactions between implant and body. 

Time plays an interesting role here, for animals can also grow too fast. Consider 

the following article that explains why pigs are less suitable for evaluating TE 

cardiovascular constructs.  

… and [pigs] are capable of rapid growth, so limiting the time assessment of the TE 

construct. A typical example is that of a 25 kg pig which after 8 weeks will grow to 

around 100kg. This will make the handling of the animal difficult and the TE 
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construct will now be mismatched with the size of the animal’s vasculature’.   (see 

Rashid et al.: 2004, 1630) 

Pigs or in particular piglets are only suitable for short term studies. One of the 

challenges of standardising TE is thus the growing body. In particular, though 

animal bodies go through similar changes they may do so at different speeds. 21 

 Thus, the choice for lambs reflects the need to demonstrate that TE heart 

valves will grow with the bodies of young children. The choice is based on 

similarities between sheep hearts and human hearts in general, and speed of 

growth. Yet, working with sheep also indicates that TE involves questions of to 

what extend safety can be demonstrated in general: to what extend can a 

technology that is based on using autologous principles be tested in general? 

 

Being confronted with bodily differences 

In the practice of sacrificing lambs, bodily differences manifest itself as an 

important issue for TE and raise questions as to how to standardise TE.  

 While lambs matched humans in their rate of growth in practice researchers 

found that there is an important difference between sheep and human cells. For 

the animal studies heart valves needed to be engineered from each of the to be 

used lambs cells. The lambs were ordered, and the operations were planned for 

the lambing season around Eastern 2005. However, engineering with sheep 

cells proofed to be unexpectedly difficult. The tissue literally overcrowded the 

scaffold: sheep cells grow much quicker than human cells. The culture and 

training schedule of the construct in order to stimulate cells to grow extra 

cellular matrix needed to be adapted to sheep. As these cells are more active than 

human cells they require a different training protocol. Yet, this also means that 

the heart valves tested in sheep are engineered differently than the human valves 

will be.  

 Moreover, researchers also are confronted with the fact that cells of different 

sheep culture quite distinctively. This means that in TE questions of similarities 

and differences not only concern differences between species but also between 

valves engineered from different individuals’ cells. TE valves are to some extend 

custom made: unlike mechanical valves of a certain type, each tissue engineered 

                                                           
21 Mismatch between construct and animal may also arise if there is still synthetic scaffold in 

the construct that may limit the ability of the valve to grow (notes on meeting with researchers 

2 and 3, March 2007). 
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valve differs slightly from the next. The following researchers clearly think that 

each valve needs to be tested:  

And there will have to be some way of evaluating each one of the tissue engineered 

constructs before we put it in. That is why mechanical testing in vitro will I think be 

important.  (r05-2-606) 

So the things that have happened before you made this one. That is say how were 

things like this, not this very one. But one’s that where like this, when they were 

tested in animals or other people how where they performing? And what kinds of 

tests can you do? And then the whole idea of this one: can you do studies on this 

one, that won’t destroy it? That won’t infect it?’ (r06-2-606) 

Thus while animal tests may indicate that TE works in general, it is important to 

realise that for individual patients engineered valves need to be tested one by 

one. 

 The extend to which these kinds of issues of similarities and differences 

between individuals should play a role in standardising TE is a point of 

discussion. Some researchers think it should be a matter of study, while others 

think it is not a priority. The researcher below argues that it is important to 

develop tests with which not only each valve needs to be characterised, but also 

each patient. Though patients also need to qualify for other types of operations 

(i.e. be strong enough to have open heart surgery) he thinks of issues related 

specifically to the paradigm of TE.22  

Then the next thing is realise that every one of us heals and remodels tissues 

slightly differently.(…) So what you got to do is figure out a way to predict who is 

gonna have a good result and who is gonna have a bad result. Think about what 

you would have to do that now. We somehow have to understand and be able to 

measure what are key parameters of healing in people. And we might have to do 

something like, have to do some kind of test on people before we decide to put one 

of those valves in. (…) This whole idea of being able to predict something that is a 

very complex biological process is another area. And those are really interesting 

things to me. (ro6-2-606) 

Here the question arises whether medicine in general and TE in specific is 

directed at the body in some general sense, or at specific individual bodies. The 

tissue engineer Van Bitterswijk reflecting on clinical studies of the Dutch 

                                                           
22  He does compare it to research into the impact of drugs on individual patients. 
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company IsoTis on regeneration of bone tissue suggests that genetic differences 

between patients may be crucial. In these studies it was found that only in a few 

patients new bone was generated and that the product therefore was 

commercially unsuccessful. They therefore returned to the laboratory to search 

for a cluster of genes that may predict whether the cells will regenerate bone or 

not (see DutchFoRm, 18). However, other researchers do not consider patient 

differences in healing a major theme for TE at this stage of development of the 

practice: 

*** suggested that you might also need a patient test to see how fast a healer he is. Sure. 

But there is no way for me to figure that out. That goes down the road of 

personalized medicine and I am not sure how to do that. But every individual has a 

different response. 

But is that a specific issue for TE? I don’t believe so. I think other issues are so big, 

that they receive priority. (r04-2-606) 

This researcher questions whether differences between individuals is a theme 

specific for TE.   

 Standardising often means emphasising similarities between bodies. Doing 

something always in the same way can limit risks. The question thus is what 

differences engineers decide to take into account and which they decide to 

ignore. Ignoring either differences or similarities between bodies can have 

drawbacks. For instance, the priority given to patient cells (as we saw a way of 

avoiding particular risks) also means no of-the-shelf tissues, and less possibilities 

to optimise culturing procedures. Do we go for a set of standardised scaffolds 

qua size and shape or custom made scaffolds? And do we adjust scaffold 

degradation to patients or not? These questions all point to one large question: 

how do we balance benefits of confection (mass) production with those of 

custom making of valves? Animal studies are one way to study what kind of 

bodily differences matter for TE. Yet animal studies are also a way to experiment 

with making use of body differences, by differentiating standards to specific 

patient groups.  

Struggling towards acceptable risks: differentiating between operating on children and 

elderly patients 

In the interchanging work between laboratory and animal studies possible 

clinical realities are developed. Ideas as to ‘what will be implanted?’ and ‘through 
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which operation procedures? are challenged.  This also means that sheep in 

different studies not necessarily model the same kind of patients. In studies in 

lambs the question of matching technology with future patient bodies is clearly 

present as lambs are chosen to model growing children. The project has always 

been directed at young patients that need an aortic heart valve replacement. An 

implantation of TE heart valves in adult patients was in first instance considered 

impossible as an early step, for mechanical and biological heart valves are well 

established in them. In young patients issues such as size, growth and faster 

degradation or calcification of valves mean that an autologous living valve could 

mean a real improvement. Yet, in the Dutch-Swiss heart valve project two 

independent developments make that testing a possible adult application 

becomes attractive. 

 In the heart valve project an improvement in the quality of cell growth into 

scaffold in the laboratory put the most central aspect of TE heart valves at risk: 

their ability to grow. The problem has to do with making a three dimensional 

valve from a two-dimensional scaffold sheet. In the earlier study in the USA they 

simply glued the thing together. In new studies the sheets were torn apart by the 

tissue. This was probably because of better tissue formation due to improved 

culture media and bioreactor stimulation. Several solutions were tried. In the 

end researchers found they needed to stent the tissue in order to support it 

(fieldwork notes 11-8-2006). The stent however cannot grow and is as yet not 

biodegradable. The concept of a fully autologous growing valve will be 

compensated highly if this stent is used. This was one reason why researchers 

reconsidered their idea of very young patients as first patient group: because, for 

adult patients tissue growth is not required. 

 Conveniently, the research group also had a group of left-over adult sheep. A 

year earlier they were confronted with the problem of fast growing sheep cells. It 

had taken over a year to develop a special sheep cell training protocol, and 

meanwhile the lambs happily roamed on a Swiss alm, growing into full size 

adult sheep. The whole idea of proofing tissue growth in these sheep therefore 

needed to be abandoned. However, as the sheep were paid for the plan had been 

to make them useful somehow. (r07-1-611). The experiment needed to be 

adapted anyway. What kind of patients could be modelled by these sheep? 

 While adult patients in themselves do not need TE valves, there is a patient 

group who the researchers became aware of who might benefit from combining 

TE heart valves with a new surgical strategy: patients who are inoperable 
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currently because they have bad veins and cannot survive the open-heart surgery 

for which they need to be put on a heart-lung machine. A relatively new surgical 

approach is to implant a biological heart valve via a tube entering the patient’s 

groin. The heart valve then needs to be folded. The advantage of combining TE 

heart valves with this procedure would be that a supposable durable heart valve 

(in contrast to a regular biological valve) can be implanted through a minimally 

invasive procedure (r07-1-611). 

 In the end, adapting the experiments proofed to be quite challenging for 

several reasons and this experiment was the one mentioned earlier which 

needed to be temporally interrupted to adjust some parts of the procedures. For 

example, the success of the experiment became also to depend on expertise with 

the surgical method (which in sheep is done not in the groin but with open chest 

directly through the beating heart). For this it was decided to transfer the 

experiment to a clinic in another country. However, as the sheep could not be 

imported in time, the engineered valves were implanted in different sheep as the 

ones which cells were used: the valves were no longer autologous. Moreover, 

after the first implantations the standard diameter of valves needed to be 

adjusted to larger sheep (r07-1-611 and heart valve meeting 1-611). While at that 

time these issues were being dealt with by giving medication and making some 

engineering changes, the new surgical approach also raised new questions for 

standardising. For example, when one implants a valve via a tube it needs to be 

folded: will this damage the tissue? (r07-1-611) 

 At this point, two research projects have been developed: standardising heart 

valves for children and for adults respectively. The challenge for the first 

program is still that one wants an autologous valve, because growth is required. 

Making a stent which will degrade in the body (like the scaffold) is a research 

objective for this patient group. For, adult patients the challenge lies in adjusting 

the engineering protocol and related standards to the new surgical implantation 

method.  

Making moral differences between human and animal bodies 

Animal studies also make very clear that experimenting with bodies involves 

experimenting with salient beings. While, animal models are part of ‘how 

research is usually done’, using animals for research is not always easy for 

researchers. Standardising through animal studies implies hurting lambs and 

caring for animals that you are going to sacrifice later. It also involves making 
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differences between living beings: to prevent suffering in humans, animals will 

have to be used. Also, bodily processes get a different meaning, for the 

perspective of hurting, being frightened and even trusting matters. This section, 

shows how sacrificing lambs involves normative work on balancing concerns for 

the animal as living being, and the use of animals as stand in for humans.

 Consider the lamb called Alien as an example of an animal model who is a 

living sentient other, part of a practice biomedical research and anatomical 

model for the human body. Most of her life Alien will be part of a flock of well 

kept sheep, which are also animal models, grazing in on an alm. No tubes 

running in and out her. No clinical environment. Moreover, the animals are 

shorn on both sides -only one side needs to be shorn fore the operation- to avoid 

lay people asking questions (notes on trip to Swistserland, November 2004). In 

other words, to protect these people from being confronted with animal tests. So 

different was the setting where I met her and another lamb and talked with their 

care taker. Besides the two lambs, small carnivores, guinea pigs, pigs and 

monkeys were also present. On the work floor in Zurich the larger animals were 

all named and talked about as individual beings. Alien as model, rather than 

lamb with funny eyes, is a stand-in for the infants that need a heart 

valve/pulmonary artery transplant. The lamb is operated on in ways similar to a 

human. But the lamb is there to die, not to live. It is not there as a patient, but as  

a ‘guinea pig’.  

 

Figure 4 Alien a Swiss White Alpine lamb, animal model for TE pulmonary artery. 

The name Alien was chosen for the peculiar shape of the lamb’s head. (photo from care 

taker Swiss, November 2004). 
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 Concerns of how to relate to animals play a role in choosing a specific species 

as model. For the animal care taker Alien is in the fist place an animal to care 

for. I asked the care taker why sheep are the species of choice. She explained that 

the decision is based on animal model characteristics (like size); on literature; 

but also on practical reasons: sheep are very docile and ‘sheepish’. Unlike pigs 

they do not eat the infuse and are very easy to handle. Pigs are alright for other 

research if you socialise them: “then they think they are humans”, but sheep are 

much easier to handle (notes on trip to Swiss, November 2004). Thus lambs are 

sacrificed to this research for their sheepiness makes them easy companions in 

animal tests. A short remark like 'pigs are uncooperative' reflects a whole world 

in which people spend their working hours with these animals. All test animals 

are female. The care taker explains that males would need castration else they 

smell horrible and are not at all docile. But unlike the other test animals, sheep 

come only to the clinic for operations. The sheep do not need extra medical care 

between the operations and therefore can return to the alm. In total there are 

three operations. In the first operation an artery from a paw is removed. During 

the next, a TE pulmonary artery is implanted. And they arrive a last time in the 

clinic, for explantation of the implant during which the animals are sacrificed. 

Nevertheless, the lambs bind to their care-takers during their short stays and 

show that they recognize them when they return. The caretaker explains that 

working with smaller animals is easier. For example the rabbits all look similar, 

which makes the distance to them larger. Working with animals implies 

knowing them personally rather than on a species level. The larger animals seem 

to put more stress on the relation as they are more individualized and more time 

is invested in a relationship. Naming them recognizes them as individual 

beings. The animal caretaker explained how she thinks of the test animals: 

“Animals here are almost part of the team. I tell them let’s enjoy our time together.”  

She feels that both she and the animals have a task to fulfil within the team. She 

understands this as lives animals have to live through and of which they together 

have to make the best. 

 The use of animal bodies as stand-ins for human bodies signifies that we 

read, theorize and most importantly treat the comparison between their and our 

bodies both in terms of closeness –lambs are similar to us as anatomical bodies- 

and distance -they are sentient beings but not humans-. The sheep die when the 

implant is explanted; when their model function ends and the tissue takes over 
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as the thing researchers are interested in. The animal caretaker explained to me 

that this is always a very awkward transition: namely, a warm and living animal 

becomes a lifeless thing. Dealing with the dead animal is in it self not that 

confronting, but the transition from life to dead is. To make animal models 

useful this transition has to be lived through for the humans involved, and died 

in for the animals. Donna Haraway sharply describes the multi-sidedness and 

relational aspects of sacrificing:  

"OncoMouseTM is my sibling, and more properly, male or female, s/he is my sister. 

Her essence is to be a mammal, a bearer by definition of mammary glands, and a 

site for the operation of transplanted, human, tumor-producing gene- an oncogene- 

that reliably produces breast cancer. Although her promise is decidedly secular, 

s/he is a figure in the sense developed within Christian realism: S/he is our 

scapegoat; s/h bars our suffering; s/he signifies and enacts our mortality in a 

powerful, historically specific way that promises a culturally priviliged kind of 

salvation – a "cure for cancer". Whether I agree to her existence and use or not, s/he 

suffers, physically, repeatedly, and profoundly, that I and my sisters may live. In the 

experimental way of life, s/he is the experiment. S/he also suffers that we, that is , 

those interpellated into this ubiquitous story, might inhabit the multibillion-dollar 

quest narrative of the search of the search for the "cure of cancer". (see Haraway: 

1997, 79) 

"Like other members in the Western biocultural taxonomic systems, these sister 

mammals are both us and not-us; that is why we employ them." (see Haraway: 

1997, 82) 

The mouse is used as s/he is a mammal, like we are. Mutated with a human 

oncogene she is even closer to women for about one in eight will develop breast 

cancer if they live to old age (see Haraway: 1997, 79). Her body and her suffering 

stands for what the disease may do to them. She is used for her closeness to us, 

but also for being 'not us'. But perhaps most importantly, sacrificing animals in 

biomedical research links their suffering to our (possible) well-being. 

   Sacrificing animals involves normative work and responsibility. The involved 

work may be understood as making a tragic choice. Martha Nussbaum describes 

normative choices as tragic choices when these involve deciding between 

scenarios which all lead to something which is morally bad (see Nussbaum: 

1992). Not performing animal studies will presumably mean that people suffer 

more than necessary. In the case of doing animal studies, the bad is the 

suffering of animals. This choice thus means weighing a potential relief of 
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suffering of humans, with certain suffering of animals. In this light, having 

mixed emotions about animal studies, as some researchers have, does not have 

to be interpreted as that they feel animal studies are wrong: the choice is tragic 

and difficult -that is why I call it work. The normative work however can be 

complicated for researchers who feel out of control. Consider the following 

researcher contemplating about an animal study taking place in a commercial 

setting in another country (not in NL or Switzerland) rather than at the 

university hospital in Switzerland: 

It is strange there in ***. We did not have to fill out a form. You just pay a lot of 

money, and they execute it. They also do a lot of studies with other valve 

replacements and are very experienced in the *** operation technology. You go to 

them if you want to keep it quiet. They think with you on the surgical procedures, 

but do not know a thing about your research. It is a private clinic. It seems that a lot 

more is allowed in ***.  It feels awkward, but I do not have to decide. (r04-1-611) 

There are some similarities between these reflective thoughts and Haraway 

describing how in some sense animal research is often beyond ‘our’ consent:  

‘Whether I agree to her existence and use or not, s/he suffers, (..), that I and my 

sisters may live.’ Standardising in TE and other medical technologies involves 

sacrificing animals. Making safe technologies and finding new treatments 

through animal studies means giving at least some priority to human health care 

over animal welfare. 

 

Sacrificing animals: dealing and working with bodily differences  

Standardising is sacrificing because to learn we need to open things up: tissue, 

scaffold and bodies. As we saw this involves dealing in multiple ways with 

questions as to how bodies do and do not approximate other bodies.  

 First of all, animal studies in themselves are based on the idea that animals 

can be used as a stand-in for humans. We saw that in the Dutch-Swiss study this 

in first instance meant that young lambs’ bodies are chosen as models because 

the objective is to proof that TE heart valves can grow with bodies.  

 Secondly, in the use of animal bodies the use of TE as engineering approach 

manifests itself in a particular problem: how to deal with differences between 

bodies both within and between species may matter for the TE practice? I 

showed that this is an ongoing topic for research and discussions in the TE 

practice.  
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 Thirdly, bodily differences can also involve an opportunity. In the Dutch-

Swiss heart valve project problems with standardising fully autologous valves 

give rise to considering differentiating between young patients and elderly 

patients. 

 Fourthly, sacrificing lambs is made possible by a special kind of ethical 

boundary work: making a moral difference between animals and humans. The 

animal is not just object of study, but also a living subject undergoing it. Yet, 

using animals as models implies giving priority to their usefulness as medical 

bodies over their existence of sentient beings.  

3.6. Standardising to be continued: from lab to clinic  

Avoiding, developing checks and sacrificing are verbs in the ‘continuous’: they 

reflect that standardising is an active process. Standardising is often learning by 

doing. Many of the questions concerning quality control of tissue are related to 

working with living materials: namely, how to care for living cells and tissues; 

how to communicate with cells; and how to check activities of cells. 

Standardising is in this sense a very material orientated and situated process: it 

takes place in actual laboratories, using specific bodies, computer models and is 

done by specific engineers and doctors. While I focussed on laboratory work, I 

indicate in this section how standardising takes place in interaction with other 

places: for example at seminars, through journals and emails. Moreover, part of 

the process is also to gather enough confidence to commence the step to the 

clinic. And also in the clinic the process of standardising continues.  

 Part of the tasks of standardising TE during the laboratory phase is to check 

with others that the developed technologies are good enough.  

We try to perform in a conscientious way all the tests that we find necessary. And 

we seek benchmarking by experts all over the world. And if they find that it is 

sensible what you do, then you make the step to the clinic. You do this together, 

because you can never do this alone. (r02-1-409) 

Checking with others is also a way to find support and convince them as well as 

yourself that the developed technology is good enough to make the step to the 

clinic. Discussing issues with others is an important aspect of standardising as a 

learning process.  

 Researchers may sometimes learn through these discussions that what 

seems important in the laboratory may proof not to be that relevant for clinical 
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applications. For example, stringent objectives can at times be loosened when 

researchers learn about differences between the ideal native valve and native 

valves as found in people. One example is that at first much effort was invested 

in engineering a valve whose leaflets close fully.   

A researcher reports that at a medical congress in the USA a leaking valve was 

considered not that problematic. Valves always leak a bit. More problematic is 

stenosis  [narrowing]. (Heart valve meeting 1-511 ) 

While the picture in the researchers’ minds was that heart valves close fully, 

medical specialists reported that this is no matter of great concern as in their 

experience heart valves tend to leak.  

 Standardising is on the other hand a process of gaining trust and convincing 

surgeons that TE valves can make the step to humans. Surgeons also use their 

clinical experience to answer the question as to ‘does this preclinical study yield 

enough confidence to go to humans’. Questions like ‘Does it look good and feel 

right?’ may be more important or at least different for them than for, perhaps 

more quantitative orientated, TE researchers. Consider the following thoracic 

surgeon who comments on the TE valves: 

 

Because of the way the engineered valves look now, you will not find one surgeon 

motivated to implant them. They look weird. It is also a matter of psychology. But 

why do they look weird to you? Too thick, they are much too thick and also to rough 

on the surface. So in that respect, there is still a lot of work to do. (…) But if animal 

studies show that implanted valves look better after some time in the body, would that be a 

reasons to accept starting with a somewhat uglier valve? It might be the case, but you 

need to learn to trust it. I do have that kind of trust, but we need to learn and it is 

part of the human experiment. We do indeed know it improves a lot in sheep. 

(md1-1-605) 

The current heart valves do not look the way he would expect a good heart valve 

to be: thin and with a smooth surface. However, he also indicates that this may 

be a matter of learning to trust in valve adaptation in the body. He agrees that in 

the animal study the tissue improves over time. According to him, also learning 

to trust will be part of the human study. 

 Moreover, while animal studies are used to develop trust in TE, they are also 

needed to exercise operating on humans. The experience of researchers in 

operating on sheep and in the specific procedure of implantation is an important 

factor of success. Operations on animals are in this respect quite similar to those 
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on humans. The operation room is like a regular hospital operation room. The 

team consists of, among others, a heart surgeon, an anesthetist, the principle 

researcher (MD) and medical PhD-students (notes on visit to Switzerland 

November 2004). One medical PhD in Switzerland says he feels like he is 

becoming a vet rather than the heart surgeon he intends to become. He adds:

  

‘The operations are a major enterprise; there is 3 yrs experience in humans, in 

animals we have to improvise’. (Field notes, Switzerland November 2004) 

Heart surgeons need to translate their experience in humans into operating on 

lambs. The last studies before making the step to humans are so called 

preclinical studies. These studies should be the final proof of concept but are 

also used to fine-tune surgical procedures.  

Surgical expertise for engineered valve implantation will be further developed 

during short- and long-term (two year) animal studies in sheep. (Application of a 

Dutch consortium for research grant, 2007) 

One of the challenges will be to translate the animal experience back to the 

human. Consider the following researcher reflecting on this: 

It is of course the question whether the surgeons involved in the human operations 

will themselves be present and practice in the animal studies. Often animal studies 

ask for a different technique and knowledge than human operations. However, the 

surgeon will certainly practice with the animal technicians before he starts with a 

new technology on a human. Here in *** surgeons often practice new operations 

on animals to gain experience and there is an extended cooperation with the animal 

lab. ( r03-1-702-email)   

Thus while the surgeons operating on the first patients may not be involved in 

the actual animal experiments, the hands-on experience needs to be handled 

over to them.  

 Standardising TE is a task that continues when TE moves into the clinic. In 

the clinic the research practice will meet a practice of cure and care for very ill 

and likely very young patients. This mixing of research and care raises all kinds 

of ethical issues ranging from responsibility for good research; need for 

protection of patients; to rights to access of possible life-saving technology.  The 

engineers I spoke to found this step difficult and felt responsible for doing it 

right: while the preceding standardising work was directed at being quite 
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convinced that the technology is safe and effective before the first human 

application, the step to the clinic is still an experiment. The proof of the pudding 

is in the eating: TE heart valves need to be in human bodies, become human 

body parts in the last phases of standardising and quality ensuring. While aortic 

heart valves are the ultimate objective, studies will probably first focus on 

pulmonary heart valves (low-pressure side) in small children. Consider how 

these two researchers consider this option the most realistic:  

Recently we discovered that the valves we have now are very suitable for neonatal 

applications. (…) They [neonatal children] still have a relatively low blood pressure 

on the pulmonary side, and we know now that our valves will most probably be able 

to withstand that. (…) And the need is also largest. Both the need is largest and the 

technology is probably suitable for implantation there. There is no real alternative. 

That is I think characteristic of engaging in an experiment. That it cannot end 

catastrophic, not deadly. And that there is no alternative: either they die or you try 

this. And then the decision is also taken a bit easier. (r02-1-409)  

For a whole variety of reasons it is easier to imagine getting something clinically 

ready for use in the pulmonary circulation. Because the pressures are lower, and 

the stress on tissue engineered tissue is much less. The mechanical stress. And also 

the consequences of failure of the valve in that position are much less life-

threatening. (..)What would happen if it failed in that position?(…)  There is going to be 

some volume load on the right ventricle. But we know from pretty long experience 

that is pretty well tolerated by almost all patients at least into their twenties. So you 

would notice it and then be able to repair? Correct. (r5-2-606)  

Thus, by going first for pulmonary valves risks are lowered and the functional 

requirements of a TE heart valve are easier to meet. 

 Moreover, the introduction in patients will be a learning process in which 

patients are selected carefully and will be enrolled slowly. 

I think one child will be operated and then you wait a few weeks and think well let’s 

see whether we can do it again. Very carefully I think. There won’t be large series in 

the beginning. I think the children will be selected very carefully: only when there is 

no alternative. (r2-1-409) 

The described procedure of moving slowly is quite similar to the set up of pre-

clinical animal studies. Moreover, while heart valve development has become 

more sophisticated over years, i.e. more attention to standardising and seeking 

support of others; the step by step introduction in the clinic in order to have time 

to amend procedures is similar to that of the development of early heart valves. 
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In an article concerning the development of the then (1962) new caged ball valve 

replacement, one can read how after each discovered problem –leading to death- 

design or operation procedures were amended. A similar set up was also used in 

a study, published in 2006, on tissue engineered bladders: 

The planned slow accrual of patients and long-term follow-up allowed us to modify 

the protocol whenever improvements were needed. (see Atala et al.: 2006) 

The introduction in the clinic is thus a slow process that involves experimenting 

with human bodies in order to test and fine tune technology. This may mean 

that patients who are enrolled early run more risk than those enrolled later.  

There have been valve prostheses which gave problems in the first stage of 

introduction in the clinic: there is a kind of learning curve for implantation 

techniques that brings about extra risks. (md2-1-605)  

While for patients participating in a clinical study may be an opportunity to have 

early access to possible life-saving technologies, their bodies also become a 

learning tool: next to patients in need of care, they are also a means for 

technology testing and improvement. In other words, standardising as a process 

of boundary making and learning about TE at some point in the development 

becomes situated in patients’ bodies.  

3.7. Standardising: learning about good living body prostheses 

As to the question ‘how to standardise living body parts’ this chapter affirms the 

analogue between the TE practice seeking to make standards and Baron von 

Munchhausen pulling himself out of the March: it is in first instance something 

they need to do by themselves. Standardising TE out of ‘nothing’ involves 

learning by doing. As to the content of these standards, we need to realise that 

only head and neck of stick out: we cannot make any definite claims about the 

future success of TE heart valves, analyse what kinds of scripts have been 

engineered into TE valves or look back to judge the developed standards. In this 

chapter I have focussed on the normative work of standardising in the laboratory 

and animal bodies.  

 This chapter has demonstrated that design of valves and learning about the 

quality of valves interacts in TE.  Standardising is a process of developing 

boundaries between good and bad living prostheses. I discussed three examples 
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that show how working with a TE approach implies being confronted with 

specific issues for standardising: biological risks, issues of time and differences 

between bodies. These examples also illustrated the three strategies for boundary 

work, two of which offer further opportunities for learning during standardising 

(see figure 5). The example of biological risks indicates that TE is confronted 

with drawbacks of using living cells. For, while living cells are an opportunity to 

engineer living body parts, living cells can also be dangerous: they can grow out 

of hand; be rejected if they do not match or transfer infectious agents. As I 

showed, the use of living cells offers multiple routes and therefore engineers can 

deal with some risks by avoiding them. This of course also means that they will 

at least not from their own work learn more about the pros and cons of different 

routes.  The example of time shows how living tissue not only involves the 

promise of adaptation to the body, but also the challenge of working with body 

parts that are dynamic. Standardising here means that norms and checks are 

developed that deal with tissues as processes rather than as finished things. This 

process of developing checks involves learning about issues of time in 

experiments as well using these insights to define norms and develop tests for 

checking these norms. And the final example shows how making use of 

biological processes, also means being confronted with differences between 

bodies in such things as cell growth and healing potentials. At the same time 

sacrificing lambs is a way to find answers to the question as to what bodily 

differences should be taken into account.  

 

Figure 5 strategies for standardizing and opportunities for learning 

Developing checks suitable for 

TE: learning about 

control/trust 

Avoiding: no option for 

learning 

Manifested 

Research 

problem   

Sacrificing: learning by 

creating, caring and 

destroying 
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 Finally, it can be noted that there is an interesting similarity between the 

regulatory process of TE and the laboratory work of standardising a particular TE 

application: patients were not involved. Standardising is done in terms of a 

biomedical perspective on the body: by studying the TE heart valves in terms of 

living processes, in stead of studying these questions from the perspective of 

lived bodies. Also, the interactions between body and implanted valve focus on 

issues of growth, structural integrity and so forth. The only lived bodies that are 

involved in standardising are the researches who invest time and energy in 

engineering, sheep who live through and die in experiments and the medical 

specialists who need to make the implantation procedure their own. In other 

words, the implications of different standards for patients is not questioned. It is 

assumed that the kind of standards that are developed will be ‘’good’’ for patients 

but is it not clear to what extend a patient perspective could matter, as the 

meaning of decisions for lived bodies is not explored. For example, what kind of 

patients are we talking about if heart valves need to be implanted via the groin? 

What would be the reaction of patients towards having an unfinished body part 

implanted, whose progress needs to be followed up?  And what is the impact of 

developing an approach which depends on patient cells: how does it feel to be 

confronted with the fact that you are one of the people whose cells are unsuitable 

for engineering? This means that while biomedical engineers become more and 

more knowledgeable about TE as an engineering approach, they do not study 

whether the standards they are developing are ‘good’’ with respect to lived bodies 

of patients and that they do not learn about what their decisions might imply for 

patients. In chapters five and six, I will look further into this issue of lived 

bodies.     
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4   Developing networks: contours of new 

body practices  

4.1. Making boundaries, developing connections   

Researchers discuss the problem that they need patient information with the cells. 

“We only know age and sex. The surgeon gives us the tissue and then he let’s us 

out.”    (Heart valve meeting. 1-704) 

And we still are following the autologous concept here. By means of modern cell 

and tissue banking technologies, human umbilical cords may be used as individual 

cell pools for a patient’s lifetime.  (see Hoerstrup et al. 2002) 

We are interested in how we can use biomechanical stimulation to differentiate 

progenitor cells into muscle cells. And if someone wants to make meat in that way, 

then they do so. You cannot stop it anyway. But we want to keep the factual 

development of that application outside our scientific research. (r02-1-402) 

In this book, I analyse normative work by biomedical engineers in the TE 

practice that affects bodies in daily life. This chapter shows that these bodies are 

not necessarily people who might benefit directly from the implant of a tissue 

engineered prosthesis. Therefore the normative effects of TE are not limited to 

patients and their experiences of a TE body implant. I analyse the development 

of connections between TE laboratories and society and show that in these 

developments we can see the contours of what may become new body practices.  

 STS research indicates that making a successful technology implies the 

development of social-technical networks (see Bijker and Law: 1992; Latour: 

1987; Oudshoorn: 2003). For example, for bicycles one needs a network of 

potential cyclists, air pumps, tire repair sets and shops that sell and people who 

repair bicycles. In this chapter we look at networks that develop out of the TE 

laboratory. Laboratory studies show that laboratories can be described as places 

where relations between people and things like diseases are reconfigured –e.g. 
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anthrax was transformed from a chaotic disease into a microbe humans can 

control and that these changed relations between humans and things through 

the development of social-technical networks extend to society (see Knorr Cetina: 

1995).  Latour explains that to make a technology succeed the reconfiguration 

between humans and things achieved in the laboratory needs to be extended and 

translated to other people and places. For Pasteur to make his work on anthrax a 

success he needed to convince vets and farmers that his laboratory would help 

them to achieve their objectives of healthy cattle. The result of this network 

building is that Pasteur’s research in the laboratory changed farm practices: it 

changed relations between anthrax, farmers, vets by making them more similar 

to the ones developed in laboratory setting. This network building has normative 

effects on body practices. For example, when the discovery of the microbe in 

Pasteur’s laboratory became connected to medical science, it became an 

important aspect of the hygienic movement and helped changing body practices 

ranging from the organisation of hospital wards to norms in food production 

and ideas as to what constitutes proper behaviour such as ‘do not spit’ and 

washing hands (see Latour: 1983).  

 Through a historical perspective the development of new body practices out 

of new social technical networks can be indicated. However, my study does not 

concern a history of an already established technology, but a technology in the 

making. The networks are still developing and we cannot say whether and how 

these will stabilise. Still, I show that in developing new networks we can see 

contours of new body practices: for example, in ways body materials link bodies, 

places and applications. In this chapter, I analyse three developing connections 

between TE laboratory and society: from working with cells to connecting TE 

research to patients; from developing interventions in patients to developing 

interventions in mother’s of patients; and from engineering body materials for 

biomedical applications to engineering meat for consumption.  

 In this chapter, I show that to build networks, engineers need to do boundary 

work. As I explained in chapter one, sometimes different kinds of normative 

work are combined. I discussed Lock’s work on brain death and organ donation 

as an example which illustrates the way boundary work is needed for 

networking. Lock shows how the invention of life-support technologies created 

hybrid bodies: bodies which were both like living people and dead bodies. In 

North America boundary work redefined these hybrids as dead by introducing 

the notion of ‘brain death’. As dead bodies they no longer have the social status 
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as patients and this has made it possible to take -if consent is given- organs from 

a brain-dead body which then can be implanted in patients whose own organs 

malfunction (see Lock: 2002). In this chapter, I show the normative work of 

building networks requires boundary work to make new connections possible.   

 The chapter makes clear that the engineers at the technical university not 

only engineer body prostheses and affect patients: their work with body 

materials has many dimensions and may affect people in multiple sometimes 

unexpected ways. 

4.2. From cells to patients 

A researcher tells me she works with human cells. These cells are cultured from a 

piece of vein of an elderly man who needed bypass surgery. For this surgery a piece 

of vein is harvested from the lower leg. After this operation some tissue was left 

over which was frozen to be used as cell source. When researchers need cells they 

defrost part of the tissue and put it to culture. New cells grow which can be 

detached and used to culture cells for research.  She and her colleague presume 

that the patient does not know his cells are used in research. (r08-1-504) 

The Dutch engineers who are included in the heart valve project work at a 

technological university and are the first group at this university to use living 

body materials. This makes them an exception to most medical research groups 

which are situated at universities that have a university hospital and a medical 

faculty. This means that for their research with human materials the Dutch 

engineers cannot rely on existing in house procedures that specify how to 

acquire and deal with human body materials. As they needed living cells the 

Dutch engineers had to connect their laboratory to the interiors of bodies. For 

animal bodies this was relatively easy: for example, abattoirs are one of the 

opportunities to get fresh body materials. But how did the engineers create 

access to human body materials? The analysis will show that there are multiple 

ways in which human bodies can be connected to the laboratory. In first 

instance, the engineers created informal access to human veins that can be used 

as source of living cells. Later, they found they needed to get access to cells that 

are known to have come from a specific patient’s body: for example, from an 

elderly male patient with diabetes or one of the many patients with Down 

syndrome who has as part of this syndrome heart valve problems. To get access 

to patients’ bodies rather than just body materials in general, the engineers 
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needed to do boundary work: they had to emphasise boundaries between 

research and care work to enable formal access to patient materials. These 

changing connections mean that over time engineers become more and more 

aware that patient’s are more than bodies, they are people. But, let us first look 

how engineers over time in the laboratory discovered that creating access to body 

materials is not the same as developing access to patient specific body materials.  

 

The need for more institutionalized relations with patients  

In first instance cells did not play a mayor role in the Dutch research. The 

collaboration between the Dutch and Swiss group initialised around the question 

how to engineer heart valves with better mechanical properties (e.g. strength). 

The Dutch agreed to use their expertise in mechanics to study ways to 

mechanically stimulate tissue engineered heart valves in the laboratory. In 

contrast, it was the task of the Swiss to study suitable cell sources and to 

compare cells types. This in first instance meant that for the Dutch research, 

access to cells was only necessary to be able to engineer living tissues. For their 

research the Dutch used both sheep and human cells. How did they get these 

human cells in their laboratory initially? And how did they over time recognise 

that this connection between laboratory and patient bodies needed to become 

more institutionalised? 

 In the first instance, the Dutch researchers used human cells from 

Switzerland, but they knew little about the legal standing of these cells, because 

they were unfamiliar with legal and professional rules (r03-1-801). It was known 

that the cell source is a vein of a single Swiss patient. The vein was harvested 

from a leg as part of an operation on this elderly male patient with as purpose to 

use the vein for bypass surgery. Part of the vein was not used in surgery and was 

frozen for research purposes. The researchers who at that time worked with 

these cells thought these cells were used without the patient’s consent (r8-1-504). 

As senior researcher overseeing the cell research stated:  

It was and is unclear to us [Dutch researchers] whether the patient either gave 

explicit permission or could have objected to the use of their tissue in research. I 

will ask our Swiss colleague about this. (r03-1-801)  

Thus, the first cell source used in the Dutch laboratory indicates the engineers’ 

dependency for access to cells on their Swiss colleagues who work at a hospital.  
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 The Dutch-Swiss collaboration involved personal transport of human body 

materials across borders. This researcher recalled how they at the time struggled 

with the regulations concerning transport body materials between Switzerland 

and The Netherlands: 

At that time it was unclear whether it was allowed to transport human materials 

across national borders. The Dutch Post was just adapting their rules of transport 

concerning biological materials and no one was able to explain us the rules. We 

decided to follow the Dutch internal standards: information of sender and receiver 

on a double, leak free box together with an accompanying letter explaining the 

material was meant for research purposes.  (r03-1-801, email)  

However, over the years in order to avoid burdensome and time taking 

procedures around the import and export of cells and tissues, the regular 

transport of cells and tissues across national boundaries between the Swiss and 

Dutch laboratories was often by simply taking these personally across boarders.  

(r03-1-801, email)  

 In the next years, the plan arose for a connection between a Dutch hospital 

and the Dutch laboratory. Through this new arrangement the Dutch could get 

additional veins which they needed for their expanding research. A senior 

researcher explained: 

The researcher indicates that cells from a local hospital will be used in collaboration 

with a heart surgeon who also works at the university. But first the medical 

specialists need to be informed and then patients need to give informed consent. 

Patients need to know that the materials can be used for years. “But you never 

know what specialists tell their patients.” (r03-1-504) 

The mentioned connection indeed developed, but it was first arranged through 

informal ways. One researcher described this arrangement as follows: 

Researcher 5 says: *** is always very helpful. When we need new tissue *** asks:’ 

how long should the vein be? ’.  (TE meeting, 1-706) 

According to this researcher, the surgeon cuts a bit wider when harvesting tissue 

for bypass surgery if he knows the researchers need tissue for cell culture (notes 

heart valve meeting 1-705).23  A senior engineer explained they are dependent on 

medical specialists, who were not aware of possible use of their patients’ body 

                                                           
23  Approximately 30 cm of vein is needed for surgery, while the engineers need about 0.5 to 2 

cm of left over tissue(r3-1-801). 
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materials in research or who did not see reasons for formalising the connection, 

Because of this the engineers were not sure whether the patients were asked to 

give informed consent, or were given the opportunity to refrain from this use of 

their materials: 

Many medical specialists presume that secondary materials (parts of materials 

harvested from patient for use during operation but which were left over) will be 

thrown away anyway and that therefore you can use it anonymously in research. 

(r03-1-801) 

  In 2007 the Dutch cells were still arranged through informal connections 

with surgeons, but now researchers discovered that this construction hindered 

them in their research. 24 Over the years engineers found that cells (both of sheep 

and humans) differed from individual to individual with respect to culturing and 

other characteristics: the same TE strategy yielded sometimes different quality of 

tissue. Researchers started to wonder whether there was a link between patient 

characteristics like having diabetes and cell characteristics in culturing (see 

chapter three). However, they could not check this hypothesis as the only patient 

information they had was sex and age:  

The researchers discuss numerous examples that demonstrate that cells of different 

people (but also of pigs) behave differently in culturing: some do well, other do not. 

“We also need patient information: for example, whether a patient has diabetes.” 

(TE meeting. 1-706) 

Researchers thus lacked patient information to verify that differences in cell 

behaviour match with patient characteristics like disease history. To verify this 

they first needed to acquire patient tissues in combination with patient 

information. As it is characteristic of autologous TE that patient’s cells are used 

in the engineering of body parts, it is important to predict whether this TE 

strategy works with cells of specific patients.  

 As the engineers discovered in laboratory studies that differences between 

cell sources (the veins) matter, they now wanted to investigate in what sense 

patient bodies differ from each other. To do so, they needed more specific ways 

to differentiate between cells than just the location in the bodies. Fully 

                                                           
24 Next to this practical need in research, engineers also mention that it becomes more difficult 

not to mention the lack of ethical arrangements concerning the source of cells in official 

scientific publications (notes on Heart valve meeting, 1-74). 
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anonymous body materials do not suffice for their research. This meant that 

they had to rework the way they cross the boundaries between laboratory, 

hospital and patient body. The medical specialists in their role as gatekeepers to 

patient bodies had controlled the engineer’s access to anonymous body parts. To 

further their research the engineers needed more information about the patients 

who are the cell sources. Let us now look how this was realised. 

 

From cell sources to patients 

Paradoxically, the need to get more patient information -to analyse relations 

between patient characteristics and cell behaviour in engineering- required that 

the boundaries between research and care, university and hospital, became 

explicit and that traffic became arranged more formally. Developing more 

formalized connections between the laboratory, hospitals and patients bodies 

confronted the engineers with the question what it means to arrange formal 

access to cells. Next to questions such as ‘How to arrange it?’, ‘What are the 

rules’ and ‘Who should do this?’ some researchers worried that it would be quite 

a fuzz to get veins in a formal way (TE meeting 1-706). In one meeting, the 

researchers reflected whether formal procedures like ‘informal consent’ are 

merely a bureaucratic burden. All researchers agreed that for them cells were 

just cells when doing research and that they not specifically thought of materials 

as coming from patients. This meant that for some of them the acquirement of 

cells was experienced as a practical matter- and procedures like ‘asking consent’ 

seemed an inconvenience. Others disagreed: one researcher had experience in a 

former job with asking patients for consent to use tissue and she used this 

experience to explain why she felt it is important to do:  

She told the group that some people do have worries and that if you ask consent 

you have to be careful to give people room to say no. She tells the following story: 

she asked informed consent to an elderly woman, this lady agreed but the 

researcher saw she was not comfortable with it. After explaining that it is alright to 

say ‘no’, the woman did indeed say ‘no’.  (TE meeting 1-706) 

This researcher recollected an experience of a patient with doubts to illustrate 

why she thought patient consent mattered and was not just a bureaucratic 

burden. The need to formalisation of access introduced discussing normative 

issues about patients in the laboratory: not just as cells, but at least as formally 

protected bodies and in some cases as persons with a face. However, practically 

patients were still out of sight as getting cells through formal connections meant 
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in first instance arranging different kinds of access from a technical university to 

hospitals.  

 In the period the biomedical engineers decided to arrange more formalized 

access to patients’ materials, a new contact between a hospital and the Dutch TE 

laboratory developed. A team of heart surgeons expressed interest in research 

collaborations with the Dutch engineers. This group was looking for new 

research directions and their dissatisfaction with existing heart valves prostheses 

made them look in the direction of TE. For the technical university the hospital 

group was an interesting partner:  

The *** hospital was interesting to us because they have a good animal laboratory; 

have access to patients and are really enthusiastic. (r03-1-801) 

For these reasons, the Dutch engineers proposed the medical group to 

collaborate as subpart of a new research program of technical universities, 

companies and university hospitals in TE. What did this mean for the engineers 

‘objective to connect the technical university to patients rather than merely to 

cells as research materials? 

 The hospital and technical university arranged to devise research problems 

according to their specialities. The new collaboration got a similar division of 

task as the Dutch engineers already had with the Swiss hospital: cell research (in 

this case for adult patients) is hospital based, research into bioreactors, scaffolds 

and so forth is the tasks of the technical university. However, in this case one 

senior researcher became part of both teams and also started to participate in 

rounds on the patient ward in the hospital. Transfer of insights from a hospital 

at the technical university and vice versa was because of this and because of the 

geographical organisation increased (r03-1-801)  

 In the hospital the researchers decided to arrange the use of patient materials 

formally by doing it according to the ‘Code of Conduct: Proper Secondary Use of 

Human Tissue’. This is a professional code which was developed by the 

Federation of Dutch Medical Scientific Societies to fill a gap in Dutch regulation 

concerning the use of human body materials, because Dutch regulation 

concerning body materials was and is incomplete and in development (see 

RMW: 2006; Swierstra: 2004b; Van Santen: 2006).25 A new law ‘Wet 

                                                           
25 Research involving humans is regulated by the law ‘Wet op mens-gebonden Onderzoek’ 

(Law on Medical Research with Humans )(see RMW: 2006). This law specifies that research 
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zeggenschap lichaamsmateriaal’  (use of Body Material (Consultation) Bill) has 

been in preparation for years; this law needs to cover gaps in existing regulation 

for example on the combination of body materials and personal data which 

makes body materials identifiable. The Code of Conduct: "Proper Secondary Use 

of Human Tissue" which needs to fill the gap of the missing law dates from 

2001 and is summarized on the website of the “Federation of Dutch Medical 

Scientific Societies”: 

“The code is based on appropriate general information to hospital patients who can 

opt out from the use of residual tissue for research, whether that is fully 

anonymous or anonymous on the level of the researcher but with a code number 

added to it, which enables linking data from research on the tissue to the patient 

data. The use of directly identifiable tissue for research needs the informed consent 

of the donor. The Code stipulates an organisational split between the clinician or 

pathologist who retains the tissue for its intended purpose and the researcher who 

uses this residual tissue for research and specifies the terms of the contract between 

these suppliers of tissue and the receiving researcher (who could be in the same 

institute or the same person). The Code argues that research with not fully 

anonymous tissue should based on a research protocol which must be approved by 

an ethical review board. The research protocol should provide for rules about 

informing patients in the event of peculiar unexpected findings with clinical or 

etiological relevance. (..) ” (http://www.federa.org/?s=1&m=78&p=&v=4, 5 January 

2008) 

Thus, the code differentiates between a non-objection system for anonymous or 

coded tissue and an informed consent system for identifiable tissue.  And, it 

specifies that ethical review is needed for the latter two. Moreover, the code 

refers to a contract between the provider of the tissue and the receiving 

                                                                                                                                        

involving humans should be tested by a medical ethical committee, but it is silent on the 

specifics of secondary use of body materials (see Swierstra: 2004b, 11). Next to this law, there 

are laws concerning the use of body materials: laws which concern the donor’s say over body 

materials (e.g. laws for organ donation, or foetal tissue) and laws concerning privacy issues (see 

RMW: 2006; Swierstra: 2004b, 13). The laws concerning use of body materials agree that 

people who have the competency to express their will can donate body materials if they are well 

informed about the research objectives and if their donation is voluntary (see Swierstra: 

2004b, 13). The law ‘‘Wet op de Geneeskundige Behandelingsovereenkomst’  (Dutch Medical 

Treatment Act) which covers medical treatment agreements allows the anonymous use of 

body materials of patients who have not objected to this and if the research is done with the 

required carefulness (see Swierstra: 2004b, 13-14).  
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researchers, which would in our case be the tissue engineers. In this contract a 

period of storage of the tissue should be specified (see Swierstra: 2004b). 

Finally, the website mentions that it may take years to implement this code and 

as it were reserves time for completing the required normative work of changing 

research practices. Five years after the introduction, in 2006, the code is used in 

the academic hospitals and most of the general hospitals. However, whether 

coded tissue should be understood as anonymous or not is still a matter of 

discussion, which for example a commission of the KNAW (Royal Netherlands 

Society of Arts and Sciences) could not solve (see RMW: 2006, 54; Van Santen: 

2006).  

 In the university hospital involved in the heart valve project, the researchers 

were confronted with the need to interpret ‘Code of Conduct: Proper Secondary 

Use of Human Tissue’. For their first study they decided to use coded patient 

materials. This researcher explains that the medical specialists and tissue 

engineers developed a way to deal with the question whether coded materials 

must be treated as anonymous or identifiable materials: 

The code is a bit vague on this point. Because of this we have decided to ask patients 

on the day before their operations whether we can use part of a vein for scientific 

research. [The PhD student doing the cell research asks the patients] Their answer 

is noted in their patient file. Even if they object on a later occasion we would still 

stop the cell culture. (r03-1-711) 

The developed middle way meant they decided to inform patients and ask oral 

consent which is registered in the patient file. For a second study, the 

researchers decided that they will use patient materials and thus they will be 

required to ask informed consent, which will be done in the form of a written 

consent.  

 The connections between technical university and patient bodies in this time 

changed drastically. Even though it was decided that most cells will be kept at the 

hospital, cells can be transferred to the TE laboratory at the technical university 

through a ‘Materials Transfer Agreement’. This means that the technical 

university has developed a connection to patients which confirms to the ‘Code of 

Conduct’. But, as the engineers also have much more contact to the hospital, 

they learn about patients and patients learn about TE: 
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“Patients do not object to use in research, rather they find it very interesting and like 

to be informed. Operating surgeons and operation assistants are informed about 

the study.” (r03-1-801) 

Even though, the materials are coded and used without information from patient 

files, the researchers in the technical university learned about heart valve 

patients. For example, a senior researcher expressed that she had become aware 

of the severity of illness of most patients: 

“We now have cells of 16 patients in the laboratory at the university hospital. (…) 

The patients are really ill and most of them elderly.” (r03-1-801) 

Moreover, all TE researchers (PhD-students) working on heart valves are 

required to witness an operation in the hospital and thus are literally made aware 

that cells are derived as part of the treatment which requires opening up a very ill 

patient on the operating table. 

 The question how to deal with informed consent or the possibility to object to 

use of body materials for research procedures also makes researchers aware that 

patient differences extend beyond healing properties: in future the researchers 

will be confronted with the question how to deal with patients who perhaps lack 

the competency to express their will. Next to elderly patients, people with 

syndromes like Down-Syndrome form a large heart valve patient group. When in 

later studies researchers want to use these patient’ body materials, they will need 

to work out which of these patients are competent to express their will and how 

to deal with those who are not (r03-1-801). 

 Concluding, we have seen how the connections from engineers working in a 

laboratory at a technical university to patients have drastically changed. Through 

its need for the combination of body materials and specific patient information 

the TE laboratory has become part of a body practice developing at the boundary 

of research and care. The developing relation between a university hospital, the 

TE group and patients involves two sort of boundary travelling: on the one hand 

of cells and information, for the technical university now has access to cells 

which are used with patient consent. At the same time also engineers move: the 

TE group has started to travel more between technical university and hospital 

and became in touch with concrete patients. An important mechanism of 

network building involved formalising the boundary between research and 

patient care. Perhaps contrary to what one might expect this formalised 

boundary does not hinder the travelling of body materials from hospital to 
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laboratory, rather it is constitutive of the developed connections. Developing 

explicit boundaries is thus productive rather than restricting. Moreover, the 

more formal connections have brought the idea of patients in the laboratory: the 

cell sources have been transformed from anonymous bodies to patients with 

specific disease histories which can be used to test for what kind of patients TE 

may work. Engineers became aware of the concept of the patient as person who 

suffers from sever illnesses, who may be interested to hear about the usefulness 

of their veins in TE research and who has rights and thus for example may object 

to this use of their body parts. The people that thus became connected to TE 

research are patients but their role in TE research is not that of receivers of 

implants, but as suppliers of research materials. In the next section, I show how 

boundary making may even be productive to involve healthy people in the TE 

practice.   

4.3. From congenital problems to interventions in women   

In the tissue engineering concept we do not take something which the donor really 

needs. Some tissue he or she can give without having harm. That is why I think it is 

much less problematic than for example transplantation. And the definition when a 

person is dead? Is there a right to disintegrate the organism by taking something 

out and put it in someone else? This by the way is always the major problem of all 

our heart transplant patients. The first thing they ask is was it a man or a woman? 

(…) As tissue engineering is most needed in children, we have established in *** 

that we will use cells from the umbilical cord blood.  And there the question is really 

in a very plastid way: ‘to whom do they belong?’ Because the umbilical cord is the 

bridge between mother and baby. And if it’s belonging to the baby and you want to 

take them, both parents have to agree, from an ethical standpoint. If you say it is the 

mother’s blood, it is only the mother who has to agree. (r01-1-410) 

Developing a good TE technology is not just a matter of making a body 

prosthesis, but also implies developing an engineering strategy which is based 

on an optimised network of bodies and things: finding a cell source, timing 

implantation of prostheses and developing technologies to culture cells and to 

train heart valves. In this section I study autologous engineering strategies for 

congenital heart valves in terms of social-technical networks. One would expect 

that autologous TE involves only patients in these networks. I indicate that 

despite the autologous character of these networks, we can see contours of body 

practices that may affect people who are themselves no heart valve patients.  
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 Let me first recap the basic autologous engineering strategy. Autologous TE 

is a form of regenerative medicine which seeks to make use of regenerative 

abilities of the patient’s own body and it has as objective to make functional 

living body parts. This idea of regeneration –as process and objective- is often 

illustrated with help of salamanders (see figure 6).  

 

  

 

Figure 6 The logo of DutchFoRM consists of two salamanders. DutchFoRM is a Dutch 

platform for organisations, research groups and firms committed to translational 

research in regenerative research. 

 

Consider how a senior researcher of the heart valve group explained 

‘regeneration’ to me: 

He tells me about Sir Magdi Yacoub (UK, pioneer in heart surgery and molecular 

science). He recently saw a presentation by Yacoub which showed a sped-up movie 

of a salamander regrowing a limb.  I [MHD] link it to a youth memory: being afraid 

of catching a lizard by its tail. It may leave you with just a tail in your hands for it can 

regrow it. The researcher explains that the salamander is even more amazing: for 

the lizard’s tail merely consists of fat, while the salamander regrows a fully 

functional limb. (r01-1-511) 

The salamander is the example of a ‘body that can regenerate functional tissue 

by itself’. The objective of regenerative medicine to make use of these kinds of 

bodily processes in humans is illustrated by contrasting ‘regeneration’ with 

‘repair’. For example, Prof. Robert Brown stressed, during a meeting on TE and 

regenerative medicine in the Netherlands, that regeneration of a wounded body 

is more than ‘repair’:  

He emphasised ‘repair is not regeneration’. Repair he explained is scarring in adult 

bodies, while regeneration should be better. Thus he concluded that TE should 

perform better than bodies, or  should ‘help bodies’. (notes on KNAW meeting, 10-

4-2007) 
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In autologous TE this idea of making use of a body’s own healing properties is 

translated in a network that binds patients, cells and TE technologies in a 

specific  engineering strategy: the patient’s own cells will be used to engineer a 

body part; and this body part after implantation adapts itself to the patient’s body 

through bodily processes like remodelling.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 engineering strategy of heart valve group  

  

The heart valve project is in first instance directed at engineering living heart 

valves for young children, because current heart valve prostheses degrade fast in 

growing bodies or need to be replaced because they are outgrown. Congenital 

heart valve problems are often detected through the 20th-week ultrasound made 

during pregnancy.  For the treatment of these congenital heart valve problems 

the basic TE strategy could imply one of two possible scenarios: 1. cells are 

harvested from a newborn child and used to make a heart valve. This valve is 

implanted a few weeks later and expected to be a one time solution to the heart 

valve problem. 2. the child first receives another type of heart valve prosthesis 

and only when this one degrades or becomes too small cells will be harvested to 

make a heart valve that should serve as a final solution (fieldwork notes, 

Switzerland November 2004). Each of these scenarios involves only the child’s 

body. 

 While TE of heart valves seeks to be an answer to problems in the use of 

existing heart valves prostheses for the treatment of congenital problems, also 

TE has to deal with the challenges of the body dynamics of young bodies. In the 

development of ways of dealing with these dynamics of young bodies, engineers 

study engineering protocols that connect not just young patients to TE but also 
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other bodies:  women expecting these children, as well as other pregnant women 

and healthy children.  

 

From finding solutions for children with heart valve problems to intervening women 

pregnant of foetuses with heart valve problems   

To develop heart valves which can be used to treat congenital problems, TE has 

to deal with the fact that young bodies are developing bodies: optimising the 

engineering strategy for these bodies means considering when to intervene, and 

how these interventions affect the development of these children. In their 

research engineers develop engineering strategies that move away from the basic 

networks which look like a circle from patient to laboratory to the same patient.    

 One important objective in the development of a TE strategy for young 

children is to engineer heart valves that can be implanted before additional heart 

problems develop as the result of a dysfunctional heart valve. In heart valve 

research researchers translate this objective of preventing heart damage into the 

objective to have a tissue engineered heart valve ready at the child’s birth.  Consider 

how the urgency of prevention is contained in the objective to implant heart 

valves in newborn children with congenital heart valve problems as soon as 

possible after birth:  

For congenital applications, the autologous tissue replacement should ideally be 

available at or shortly after birth to prevent secondary damage to the immature 

heart (see Schmidt et al.: 2006). 

For this researcher the objective of solving congenital problems makes 

prevention of secondary damage a primary objective: because, if a living 

autologous heart valve is implanted later the heart will already be damaged. This 

researcher thus not only expresses a preference for the scenario that involves 

newborn children, but also emphasises the need for intervening as fast as 

possible. As TE strategies are based on a network that consists of harvesting cells 

from the patient’s body, shifting the timing of implantation also means shifting 

the timing of the other aspects of the network. 

 The objective of a heart valve ready at birth thus implies a need to start 

engineering before the child is born. In a clinical reality this would imply 

engineering a heart valve during the pregnancy of the mother.  The researcher 

quoted above translates this in the need to harvest cells before birth:  
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Thus, cells would have to be harvested during pregnancy. (see Schmidt et al.: 2006) 

TE strategy has been translated from a network which spans from a foetus to a 

patient rather than from a patient to the same patient.  

 Another engineering objective is directed at avoiding that cell sourcing creates 

body damage. In autologous TE preference is given to the patient’s own cells. In 

the clinical set up which was studied in animals an artery was taken out of the 

leg of the lambs. This set up has several disadvantages: an extra operation with 

the involved costs, risks, burdens and creation of new body damage because one 

removes a well-functioning body part: 

[t]hese [animal] studies were limited by (…) and by the fact that the usage of 

peripheral vascular cells necessitated the sacrifice of intact vascular donor 

structures. (see Hoerstrup: 2005, 63)  

Moreover, as this researcher makes clear for young children harvesting of a vein 

comes with extra risks: 

“even a saphenous vein is very difficult to harvest in a newborn and vein 

explantation may lead to extremity growth problems during later somatic 

development’. (see Hoerstrup: 2005, 90) 

The idea of damaging healthy structures is for this researcher a problem in all 

patients. The need for an extra operation to harvest tissue - and thereby 

damaging the body- which will be used to engineer heart valves makes the 

introduction of TE valves for adult patients even less attractive in comparison to 

existing heart valve prostheses like mechanical valves. For adult patients bone 

marrow cells were investigated as a potential cell source as these were 

considered an option for routine clinical applications (see Hoerstrup: 2005, 59). 

By combining TE with a well-accepted procedure for acquiring cells, the 

drawback of an extra surgery can be overcome.  For congenital heart valve 

problems that are best treated at birth –to prevent secondary damage- cells need 

to be harvested during pregnancy. For this application bone marrow is a hard to 

access cell source. 

Here [congenital applications], bone marrow–derived cells may not be the optimal 

choice as prenatal harvest is difficult and bears high risks. (see Schmidt et al.: 2006) 
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The umbilical cord appears to be a more promising cell source as prenatal cell 

harvesting could be realized by cordocentesis without harming intact fetal 

structures. (see Schmidt et al.: 2006, 1466) 

Thus the combination of ‘preventing secondary damage from congenital 

problems’ and ‘preventing damage from the harvest of cells’ have stimulated 

these researchers to study umbilical cord cells (and umbilical cord blood cells) as 

cell sources for TE of heart valves for young children (see e.g. Hoerstrup: 2005; 

Schmidt et al.: 2006).  

 Next to a focus on prevention of damage, tissue engineers also try to make 

optimal use of the properties of cells. Using young cells is one of the strategies 

engineers found worthwhile to pursuit.26 Consider how this American top 

researcher tells about a study into cell age: 

So if we save your cells from when you were a baby and then when you are 60 

years old you need a new heart valve. Would your heart valve, tissue engineered 

heart valve be as good as a young heart valve? I think so. The answer is yes. We did 

experiments several years ago to test that in animals. And we combined the various 

combinations of young cells, old cells and young animals and old animals. And it 

turned out just the way you would predict. The best combination was young cells, 

young animals. The worst combination was old cells, old animals. But young cells 

old animal did pretty well. Old cells young animals that did not help very much. Old 

cells are not good for you, but you can still use them. The best are young cells. (r4-2-

606) 

Also, in the heart valve project we see this interest in ‘young cells’: 

In ***  we have established that we use cells from the umbilical cord blood.  And in 

the umbilical cord blood there is a lot of stem cells. Adult stem cells. That is a strange 

name if you speak of an unborn child? I normally don’t use it. I normally call them 

progenitor cells. Because adult stem cells is a controversy in itself. Stem cell by the 

scientific definition is an embryonic stem cell. And adult stem cell is used mainly in 

the media to describe progenitor cells already in a more differentiated but not fully 

differentiated way. But in this umbilical cord blood of babies there are progenitor 

cells. (r01-1-410) 

This researcher discusses a clinical set up in which an umbilical cord puncture is 

used to harvest cells before birth. These can either be cells from the umbilical 

cord tissue or from the cord blood. The researcher quoted here discusses the 

                                                           
26 In the most extreme scenario young cells could of course be (controversial) embryonic stem 

cells. 
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potential of umbilical cord blood cells to differentiate into specific tissue types: 

umbilical cord blood cells seem similar to embryonic stem cells, but researchers 

expect that unlike embryonic stem cells these cells can only be used to make 

some specific types of tissue. The push towards using young cells is further 

stimulated by research findings that indicate that even when using cells 

harvested during pregnancy younger cells performed better than older cells (r3-1-

711). In other words it may well be the finding that cells from early pregnancy 

perform better than those from late pregnancy.  

 So, in the Dutch-Swiss heart valve project developing an autologous 

engineering strategy implied expanding the network beyond patients who need a 

new heart valve to involving their mothers. In the new engineering strategy 

pregnant women will be involved in TE because an umbilical cord puncture will 

be needed to obtain cells for engineering a heart valve for their future child. 

Below, I will shortly analyse research developments in other fields of congenital 

TE that indicate how the extending network may involve women even further. 

 An important assumption of TE engineering strategies is that TE implants 

after implantation adjust to the patient body because of the interaction of 

implant and its environment. However, researchers make clear that bodies can 

be both good and bad healing environments. For example, the medical specialist 

Dhert compares a thick knee in a human to a damaged knee in a healthy goat –

used in animal studies-: 

“The results of this procedure are far less in non healthy goats. So you would need 

to get everybody who twisted his knee directly from the field into the operation 

room, or find a method to calm the irritation of the knee”. (Dhert quoted in (see 

DutchFoRm: 2006, 22)  translated from Dutch.)27 

                                                           
27 In the interview Dhert explains that these kinds of differences between healing capacities 

may have two clinical effects for adult patients: firstly, patients no longer need to wait till they 

develop pain or other complaints. On the other hand, patients may need to come early in order 

to fully benefit from the operation. In this light Dhert argues that: 

 

 “We are moving towards another form of cure, to a moment there are no symptoms and 

 complaints yet.  Diagnoses will be made earlier and at a moment when there are still 

 possibilities for cure.” (Dhert quoted in (see DutchFoRm: 2006, 22)  translated from 

 Dutch.) 

 

At first face this kind of concerns about the quality of the body as a healing environment and 

early detection do not seem relevant to engineering strategies concerning congenital problems: 
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In similar vain, in the TE literature on some kinds of congenital applications of 

TE we can find researchers arguing that there are good and bad healing 

environments for congenital TE applications: in comparison to a child’s body a 

foetal body is considered a superior healing environment. Consider how this 

researcher proposes to make use of healing properties of foetuses by combining TE 

with foetal surgery:      

[the] benefits of prenatal repair must not be overlooked. The fetus is under placental 

bypass, thus precluding the need for elaborate and risky forms of intraoperative 

support, such as cross-field ventilation or extracorporeal life support. In addition, 

because the pregnancy is to continue after the procedure, the absence of 

endotracheal intubation combined with the unique healing properties of the fetus 

should enhance implant engraftment, remodeling, and epithelialization. (see 

Kunisaki et al.: 2006, 679) 

A similar proposal to combine TE and foetal surgery is studied for congenital 

bladder problems.28 In the described clinical reality, the TE engineering strategy 

has been translated to include the mother’s body as part of technology. In the 

text, the mother’s body has become the optimal environment for operating the 

foetus: ‘the placental bypass’ means that ‘extracorporeal life support’ is not 

needed: not the foetus is on life support but another body, namely the pregnant 

woman.29  

 In the networks from cell source to laboratory to patient body that are implied 

in these developing TE strategies for congenital heart valve problems, we can 

recognise contours of new body practices. In general medical interventions in 

bodies are interventions in dysfunctional patient bodies. The developed TE 

strategies such as cell sourcing during pregnancy are not an intervention in the 

dysfunctional bodies of patients but in the bodies of healthy pregnant women for 

the sake of their unborn child. Moreover, these interventions are based on early 

treatment of congenital heart valve problems of children. To define objectives for 

                                                                                                                                        

these kinds of problems are often detected at the twentieth week ultrasound and the objective 

is to treat them at birth to prevent secondary damage. 
28  http://www.accessexcellence.org/WN/SUA10/harvsurg797.html 

29 Irma van der Ploeg studied scientific papers on open-utero operations. She finds that women’s 

bodies are described as mere environments, while foetuses become like patients. She analyses how 

the construction of new patients at the same time legitimizes medical interventions: in light of this, 

she warns that women will once again be expected to let the interests of others go over their own 

(see Van der Ploeg: 2001). In this section I showed how the idea to intervene in foetuses clearly also 

arises from material interactions in research. 
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treatment boundaries are emphasised between damaging the body and 

prevention: 1. harvesting cells by damaging the patient/ harvesting cells from 

umbilical cords and 2. to late implantations of heart valves which may cause 

heart problems/ early treatment as way to prevent heart problems. The 

suggested need for a more timely treatment of young patients helps to displace 

the concept of patient from children to foetuses (see Van der Ploeg: 2001). By 

presenting prenatal medical interventions as preventing treatments for children, 

the continuity between child and foetus is stressed, while the difference become 

less apparent: the concept of patient is moved from children to foetuses. This 

displacement makes foetuses as it were seem independent beings which happen 

to be in a very useful environment which is their mother’s womb. In other 

words, differentiating between TE strategies that result in damaged children’s 

bodies and strategies that prevent body damage in children makes it possible to 

consider foetuses as patients which need a timely intervention. In this argument 

the need for prenatal engineering of heart valves justifies interventions in 

women’s bodies. Thus, the strategies indicate contours of body practices in 

which women become more and more the healing environments of very young 

patients in need of treatment. Below, I show that research developments into 

additional engineering strategies based on umbilical cords imply that the 

network expands even further and connects women pregnant expecting healthy 

children to the TE practice. 

     

From women expecting a child with congenital problems to women expecting a healthy 

child 

As we saw research into congenital TE has identified umbilical cords as an 

interesting cell source.30 Researchers also generalise the concept of umbilical 

                                                           
30
 For the use of body materials in research, umbilical cords also raise boundary questions.  In 

the quote that I have used to introduce the topic of umbilical cords, one can read how 

researchers had to decide whom to ask consent for the use of umbilical cords in research: the 

woman who has just given birth or also the father of the child?    

 

 “So yeah there is a lot of border zone, questioning our common understanding of medical treatment. I 

 found it very practically touching my work when we had to take blood from the umbilical cord we did 

 not know who had to sign it. And to be on the safe side, both parents sign it. But this is just a 

 compromise to be on the safe side. It is not really clarified.” (ro1-1-410) 

 

The umbilical cord is a kind of hybrid it can be considered to belong to the mother and to the 

child. Answering the question implies doing boundary work. This illustrates how the 
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cords from valuable for congenital TE to being a valuable cell source that could 

be stored for later use. This implies extending the network of autologous TE to 

people who expect healthy children, but also to commercial tissue banks. And in 

this way, research on umbilical cords for congenital research may affect general 

birth practices. But let us first consider the kind of boundary work needed to 

make all these new connections. 

 Consider first how the umbilical cord becomes detached from congenital 

problems: 

In the present study we selected hUCC [human umbilical cord cells] as an 

alternative cell source to overcome the potential clinical limitation of using 

peripheral vascular cells. Human umbilical cords are  readily available and easy to 

obtain. By means of modern cell and tissue banking technologies, human 

umbilical cords may be used as individual cell pools for a patient’s lifetime. (see 

Hoerstrup: 2005, 71)  

The researcher translates the identification of human umbilical cords as cell 

sources for congenital heart valve engineering into the proposal that these cords 

could be stored for possible later use as autologous cell source. Through this 

proposal, the boundary between people who need a cell source and people who 

do not is replaced by a boundary between people who need a cell source now and 

those who may need one in the future. This boundary work stimulates to think 

of healthy children as potential patients: at a later point in life these people may 

develop body damage and than can rely on the umbilical cord as cell source for a 

TE implant. The researcher argues for this idea by referring to problems in the 

use of peripheral vascular cells, which implies harvesting a functional vein from 

the patient. However, the need is only potential and thus banking umbilical 

cords binds cells that may never be used to a TE network.  

 This idea of umbilical cord banking would connect pregnant woman who 

expect a healthy child to the TE network. The researcher above mentions that 

umbilical cord (blood) cells are readily available: in contrast to the engineering 

strategy studied in the heart valve project, the tissue banking strategy would use 

umbilical cords which become available at birth. The applicability of this idea to 

any birth is exemplified, by the fact that one researcher of the heart valve group 

put the idea to bank umbilical cord tissue to practice in his own family:   

                                                                                                                                        

connection of TE to pregnancy and birth blurs the idea of autologous TE being based on only 

the patient’s body already in research.  
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At 20 wks of pregnancy you can already see if the heart is alright. If not, you can 

take cells from umbilical cord and grow a heart valve in the laboratory. At birth the 

engineered valve is ready for implantation. Valve replacement is necessary soon 

after birth otherwise the heart deforms. *** says he himself stored the cord of his 

second daughter. (Notes on presentation at research meeting of biomedical 

engineering department, April 2004) 

This researcher mentioned storing his daughter’s umbilical cord in order to 

indicate how he is personally convinced of the possibility of using these cells. 

The developing network thus seems to connect women who have just given birth –

to the TE network.  

 However, research specifically directed at this idea of banking tissue for TE 

applications indicates that tissue banking may affect clinical realities more 

dramatically. In the literature we find references to research into how to 

optimise harvest or banking of cells that yet again may translate the network of 

bodies and technologies. In a clinical trial Cryo-Cell –a commercial cord blood 

bank- compared the amount of blood extracted in utero versus ex utero over 100 

collections each. They concluded that in the first case when the placenta is still 

attached to the uterine wall significant more blood was collected (see Dickenson: 

2007, 89). In this procedure the blood is thus harvested during the delivery. The 

philosopher Dickenson points out that for the mother the most risky stage of 

labour is after the delivery of the baby and before the delivery of the placenta, 

when the risk of bleeding is highest. Any extra procedures in this phase distract 

the attention of medical staff (see Dickenson: 2007, 87-89).  In another study 

researchers studied a protocol for freezing of umbilical cords for vascular TE (see 

Lehle et al.: 2006). The findings of these kinds of studies may influence when 

and how blood or tissue is harvested and for example set new standards for the 

way deliveries are attended to for people who want to store umbilical cords.  

 The idea of storing umbilical cords connects TE to already developing 

practices of commercial umbilical cord blood banking.31 In this practice, 

commercial cord blood banks advertise all kinds of possible uses of stored blood, 

for example as alternative to bone marrow transplantations in blood diseases 

(see Brown and Kraft: 2006). This means that autologous TE which is in first 

instance to develop into a non-commercial hospital based practices becomes 

                                                           
31
 For analyses of umbilical cord blood banking see (see Brown and Kraft: 2006; Waldby: 

2006). For a critique of commercial cord blood banking versus public banking see (see Braat 

et al.: 2006).  
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connected to practice which are commercially orientated and define people as 

possible buyers of services. For example, in the commercial umbilical cord blood 

practice, commercial activities are directed at people expecting a child: 

Experimentation for expanded uses of stem cells holds great promise. Often, 

matched stem cells, which are necessary for transplant, are difficult to obtain, due to 

strict matching requirements. However, cells taken from your newborn are a 

guaranteed match for your baby for his or her lifetime. Additionally, they have at 

least a 1-in-4 chance of matching a sibling. Banking them at birth may provide 

future opportunities for medical treatments that may not otherwise exist. 

(http://www.cryo-cell.com/services/faq.asp, visited April 18, 2007) 

The connection of commercial cord blood banks to the TE network transforms 

the character of autologous TE from a hospital based technology for patients in a 

more market orientated practice.32  

 In this section I showed how autologous TE which is considered a non 

commercial practice for diseased people may be used to link practices of 

commercial tissue banking to birth and to pregnancy practices of people 

expecting a healthy baby. Originally the TE practice is directed at developing 

treatments for people with serious heart complaints who need a TE body part. 

Healthy people and people expecting a healthy child are in this picture not 

affected by the TE practice and umbilical cords are in this line of thought only 

useful as a cell source for patients. The developing work on umbilical cords in 

autologous TE research suggests that in future banked umbilical cords may be 

used as cell sources. In this section we saw how this research stimulates to 

rethink the boundary between those who need a cell source from  ‘yes/no ’ in 

terms of ‘present need for cell source /future need for cell source’. By 

differentiating in terms of present versus (possible) future need the possibility of 

‘no need’ is lost. This redefined boundary in effect redefines the concept of a 

‘patient’. By defining umbilical cords of healthy children as cell pools for life, 

these children become to be considered as potential patients: while presently 

they do not need a cell source, they can become patients later in life.  As we saw, 

                                                           
32 If banked umbilical cords will in future be used, this also changes the character of 

autologous TE for patients. In the original autologous TE engineering strategies the patient’s 

body is used as cell source for a new body part. In the new network the stored umbilical cord 

may be used which means the patient does not need to undergo any harvesting protocol, but 

he or she will be dependent on of the frozen cells which are biologically younger than the 

patient and which will have to be made available through the commercial tissue bank. 
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in the commercial tissue banking practice this kind of arguments can be used to 

convince parents to store umbilical cord tissue or blood of their children. In this 

way, research in autologous TE may indirectly and unintendedly affect 

pregnancy and delivery practice of people expecting a healthy child. For pregnant 

women and their partners and medical workers this may mean they may be 

stimulated to treat the delivery of a healthy child as the birth of a potential 

patient and to consider the umbilical cord as the child’s potential health that 

requires appropriate care.33 34   

 The examples discussed show contours of body practices through which 

autologous TE may affect people who are not patients needed a TE heart valve. 

Below, I show that research in TE for medical applications may also affect bodies 

through non-medical body practices. 

4.4. From engineering human tissue to engineering meat  

A researcher discusses his contact with the patent-holder for tissue engineered 

meat: “Vitro meat is established by Willem Van Eelen. He is the godfather. Willem 

is really convinced of it: he wants to solve food shortage, water pollution and so 

forth. He sometimes says: ‘we will all become rich, quit scientific research and start 

large scale production of meat. But I [TE- researcher] always reply: ‘Willem not me, 

I keep on doing my medical stuff’.” 

The researcher stresses he is not the R and D of Stegeman [Dutch sausage 

producer that is part of a consortium working on TE meat]. He considers the 

                                                           
33 The decision to preserve the umbilical cord will make the umbilical cord a focus of care. The 

medical ethicist Donna Dickenson considers this a danger to the care for mother and child, as 

medical workers will be burdened with the umbilical cords as an additional object of care (see 

Dickenson: 2007).  
34 In many ways this might be seen as a form care for the child right here and now, no different 

than other parenting. Brown and Kraft study this kind of issues under the heading of ‘blood 

ties’. They note storing cord blood or tissue, is both material and yet future orientated. Brown 

and Kraft therefore stress the expectation and narrative side of cord blood banking (see Brown 

and Kraft: 2006). I think this is a too limited perspective, and want to point out that the 

material needs handling and care right here and now to keep its potential value. Even its 

future-orientation is in many ways like stimulating children to learn, raise them to be 

independent, save money for university. It is a sense of relating to the child by caring for its 

potentials of education and work, independence and healing potentials. Perhaps the narratives 

are so seductive because parenting always also involves future orientated care. 
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objective to make meat really weird: it is something engineers specialising in food 

technologies should do. (r12-1-611) 

 

To study normative work in TE that may affect lived bodies I have focussed most 

my fieldwork on the heart valve project.  By following that, I also got in touch 

with another project: TE muscles. This project is interesting because while it is a 

biomedical TE project, it may affect a non-medical body practices: namely, meat 

consumption and meat production and related norms and values concerning 

animal welfare, health and enjoyment. 

 In this section, we see how the biomedical engineers who have as objective to 

make biomedical technology that can be used to improve health care, become 

involved in projects connected to other objectives. The involvement of the TE 

group in a meat project– a consortium of research instates of universities and 

business that has as objective to engineer meat- is a good example of how the 

development of a new technology involves building a network of research 

groups, business and consumers. However, developing these new connections 

required defining the boundary between biomedical research and engineering 

meat. 

 

Stressing boundaries between biomedical engineering and engineering meat 

The idea to engineer meat in the Dutch TE group did not arise within the TE 

group: rather it was a business proposal to become part of a consortium directed 

at the engineering of TE meat. Let me first introduce the biomedical project that 

became also a meat project. The Dutch part of the heart valve group is part of a 

larger TE section that studies different TE applications. One of the other projects 

is directed at engineering living models for research on decubitus (pressure 

ulcers often linked to hospitalisation). These models will exist of TE skin, muscle 

or both and can for example be used to study the relation between pressure and 

ulcer formation. In 2003 one of the senior researchers discusses in an interview 

for a national Dutch newspaper article how the TE group ended up engineering 

muscles as part of this research into pressure sores. In reaction to this article the 

TE group was contacted about the TE meat project. Accepting the proposal to 

join a meat consortium would give the group additional resources for research. 

However, the proposal was initially met with hesitation and even disgust by the 

Dutch researchers. As I will show the engineers needed to do boundary work to 

make the idea of TE meat on a biomedical department acceptable to themselves. 
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  When the idea of TE meat was explicitly proposed to the Dutch researchers, 

they had to consider whether they wanted to be involved in engineering tissue 

for the purpose of food applications. There were mixed feelings about the 

proposal to engineer muscles in the laboratory for the sake of food. On the one 

hand, it is an attractive research opportunity as TE meat might be a great idea in 

light of all kinds of problems in bioindustry. On the other hand, meat from a 

laboratory is strange and perhaps not for all people attractive and engineering 

meat in a biomedical department is quite unusual. Consider how a senior 

researcher recalls her reaction:  

I was in De Volkskrant [Dutch newspaper] last July and it was reported that we can 

make muscles. And upon publication, I was called by a large company who 

inquired whether I would engineer meat for them. Well I had thought about the  

possibility to make meat already, but now I heard that someone has a worldwide 

patent on this. And he has been looking for someone like me for eight years. "Oh 

you can make muscles, and I said no, but yes.”   

Those meat people want to engineer meat from stem cells. Then people would be 

eating stem cells; that is how they see it. Yak [looks disgusted], I think we are not 

ready for that. But maybe we are. I do not know what we would be making.: it is 

edible, but it can also be considered all weird. Chicken cells, yak, I find it hard." 

(r03-1-310) 

Thus while the business proposal meant a possibility to get additional resources 

for research, this researcher talks how eating this kind of meat seems disgusting 

to her. The two reservations have no analogy when engineers discuss medical 

applications: engineering living body parts in technical university was already an 

accepted practice at that time; and the idea of implanted TE valves in a human 

body is not considered revolting by researchers of the TE group. How could TE 

meat enter the biomedical laboratory if researchers had such reservations? 

 First, the group stressed the difference between the biomedical objectives of 

the consortium and their own reasons for participating in the meat project. By 

emphasising they work on TE muscles rather than TE meat, they found a way to 

accept the business proposal that gave them extra research resources without 

having to accept the meatiness of their part of this project. Consider how these 

two senior researchers explain that their project is a medical project: 

I ask why considering her doubts concerning TE meat, the meat project is taken up.  

She explains that she was rather taken by surprise at that time the idea was first 
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proposed to her. She explains having fixed clear conditions as well as her reasons 

for participation. Her university exclusively works on biomedical technology and 

explicitly not on biotechnology. A medical application is thus a condition. For her 

the medical application of the meat project are facial muscles (not heart) with 

mainly the development of a model system. [to be used in research]. (r3-1-401) 

 In the ideal case the real application [of TE meat] will be kept separate from our 

research. That would mean that this application [TE meat] would be developed 

separately. The actual research [of his group] would be about how to differentiate 

progenitor cells into muscle cells. That is basic research. And you want to do that 

with only limited use of biochemical stimuli, say growth factors and those kinds of 

things. Because if you are interested in producing food, you have to be very careful 

with that.  (r02-1-402) 

Both researchers stress they are working on a project with a biomedical 

objective. The second senior researcher differentiates between basic research 

and specific applications. For medical orientated research projects he speaks in 

terms of the application. In the case of TE meat, he is careful to spell out how 

basic research is kept separately from the application of meat. As engineering 

muscles for whatever application is quite challenging it is possible to present it 

as a basic technology rather than specific application. Especially if one distances 

oneself from more specialised work in engineering of food:  

There is now money for 4 years of research. We have had 2 years. The end-goal is 

proof of principle. After that food engineers need to scale things up. At that point 

also Sara Lee [food company which at that time owned Stegeman] can give more 

input, they now only have an organising role. (r12-1-611) 

The researcher on meat thus suggests that future work which is more directed at 

large scale food production should be done by food specialists. In other words, in 

the laboratory, engineered muscle does not need to be exclusively linked to either 

meat, TE models for research or reconstructive materials for surgery. It is 

therefore possible to say that you work on a medical application while your 

project is financed as part of a meat research. By emphasising that participating 

in a meat project can help achieve the university’s agenda for engineering 

medical technologies, this application could enter the laboratory formally and be 

a means for collaboration with food industry and a way to get access to additional 

resources.     

  Redefining a boundary between biomedical applications and basic research 

into engineering muscles makes it possible for the biomedical engineers to 
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connect biomedical research to research into meat production. The engineered 

muscles can now be described as muscles suitable for multiple applications, 

without threatening their biomedical status in the biomedical laboratory.35 

However, the boundary work needed to make TE meat acceptable does not stop 

with finding ways to both combine the engineering of meat with biomedical 

research and negate the links between meat and biomedical research: also the 

idea of TE meat in itself needs to be made acceptable as, while there is a 

biomedical application, the meat application is the first objective of the business 

consortium the group is now part of. 

 

From weird food to a way to create a good embodied life 

While the TE group entered the consortium after they had found a way to make 

the proposed meat project more biomedical and less meaty, the researchers had 

also changed their way of talking about the meat itself. This is a second way of 

making TE meat as research object acceptable: while researchers still say that the 

idea of meat from the laboratory is a bit weird, most also refer to all kind of 

benefits of TE meat.  

The researcher [who in a early talk expressed disgust by the idea of TE meat eating] 

was finally convinced of the idea after reading the intellectual property rights. These 

describe the idea of culturing meat  on a controlled manner, without using 

hormones, without letting animals suffer or needing to kill them, efficient and 

thereby a way to contribute to solving the world food problem. (r03-1-401) 

This researcher now relates meat from the laboratory to ideas about care for 

animals and environment. The patent and discussions with involved people had 

convinced her that TE meat would be an important contribution to society. 36 In 

other words, the consortium has convinced her and her colleagues of the 

benefits of engineering meat and the TE researchers now in turn become 

engaged in presenting this ideal of TE meat to other people to extend the 

network of people who accept the idea of TE meat. Below, I analyse how tissue 

engineers redraw boundaries as to what should be considered as proper meat 

                                                           
35 In STS literature these kinds of objects are called boundary objects. Start and Griesemer 

have introduced used this concept to describe objects that are shared by several practices, but 

have different uses in each practice (see Star and Griesemer: 1989). These objects are flexible 

in the sense that they have local uses and meanings, and robust in the sense that they can be 

used to collaborate across practice boundaries (see Bowker and Star: 1999, 297).  
36 The patent can be read at http://www.freepatentsonline.com/20060029922.html. 
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production practices: from meat production in animal bodies on farms to meat 

produced within the boundaries of laboratories.  

 To analyse this kind of boundary work I will discuss a presentation on TE 

meat organised among others by a Dutch university (March 2007). The 

presentation was directed at a general public and gave the most familiar 

arguments pro and contra TE meat. In this presentation TE meat was translated 

from potentially disgusting to a solution to social-ethical problems like global 

warming and animal welfare: TE meat is presented as a way to merge two 

conflicting ideas of good life: sustainability and animal welfare’ versus ‘enjoying 

meat in terms of taste and health’. Below I show how making TE meat 

acceptable is a balancing act: familiar arguments against eating meat produced 

by intensive animal breeding practices are used, while also making sure that 

people will not find TE meat disgusting.  

  The first step, is to interpret regular meat production through animal keeping 

as a danger to health and the environment. The presentation pictured a future 

life in which the earth is destroyed through our large consumption of meat 

produced through animal breeding. Summarised the argument is as follows: 

meat consumption will increase due to economic growth and population growth. 

Thus an ever larger amount of animals is needed. Moreover, breeding animals is 

associated with animal welfare issues, spread of animal diseases and 

environmental issues. Thus, regular meat production is interpreted as 

unfriendly to animals and especially as a growing danger to health and the 

environment. 

 Specifically, the use of animals for meat production was interpreted as an 

inefficient use of resources. The production of food for animals was presented as 

threat to the environment:  deforestation, lack of water, erosion and use of 

pesticides and artificial fertilisers are listed as problems. A picture of the desert 

was shown, to illustrate how our surroundings will look like if consumption of 

meat continues to grow. Moreover, it was said that this animal food was not used 

efficiently: 

 “ animals are not so efficient in the production of meat.” 

The explanation was that animals need to keep themselves warm, not all parts of 

them can be eaten and produce dung. Here, regular animal keeping is staged as 

an inefficient way of meat production which in light of its effects on the 

environment is problematic.  
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 Moreover, it was argued that meat production contributes to global warming. 

It was argued that animal breeding contributes immensely to global warming 

through the production of methane. Bacteria in manure-pits produce methane 

and animals produce methane when they ruminate: about 280 liter per cow a 

day. A picture of the earth taken from an Apollo mission was shown to stress the 

danger of global warming. This picture has been used for decades to convey a 

specific message: we all life on planet earth and should together warrant its 

future.37 Thus, in this step meat production was linked to a whole network of 

environmental problems and ideals like sustainability. All these interpretations 

of regular meat production as a threat for the environment suggest a need for 

more sustainable ways of producing meat. 

 The next step is to present meat consumption as an important aspect of good 

life: as healthy and enjoyable.  In the presentation thus was done by a rhetoric 

question: 

“ Is the solution to stop eating meat?”  

The hedonistic aspects of eating meat were illustrated with a picture of Pieter 

Bruegel called ‘Het Luilekkerland’ (Land of Milk and Honey, figure 8).   

                                                           
37 
This framing of earth and our human world arose half way last century. The literal image 

was made available by the Apollo missions and is for many an anchor of the issues. The 

photos were not the cause of the new awareness, rather they visualise the then new 

environmental concerns. Their interpretation was framed by a new consciousness introduced 

in narratives decades before the Apollo mission took place (see Jasanoff: 2001).  Part of this 

narrative tradition are books like 'Silent Spring (1962)' (see Carson: 1962) and 'The limits of 

growth (1972)' commissioned by the Club of Rome (see Meadows et al.: 1972). The narratives 

created a picture of earth as a vulnerable closed system.  Moreover, the shared image also 

became a basis for an 'imagined' world community. In this context environmental concern 

shifted form being a local issue to longer-term concern for human survival. 
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Figure 8 Land Of Milk And Honey (1567) by Pieter Breughel. (www.breughel.8m.net) 

 

The public’s attention was directed to the eggs on legs, presenting itself to the 

man laying on the ground, and especially to the pig that runs around with a 

knife in it: ready to be eaten. And, eating meat was interpreted as an aspect of 

healthy living: a source of proteins, minerals and vitamin B (especially 12).  

 Through the first two steps, two conflicting pictures of good life were 

presented: ‘sustainability and animal welfare’ versus ‘hedonism and meat as 

health’. This means that the link between meat and animals has been 

problematised, while the link between meat and our bodies (enjoyment and 

health) was celebrated. This combination of pictures prepares for the proposal of 

TE meat: decoupling meat from animal bodies, while looking forward to 

consuming it. 

 The third step emphasises that meat is muscle, while disembodying meat from 

animal bodies. The presenter emphasises that the idea is neither new nor absurd 

by quoting Winston Churchill’s book ‘Thoughts and adventures’ from 1932: 

“We shall escape the absurdity of growing a whole chicken in order to eat the breast 

or wing, by growing these parts separately under a suitable medium.” 

By making this reference to Churchill meat derived from animals is staged as 

absurd, while TE meat becomes a logical alternative. A picture of cadavers on a 

Chinese market was used to illustrate that though people like to forget it, meat in 

the supermarket is in fact muscles from dead animals. And a picture with a bull 

with extraordinary muscles was used to argue that animal breeding for meat has 
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crossed a line of what can be considered good animal holding. Thus, the 

conclusion is that meat is muscle, and that in the case of regular meat this 

comes from dead animals whose bodies are misshaped because they are so 

adapted to this use. 

 The fourth step, is to propose TE an alternative way of making muscles: using 

living cells and in particular stem cells. First, muscles were reinterpreted as 

collections of cells. And then it was recalled that cells can divide: one can make 

more out of one. Stem cells were suggested as ideal source as unlike other cells 

these cells can be divided indefinitely. Similar to arguments for renewable 

energy sources, stem cells were staged as a kind of renewable meat source. To 

support this argumentation for engineered meat, it was explained that in the 

laboratory muscles can be trained and like in body building this will make them 

grow stronger. The conclusion of this fourth step is that, if one wants large 

muscles, one should not keep animals, but use stem cells to engineer meat.  

 The fifth and last step, is to frame TE meat as attractive because similar to well 

appreciated traditional foods. In the presentation it was, strategically before the 

public commented about it- admitted that TE meat may be disgusting because it 

transgresses the realm of what is considered natural: 

First, he confesses: “many people say: Yak, meat from a laboratory, I would not try 

it.”  Next, he remarks: “But how is bread produced?” 

“but we even speak about craft beer, even if it is produced in a mill. There is 

nothing natural about it.” 

However, it was suggested that engineering meat from cells is a logical addition 

to making bread and beer with yeast, French cheese with bacteria, Dutch cheese 

with enzymes out of a cows stomach. This is a familiar way of arguing by linking 

the contested new product with familiar well accepted products. In this case the 

examples are well chosen: they involve biological processes and part of our ideas 

of good life. With this last argumentation step, proper meat production is finally 

relocated from animal bodies, farms and slaughter houses to the boundaries of 

TE laboratories. 

 The meat consortium is a good example of how the development of a new 

technology involves building a network of research and business partners as well 

as consumers and that doing so involves convincing each other and the larger 

public that this product is a great contribution to society. The consortium tries to 
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change one of our key body practices: from nurturing ourselves with and 

enjoying the consumption of meat of animals grown for this purpose to eating 

meat engineered in laboratories because we believe it is more sustainable, safer 

or better for animals.  

 

Engineering consumer ‘preferences’ into TE tissue  

The meat consortium not only has a convincing story to win people for this new 

meat practice, but also needs to engineer meat with the consumer in mind. In 

STS we speak of ‘scripts in technology’ when a technology is designed in such a 

way that it tells who should use it, how and when. In this section, I show that the 

engineering strategies used entail ‘scripts’ that help making TE meat acceptable 

for a specific consumer. Let us look what kind of meat consumer is inscribed in 

TE meat. 

   First, recall that the so called ‘tissue’ -engineered muscles in the laboratory of 

the TE group- has to be engineered to be both meat and a medical research 

model.38 While, in future our food and body part models will most probably not 

come from the same laboratories or factories, in the laboratory the engineering 

challenges at this moment to some extend converge. For example, there is a 

shared engineering approach: like in the heart valve project the meat project 

uses a biomechanical stimulation approach: 

We try to do it with stretch and electrical pulses like in an embryo. In an embryo 

bones grow faster and thereby stretch muscles. (..) It works in the embryo, but there 

are different kinds of cells types, we only have one. The embryo is a very delicate 

system, ours is coarse.  (r12-1-611) 

                                                           
38 
In a meeting about an earlier version of chapter 3, a senior researcher asked me why I wrote 

about ‘fleshy parts’, while they themselves spoke of tissue. I quickly discovered that he read 

flesh as the Dutch ‘vlees’ which means meat. I explained that I had meant flesh in the 

existential sense of ‘being flesh’. By speaking of fleshy parts I link the cells and constructs in 

the laboratory to lived bodies as cell sources and possible recipients. However, his reminder 

that engineers tend to speak in terms of ‘tissue’ is interesting. As I said often engineers do 

speak of heart valves, but when the object is less defined or taken apart ‘tissue’ is the common 

denoter as it is in ‘tissue’ engineering. Thus in that case no reference is made to a specific 

function. The use of ‘tissue’ in such an undefined sense reflects well that the bodily practice of 

which engineered tissue which future is uncertain: it may be a forerunner of tissue models for 

pharmaceutical industry, for facial reconstructive surgery, for meat or turn out to be rather 

useless.
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In the muscle project the largest challenge is a lack of blood vessels to nurture 

the inner sides of the tissue and remove waste materials (notes on public day, 

translated March 2007) However, there are also differences: a muscle for a 

model on decubitus research should model the relevant disease processes; a 

muscle for surgical reconstruction should be a good body part; whereas for 

tissue to become ‘good meat’ needs to be engineered to be good, acceptable food.  

As I show how for engineers meat is muscle in a very specific sense and as a 

result some engineering decisions in this program already reflect the application 

meat for western consumers.  

 Where in the heart valve project disease is mainly related to allogeneic TE or 

considered a problem in the background to be dealt with later or by others, in the 

meat project control of animal diseases is considered a major challenge.   

Now the project uses foetal calf serum but those kinds of things you do not want to 

use. It needs to be controlled, safe and animal friendly. Safety is a major issue, 

because of animal diseases such as food and mouth disease or mad cow disease. In 

Vitro Meat should be able to be safer [than regular meat].  

Growth factors are protein structures. These can carry a virus or prion. *** 

University tries to optimise culture media to minimal requirements: as cheap as 

possible and environmental friendly. They try to use  genetically modified bacteria 

to produce those proteins. (r12-1-611) 

For large scale production of meat, foetal calf serum would also be too expensive. 

Moreover, it would make it impossible to claim that TE meat overcomes issues 

of animal cruelty. These safety concerns are not relevant for engineering  tissue 

models to be used for research. The consumer that plays a role here is thus that 

of a consumer who is aware of the recent scandals with animal diseases in animal 

industry and concerned about what this means for their own health.  

  Next to safety, engineers find it important that engineered meat is going to be 

a cheap mass product. Producing meat means finding ways of producing tons of 

cells, much more than needed for tissue models.   

For 100 grams of meat: you need 800 bottles with cells, which equates 32 billion 

cells. How to do that? Perhaps we can grow cells around small balls in a large 

container, or grow multiple layers in one small container to make 3D meat. It won’t 

be beef from the laboratory, but something like meat for spaghetti. (Notes on 

presentation on public day March 2007) 
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It is the task of a veterinary group, specialised in food safety and based at 

another university, to find the ideal cell source. They follow two trails. One 

involves isolating a stem cell line from an embryo: stem cells can be used to 

make any cell type and can be replicated in order to make tons of meat. This 

option is problematic as isolating a stem cell line is time consuming: for 

humans it took 20 years and for mice 15 years (r12-1-611). The second idea is to 

use cells derived from muscles and which are therefore closer to the application. 

These cells are at most pluripotent and can replicate only a limited number of 

times. This cell source would require animals to be slaughtered from time to 

time. The concern for cost of meat reflects that TE meat is meant for the regular 

meat consumer who wants cheap meat rather than people who look for a delicacy. 

 And finally, engineers make sure that engineered meat is made from animal 

species people in the west are accustomed to eat. In a public talk on this topic a 

researcher explained that for this reason existing cell lines are not suitable for 

engineering meat:  

Culturing stem cells is difficult. There are only good cell lines of two animal species: 

mouse and human. These species are of course not attractive for making meat. We 

need to develop another stem cell line for engineering meat. (Notes on presentation 

on public day March 2007) 

The meat and medical application can be materialised with the same cell source, 

because the pig is considered of interest from both a medical and meat-making 

perspective: 

On choice of animal: every researcher has their own preferences. Mine is the pig 

for it is close to the human being. I am a medical biologist, interested in making 

muscles for example for reconstructive surgery. In Utrecht they prefer the pig 

because it is common food in the West. But things are developing slowly. Chicken 

and salmon can nowadays be produced very efficiently in fjords and bioindustry 

respectively. (r12-1-611) 

If research was only directed at a medical application human cells would have 

been very suitable, especially if not embryonic but adult cells are used as cell 

source. Moreover, the choice for pigs reflects that the consumer is assumingly not a 

Jew, Muslim or from another religion that prohibits the consumption of pork.  

Concluding, in the engineering practice the decision to engineer meat is 

reflected in specific engineering decisions: the consumer is not a matter of mere 
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rhetoric future meat eater but is going to be materialised in the engineering 

strategy.   

 This example of network building showed how the engineers became 

recruited into a developing network which already had started to develop 

contours of a new non-medical body practice. Thus, while this practice is in its 

infancy, the normative work done to make this practice successful is quite 

articulate in the sense that the objective is to make acceptable meat for specific 

consumers. This means selling the idea of tissue engineered meat and basing 

engineering decisions on a particular vision of the consumer as lived body. 

4.5. From engineering tissue to developing body practices 

Network building is an important aspect of technology development as a 

technology needs a network of people and things to become an established 

concrete part of human lives. In this chapter I indicated that boundary work has 

an important role in network building: in order to create room for new 

connections, it is necessary to develop new boundaries or change existing ones. 

As we saw through the developing networks TE research becomes connected to a 

diverse range of body practices (body materials, pregnancy and food practices). 

And in the developing networks we can see contours of new body practices that 

are stimulated by TE.  

 In this chapter I indicated that boundary work is a productive part of 

network-building. By defining new boundaries or redefining existing boundaries 

new connections are made possible. The first example showed how defining 

boundaries between a hospital and a technical university -and between research 

and care in a hospital- made it possible to transport body materials together with 

patient information. The example of research on umbilical cords showed how 

differentiating between approaches that result in damaged patient bodies 

(through harvesting/secondary heart damage) and approaches that prevent these 

damages (by using umbilical cords and intervening early) create a logic for 

intervening in the mothers of patients. Moreover, by redefining a need for a 

good cell source from yes/no into now/future it becomes possible to consider 

the umbilical cords of healthy children as cell sources that need to be stored for 

possible later use rather than thrown away as useless. In both examples, this 

boundary work stimulates to involve healthy people (mothers of patients, parents 

of healthy children) in the TE practice. In the last example, I showed how 
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differentiating between basic research and meat applications made the way for 

the Dutch TE group to join a TE meat consortium. Moreover, to sell the idea of 

this TE meat to the larger public, it has been the strategy to rework the 

boundaries between good meat/bad meat: presenting TE meat as 

environmentally friendly, safe and similar to craft foods and regular meat as a 

danger to health and environment and animal welfare. Finally, I showed how in 

the TE meat research a script for meat consumers was used to make engineering 

decisions like selecting a cell source. By differentiating between acceptable and 

non acceptable cells sources TE meat will not just be ‘good meat’ in an 

undefined form but also be an actual attractive consumption good for a selected 

group of consumers.  

 Network building is necessary to develop TE from an idea into practical 

applications that can be used in clinical or other settings. STS research shows 

body practices develop through long term historical processes (see Lock: 2002; 

Oudshoorn: 2003). This means that one cannot predict what body practices will 

develop in interaction with the TE practice. Yet, I have shown we can identify 

directions in the movements from laboratory to society in the three examples. In 

general, it is clear that people will not only be affected in the role of patients that 

may benefit from TE. More specific, in each example we see how developing TE 

through network building and boundary work implies connecting TE to existing 

body practices and stimulating certain changes in these body practices. Using 

body processes surrounding pregnancy as engineering strategy connects the 

autologous TE practice to pregnancy and delivery practices of women expecting a 

child with a heart problem. This development stimulates to treat pregnant 

women as useful resources, or possible environments for treating others. And, 

making umbilical cords into valuable cell sources for life, implies asking people 

in birth and pregnancy practices to consider what this means for their way of 

handling these cords. Finally, engineering meat for consumption means that TE 

becomes connected to food and animal breeding practices: it challenges existing 

conventions of good meat. Thus while it is not certain how or which connections 

will stabilise –e.g. another cell source may become much more attractive than 

umbilical cords or people may decide that TE meat is a disgusting idea after all-, 

each example shows that TE will interact with multiple body practices by 

emphasising developing new connections between TE and these body practices 

and thereby stimulate developments into particular directions.  
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 If we in this light reflect on network building as a form of normative work of 

biomedical engineers, it is important to recognise they stimulate certain 

developments but also have a limited control over developments. On the one 

hand, engineers play an active role in the development of networks and in 

particular in the boundary work needed to make new connections. On the other 

hand they are certainly not the only ones. In the case of the meat consortium the 

engineers first had to be recruited to the meat consortium by others, before 

defining a role for themselves in this developing network. In the umbilical cord 

example, it is clear that engineers let themselves to some extend be led by what 

they learn from the interactions with body dynamics such as healing processes. 

And, in the case of getting connections to patients the engineers clearly depend 

on medical doctors, and become part of a practice that is already fully in 

development. Nevertheless, engineers definitely have their own role in this 

normative work, in particular because they develop networks to reach specific 

objectives and in doing so use these objectives to structure the connections with 

the world outside the laboratory. The ways the researchers sought access to body 

materials in research, were to a large extend based on pragmatic research needs 

such as access to patient information and not being bothered with unfamiliar 

regulation. Engineers prioritised research needs over defining how to deal with 

patients as persons. The research into umbilical cords arises out of their focus 

on solving congenital heart problems. So, it was an engineering decision to 

pursue engineering strategies that involve other bodies than patient bodies. And 

while the engineers did not initiate research into TE meat, they did decide to 

become involved, partake in and shape the directions it develops.  

 Finally, there is an interesting difference between the biomedical and meat 

examples of network building. If we look at the normative effects of the networks 

on lived bodies in the work of engineers, we see a striking difference between 

the meat and biomedical networks. In the biomedical networks, the engineers 

primary look at body materials and processes in terms of objects of 

manipulation. Also their objective is formulated in these terms: making 

functional body parts. In the meat practice the frame of reference is not the 

muscles in animal bodies (strength, vulnerability etc), but specific qualities of 

meat in consumption: nutritional values, safe, cheap and attractive food. This 

means that at least the idea of consumers as lived bodies plays a role in 

engineering meat: e.g. it should not be experienced as disgusting and it should 

taste well. In the next chapter, I take a better look at what difference it might 
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make if such a lived body perspective would be used in the engineering of living 

body prostheses. 
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5 Engineering Flesh: objectives for TE39 

5.1. Engineering flesh 

We are working on human bodies. Thus, when the  medical doctor in Switzerland 

says ‘Yes, but those children ….’, then our PhD students think to themselves ‘The 

heart valves I am making will be implanted in a child later’. (…) That is why PhD 

students working on pressure ulcers are required to visit at least one patient whose 

body has a large cavity of this nature. ‘It smells’, the PhD students conclude. ‘ Yes’, I 

then say. ‘This is what you are working on.’   (r03-1-310) 

The quoted senior researcher indicates how the notion of TE changes when 

engineers link their work to bodies and especially to patients being these bodies. 

Yet, such a reference to lived bodies by engineers is an exception. As I indicated 

in the previous chapters, in the daily work of engineering heart valves, bodies are 

considered from a pragmatic technological perspective: e.g. as examples for 

developing mechanical standards or as useful sources for engineering heart 

valves. In processes of standardising TE and developing networks the concept of 

the patient as lived body is hardly available. Would the perspective of the patient 

as lived body make a difference in these processes?  

 In this chapter I explore relations between laboratory work in TE and 

embodiment from the opposite angle as in previous chapters: instead of 

focussing directly on the TE practice, I will start with the development of a 

phenomenological framework. In particular I show how a phenomenological 

perspective helps to understand how intervening with our material bodies 

implies affecting our embodiment. In the work of Maurice Merleau-Ponty the 

distinction between considering people as physiological bodies or as lived bodies 

is central. Bodies in daily life are not simply collections of nerves, muscles and 

tissue; rather, people are their bodies and live their bodies as their ‘abilities and 

directedness to the world’: this is expressed by the term ‘embodiment’ (see 

                                                           
39 A previous version of this chapter will be published in Medicine, Health Care and Philosophy 

(see Derksen and Horstman: 2008). 
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Merleau-Ponty: 1945). I develop a phenomenological framework for analysing 

biomedical technologies and in particular TE. To that purpose I consider two 

alternative frameworks of ‘good embodied life’ that might be used to evaluate 

body technologies or function as objectives for health care: Frederik Svenaeus’ 

analysis of lived health as a balance between transparency of the body (not 

noticing the body) and a directedness to the body and Gail Weiss’ concept of 

multiple bodily experiences. I conclude that notions of ‘good embodied life’ 

should go beyond mere ‘transparency’ of the body, for that notion implies that 

awareness of the physiological body as in illness is evaluated negatively. I will 

argue for a notion of ‘lived integrity’ that does justice to experiences of being this 

hurting or changing body, which are often central during illness. ‘Lived integrity’ 

refers to the achievement of living illness, body change and technological 

additions as oneself.  

Next we need to apply the developed phenomenological perspective to open 

up the field of TE to a normative analysis in terms of lived bodies. I first recap 

how ideas about what a normal body is, play an important role in the practice of 

TE. TE is presented as making body parts that are more natural and therefore 

better than other prostheses. I then analyse how in the practice of TE ‘the 

normal body’ is closely linked to the notion of transparency. The 

phenomenological perspective as developed in the first paragraphs leads me to 

argue for a broader concept of ‘normal bodies and embodiment’ in TE.  

5.2. A phenomenological framework for analysing TE 

Embodiment as transparency 

To build a framework of lived bodies, I start with some important insights of 

Merleau-Ponty. He showed how we experience our physical bodies in daily life as 

ourselves, how we live the world through our bodies and how technologies can 

be like body parts in body-world experiences. Merleau-Ponty analysed what he 

called ‘being-in-the-world’, and observed that as a human being a person is not ‘a 

consciousness in a body’ or ‘having a body’; rather, he/she lives his/her body as 

being-in-the-world. Throughout his work, Merleau-Ponty illustrates that we live 

our bodies through the world, and we live the world through our bodies. One 

clear example is body size. Even though a man might be of average height, he 

could experience his body as huge upon entering a tiny – at least in his bodily 
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experience – campsite toilet. However, just a few moments later he might feel 

small when looking up into the endless sky. How we live our bodies is thus not 

in any definite sense determined by our physical make-up. Our physical body is 

what makes being-in-the-world possible, while we live our bodies as 

potentialities rather than as collections of tissue (see Merleau-Ponty: 1945, 126).  

In daily life we experience our hands not as skin, bones and nerves, but as being 

able to catch a ball, do the dishes or stroke the dog. In fact, we can do all these 

things because we are our body.  

Being-in-the-world also involves being part of the world without collapsing 

into it. One of Merleau-Ponty’s examples is that of a person’s left hand touching 

his or her own right hand. The toucher is part of the tactile world, but there is a 

shift between touching and being touched (see Merleau-Ponty: 1945, 130-155). 

Clearly our own bodies are part of the world but are also our centre of 

experience. It is from this picture that Merleau-Ponty also develops a notion of 

intersubjectivity: we recognise other bodies as centres of lived experience. 

Our physical body is what makes being-in-the-world possible, and 

technologies may become part of our being-in-the world. However, because we 

do so habitually we often do not pay explicit attention to how we as bodies 

interact with technology. Consider a Dutch example: Dutch people learn early in 

life to ride bicycles. When they cycle to work or to the shops they do so without 

explicitly being aware of how they are using their body. They can cycle without 

holding the handlebar and at the same time unbutton their jacket. The bicycle is, 

as it were, part of their being-in-the-world at that moment. Compare this to the 

experience of skiing for the first time. Dutch people are then very much aware 

both of the skis moving in undesired directions and of their body. It hurts to fall, 

even in snow, and their muscles, not being used to these movements, make their 

presence clearly felt. Moreover, one needs to think simultaneously about the 

position of arms and legs and how to avoid trees. However, after a time the skis 

become part of the albeit clumsy ability to move on snow. The skis, says 

Merleau-Ponty, have stopped being objects and have become a potentiality of 

‘the skier’. Often when people remove their skis they find themselves sinking 

into about a metre of snow because they had forgotten that they cannot walk on 

it without skis.  

Merleau-Ponty points out that technologies become like body parts and not 

the other way around (see Merleau-Ponty: 1945, 165-169). A foot is not like a ski 

one can take off: rather, the ski becomes like a foot, part of the skier’s way of 
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experiencing and relating to the world. In an era where we can add to and take 

away parts of the body, one may wonder what to think of this observation. Is the 

experience of a broken tool different from that of a broken hand or even a 

malfunctioning internal organ? And if so, how? To deal with this question, I 

compare Ihde’s work on the embodiment of technologies with that of Varela and 

Nancy on living through the experience of an organ transplantation.  

Illness as loss of transparency 

Ihde took up Merleau-Ponty’s analysis of embodiment and considered in 

particular how bodily materiality and technologies interact (see Ihde: 1990; Ihde: 

2002). Many of Ihde’s examples concern scientific visualisation instruments, 

and his analysis shows that both the human and the world are transformed by 

technology-mediated interactions. For example, consider a woman putting her 

glasses on: her own body, her eyeglasses and her immediate environment alter. 

Her vision changes from being vague to clear, the glasses become part of what 

she can do (see) and the world gains in important detail. However, the manner 

in which technology and the body change depends on to what extent a 

technology becomes part of the body; in that context, Ihde introduces the 

concept of transparency. In Ihde’s analysis of embodiment of technologies, the 

‘objectness of a technology’ is considered a lack of transparency and therefore a 

negative feature. If the woman’s glasses are dirty she needs to clean them, in 

which case they are objects to her rather than parts of her embodiment. If the 

object is transparent to someone, he or she does not notice it and it is simply 

part of his or her being-in-the-world.40 Thus, Ihde’s description of embodiment 

assumes that our normal being-in-the-world implies being directed outward to 

the world rather than to experiences of our body.  

The work of Ihde and Merleau-Ponty raises the question of how to interpret 

experiences of illness. Merleau-Ponty noted that technologies are like body parts 

in embodiment relations. However, what about the other way around? Are 

broken body parts also like broken tools? In Ihde’s analysis, transparency is 

broken if the tool is no longer lived as part of a person’s relation to the world. 

Attention is then shifted to the tool as object and away from the activity in which 

this person-tool was involved. To some extent, a loss of transparency of our own 

                                                           
40 Embodiment is one of four body-technology relations that Ihde describes. The others are 

hermeneutic relations (i.e. medical imaging), altery relations (i.e. robot as quasi-other) and 

technology as a background (i.e. central heating) (see Ihde: 1990, 96-98). 
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fleshy body parts is experienced in a similar manner: we turn away from the 

world and actively relate to the diseased body part. When we are ill, the 

awareness of pain and the loss of control over body parts and so on are part of 

this. In illness we are often directed to the body instead of to the world. 

Following Ihde’s ideas, the awareness of the physical body during illness should 

be considered a loss of transparency. But in what sense should we speak of loss 

of transparency during illness?  

In the work of Varela and Nancy, loss of transparency is an important aspect 

of being ill. These two philosophers lived through a liver and heart 

transplantation, respectively, and made a phenomenological analysis of their 

experience (see Nancy: 2002; Varela: 2001). Nancy and Valera describe how 

their own heart and liver, respectively, become like a stranger when doctors 

point these organs out as being diseased and in need of attention. The organs 

are no longer part of the person’s directedness to the world, because now the 

organs are actively related to, perhaps most clearly when they are visualised on 

computer screens. Nancy remarks that only when his body began to disintegrate 

did the identification of this heart as ‘mine’ and of an ‘I’ with this body arise 

(Nancy, 2002). In Varela’s case, the experience of bodily contingency and 

fragility is also striking. He describes: 

It so happens that the Graft Centre is located not a block away from my apartment 

in Paris. During the interminable wait, I used to take walks in front of it, and 

ponder the almost tangible contingency of my life (if I survived) within this 

arrangement. (…)  After months I was requested to carry on me at all times a 

dedicated portable phone, and to never be far from the hospital. (...) Weeks without 

end; every minute the pressure of my portable phone as witness awakening me to 

the immense fragility of my life and the tenousness of my identity in this tangle of 

deferred causalities.            (see Varela: 2001, 266-267) 

 Both Nancy and Varela describe how their experience of loss of transparency 

is historically and socially situated. Striking is how awareness of technological 

development affects Nancy’s experience of organ transplants. He characterises 

the crossing of his personal history and the history of technology as ‘ I’  being 

cached in the possibilities of technology: 20 years earlier he would not have 

lived; 20 years later there might be other possibilities. But he lives here and now 

with this transplanted heart (see Nancy: 2002). Varela analyses how he lives the 

social imagery of the gift that is present in the conceptualisation of ‘donating’ 

organs.  
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In the early temporality of the experience, I said, the social imaginary link is intense 

and gripping. And the longing to find the source of this don of life is clearly present; 

it feels as ancestral and ancient as the compulsion to bury our dead; it surges forth 

from roots too old to be conscious. (see Varela: 2001, 267) 

We learn from the work of Varela and Nancy that, when one is severely ill, loss 

of transparency involves two connected experiences. Firstly, one experiences the 

diseased organ both an object and as part of self. It stands out simultaneously 

both as more separate and as a crucial part of being-in-the-world. In addition, the 

donor organ is experienced both as ‘this organ that I have received’ and as part of 

the person’s being-in-the-world. Secondly, illness implies being confronted with 

the frailty of one’s body and the contingency of one’s life,  in the light of being 

an organism and of technological developments.  

With Varela and Nancy, I have now shown that a loss of transparency can 

indeed be considered a part of illness. Their work, however, provides an account 

of an extraordinary experience of illness: that of an organ transplantation. More 

ordinary experiences of illness do not seem to involve such an extreme focus on 

the body or such a feeling of being overwhelmed by contingency.  When we have 

a minor headache there is some loss of transparency, though we can still also be 

world-centred, albeit in a slightly less focussed way. Moreover, even when we do 

not feel ill we are confronted with our physiological bodies throughout the day: 

for example, when we need to go to the toilet. Full transparency of the 

physiological body thus does not seem necessary for ‘good embodied life’. This 

raises two questions: ‘What is the role of transparency in lived health?’ and more 

generally, ‘To what extent does a tool-like approach to the body capture possible 

‘good’ embodied experiences?’    

In the next two sections, I show how alternative answers by Svenaeus and 

Weiss to these questions lead to different notions of ‘good embodied life’.  

Illness as an alienated way of being-in-the-world 

In his analysis of lived health and illness, Svenaeus addresses the balance 

between being-my-body and awareness of the physiological body as having a life 

of its own.  Like Ihde, Svenaeus builds on Heidegger’s work on the broken tool. 

It is when the tool breaks down that it becomes an object of attention. While 

Idhe uses the notion of transparency to differentiate between body-technology 

relations, Svenaeus relates a loss of transparency to a loss of meaning. According 
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to Svenaeus, it is this loss of meaning that makes a loss of transparency a 

negative experience.  

Svenaeus builds his account of health on how tools form patterns of meaning 

in our lives. The tool is not a mere thing, but an ‘in order to’. Consider 

Heidegger’s famous example of a hammer. Only by using it (e.g. to build a roof 

on our house) do we learn what it is ([Heidegger, 1927] in (see Svenaeus: 2000, 

127)). By merely looking at its shape, colour and so on we do not learn what 

makes it a tool. Thus, we encounter the world not as a collection of mere things 

but as a collection of tools: an intersubjective and lived meaning structure (see 

Svenaeus: 2000, 126). Svenaeus points out that the lived body can be understood 

as a tool or part of this meaning structure. Here he also refers to Merleau-Ponty, 

who said ‘the body understands and inhabits the world’ (see Svenaeus: 2000, 

127). According to Svenaeus, the world is homelike insofar as it is 

understandable and composed of human actions.  

Svenaeus builds on Heidegger’s analysis of the world as pervaded by 

‘homelessness’. We experience a sense of homelessness insofar as we have no 

full knowledge or control of the world. It is experienced both as being ‘my world’ 

and as ‘other’ in the sense of being beyond my control (see Svenaeus: 2000, 

125). Svenaeus places the social situatedness of embodiment in this context:  

meaning structures are socially situated and in this sense are part of the 

otherness of the world (see Svenaeus: 2001, 94). According to Svenaeus, bodily 

illness is a specific experience of otherness: namely, the otherness of this body. 

In other words, it involves experiencing biological processes that are beyond our 

control but that are also part of being-a-body. Therefore, we touch here on what 

Varela and Nancy describe as living the disintegration of their bodies: the 

strangeness of the diseased organs, which, nevertheless, are a part of themselves.  

In Svenaeus’ work, the breaking down of the body is an example of what may 

constitute illness. He gives a wide range of examples, such as having a cold and 

having a stroke. In illness, the body and the world are experienced as alienated, 

and we cannot live our usual manner of being-in-the-world. Though in health we 

are also aware of our bodies as organisms, for we have to eat, urinate, sweat and 

so on, in illness this conscious presence becomes stronger. An example is an 

elderly man who is incontinent and can no longer trust his body to warn him 

that he needs to urinate. Hence, he has to pay particular heed to it. In this 

regard, two central themes arise in Svenaeus’ analysis: illness as a disturbance of 

our usual balanced way of both attending to and living our bodies directed 
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towards the world, and as the resulting experience of alienation of our bodies 

and worlds. In illness, our usual balance is disturbed and we have to make a 

greater effort: for example, a woman may have a terrible cold and be unable to 

read comfortably in bed as she normally likes to do. Her morning coffee makes 

her nauseous, and the normally welcome voices of her children drive her back to 

bed. Today she cannot live her usual self and relate to the world and to others in 

her customary way. 41 In health, we are, as it was, at home in our world, whereas 

in illness the otherness – that which is out of control – of world and body 

confronts us. Our ordinary understanding of the world and our ordinary 

activities break down. Svenaeus compares it to keeping one’s balance while 

cycling. Balancing is normally an active process but it takes place automatically; 

in illness, the balancing does not function as usual. Illness disturbs important 

aspects of our being-in-the-world, which go beyond the mere physical aspects: a 

person does not just have a headache, he is also an inattentive friend today, 

because he needs to be alone with his headache. Note that there is not 

necessarily one balance: chronic disease does not have to mean chronic illness in 

one’s activities. Svenaeus suggests that illness may also lead to new 

understandings of our worldliness.  

Problems with our physiological body are not the only factors that can lead to 

sickness. The breakdown of technologies or other meaningful structures in life 

may also constitute illness. Svenaeus illustrates that a difference between tools 

and body parts should be drawn phenomenologically, rather than with reference 

to the body as an organic whole (see Svenaeus: 2001, 98). Body parts differ from 

tools in general, for they are more central to a person’s being-in-the-world. The 

broken hammer may be annoying but it is quite different from a broken hand 

that pervades someone’s being-in-the-world. However, in Svenaeus’ work, 

transparency is not merely an aspect of living one’s body or of body-technology 

relations. He gives the loss of a loved one as an example of what may lead to 

illness in the sense of a breakdown of our meaning structures. The experience of 

illness as the loss of our homelike being-in the-world can, according to 

Svenaeus, also be related to a loss of important tools. For example, the loss of a 

hearing-aid, glasses or a wheelchair that is not easily replaced can also make the 

experience of being-in-the-world unhomelike. Similarly, the loss of an appendix 

does not have to mean living through illness. Svenaeus points out that what 

constitutes illness depends upon how important a tool, whether technological or 

                                                           
41 Example taken from Svenaeus, F (2001) and amended.
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body part, is for a person’s homelike being-in-the-world. In other words, 

embodied technologies that are a central part of one’s being-in-the-world could 

be understood as phenomenological body parts.  

I wish to add that the experience of health, illness or disability does not just 

depend upon one’s body in a phenomenological sense but also upon the world 

one lives in. The physical arrangement of one’s world influences a person’s 

being-in-the-world. Consider someone who is well accustomed to using a 

wheelchair. This person has embodied the wheelchair and moves around with 

an ease similar to that with which we use our legs. However, when moving 

outside of spaces such as hospitals the wheelchair user will be continually 

confronted with a world built for upright people. As Kay Toombs explains in her 

analysis of the experience of multiple sclerosis, embodying a wheelchair in an 

upright world implies needing assistance: for example, when using phone 

booths. She also found that toilets on airplanes were too small and she needed to 

leave the toilet door open (see Toombs: 2001b, 253-255). An everyday Dutch 

example of the experience of elderly bodies and how our immediate furniture 

affects our being-in-the-world is the proposal to distribute more benches 

throughout neighbourhoods. For many elderly walkers, the distance between 

benches is currently too great. The placement of extra benches would transform 

these people into able walkers. This observation reminds us that to improve the 

experience of bodies as ‘I can’, one can also address the environment as well as 

change the body.  

According to Svenaeus, the objective of health care should be to restore the 

patient’s homelike being-in-the-world. And with his notion of balancing, 

Svenaeus’ analysis captures our embodiment well: in daily life we live our bodies 

directed to the world but we also attend to our bodies.  Nevertheless, Svenaeus’ 

account raises a question, as he presumes that encountering one’s body as a 

biological process is alienating. But is this necessarily so? What about the 

enjoyment of sexual experiences, lactation, pregnancy and even urinating?  In 

this light, I therefore look below at the work of Weiss for an alternative concept 

of ‘good embodied life’, which takes such experiences specifically into account.  

Multiplicity and change as lived bodily integrity  

In the work of Weiss, embodiment is characterised by intercorporeality, a notion 

that is in striking contrast to the dualism of Svenaeus’ mineness/otherness of 

the world and body. Weiss works within a tradition of feminist philosophers, 
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especially Iris Young, who have stressed that we experience our bodies as 

invested with meaning, images and ideals. In the work of Merleau-Ponty, we do 

find a description of being situated in historical contexts, but this is not worked 

out in terms of embodiment. In reaction to Merleau-Ponty, Young gives 

examples of female embodiment: namely, how girls learn to move in a gender-

specific manner by throwing, walking and sitting as girls. Young females thus 

learn a feminine embodiment style. Building also on Young and Merleau-Ponty, 

Weiss’ book Body Images: Embodiment as Intercorporeality shows how we live 

through body images that are infused with those of race, gender and technology 

(see Weiss: 1999). The notion of intercorporeality is introduced by Weiss to 

stress that embodiment is mediated by other bodies – human and nonhuman – 

and thus is not a private issue; being-in-the-world is being part of situated 

material, social, political and ethical worlds.42  

Both Young and Weiss point out that we also live our bodies in relation to 

body ideals that we learn or develop throughout life. They show that seemingly 

neutral analyses of embodiment often idealise the body as ‘I can’, directed 

outwards to the world. For example, central in Merleau-Ponty’s earlier work is 

how we live our body as our capabilities.  According to Young and to Weiss, this 

is only one way to live bodies, and it is idealised over other ways. This focus on ‘I 

can’ is also present in the work of Svenaeus, who calls illness an  ‘obstruction to 

health and its transparency’, explaining that ‘everything that goes on without us 

paying explicit attention to it when we are healthy – walking, thinking, talking – 

now offers resistance’ (see Svenaeus: 2001, 89-90).43 Young gives a much richer 

picture of living a female body: having fun dressing up; the messiness of 

pregnancy, where body boundaries are changing all the time; and living one’s 

breasts in a society with specific breast ideals. Central to all these experiences is 

the awareness of being-a-body, and sometimes enjoying this as well. It is an 

awareness that cannot be reduced to ‘I can’, or to tool-like relations. Moreover, 

Young points out the way these cultural ideas may influence embodiment 

negatively. She notes that in the dominant conception of health a change in 

                                                           
42 For Varela and Nancy, the cultural-historical aspects of embodiment are a central part of 

their experience. Ihde recognises cultural effects, but tends to differentiate between the body as 

described by Merleau-Ponty and the cultural body (Ihde 2002, pp. 16-34).
  

 

43 Transparency here refers to automatic balancing and not total transparency in the sense that 

body is in the background all the time.
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bodily condition is considered a disruption or malfunction. Thus, something is 

the matter when bodily transparency breaks down. Weiss agrees with Young’s 

critique on this ideal of bodily health. Moreover, she states that it is possible to 

live bodily changes as an experience of integrity. In other words, awareness of 

bodily change is not necessarily alienating.  

Weiss stresses that we may experience ‘multiplicity of body experiences’ as 

changes in our embodiment, thus bringing them together in a sense of integrity. 

We all have continuously changing embodiments, simply because our being-in-

the-world fluctuates all the time. In the morning we cycle easily to work, feeling 

strong and fit. In the afternoon we are sometimes so tired that the trip home 

seems endless. Or the wind is blowing us almost off our bicycles, and we feel 

weakened. A denial of multiplicity and change is a danger to bodily integrity, for 

these changes happen anyway. One example Weiss gives is that there is a 

tendency to deny that pregnant existence may also be sexual existence, and in 

that matter to deny women the possibility to live their sexual and pregnant 

existence in a sense of integrity. Her notion of multiplicity also makes it easier to 

discuss new medical technologies affecting embodiment without seeing this as a 

necessary threat to other bodily experiences. For example, she does not agree 

with feminist critique that ultrasound necessarily intervenes negatively with 

pregnant embodiment (see Weiss: 1999, 124-125). Instead, it adds a dimension 

to the multiplicity of pregnant embodiment as long as other experiences are not 

denied. 

Weiss’ description of living with multiplicity is not dissimilar to Svenaeus’ 

concept of balancing. Both describe active processes in which a person’s 

constantly fluctuating being-in-the-world is lived with a sense of being his or her 

body and living in his or her world (integrity or homelikeness). However, though 

Svenaeus’ description is not static, it very much emphasises familiarity and 

rhythm, and it links the breakdown of these to illness. In Weiss’ analysis, 

continual change receives much more attention, and she studies bodily focussed 

ways of being-in-the-world. Weiss shows that we need multiplicity in our body 

images to live in a non-pathological way what she calls the turbulence of our 

bodily existence or our bodily fluidity. The ideal of health, which emphasises 

transparency, involves only one dimension of lived bodies and is thus a danger 

to health in terms of integrity. Does this mean that Svenaeus’ account has fallen 

prone to this ideal? I would say yes and no.  
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With ‘yes’, there is the suggestion that more than customary attention to our 

body as an organism with a life of its own is necessarily alienating. One central 

aspect here is the idea that things need to be in one’s control. But sometimes the 

experience of being bedridden with a high fever can be comforting rather than 

alienating. The letting go of daily worries and the more or less forced relaxation 

might be a relief. Even a feverish body might be experienced as one’s own. 

Perhaps for those who mainly live as ‘I think’ or ‘I can’, the experience might be 

alienating. Whereas those accustomed to live ‘I breath, hurt, run, stumble, 

urinate, give birth, and are dependent upon technologies like hearing aids, 

glasses, wheelchairs, noisy heart valves or stomas, may live their physical bodies 

as self rather than other. Societal norms play an important role here as well; if 

bodily noises and smells, or tools such as hearing aids, are a reason for shame, 

these may be alienating if indeed experienced as otherness rather than 

mineness, whereas in other situations this need not be the case.44 

With ‘no’, while we can argue that Svenaeus does stress the importance of 

bodily stability, we can also argue that this is an artefact of the specific examples 

in his work. I therefore suggest that Weiss and Svenaeus analyse different 

experiences of different bodies. Because Svenaeus analyses living, stable bodies, 

whereas Weiss analyses examples like pregnant experiences, they are bound to 

come up with different phenomenologies. Of course, one may critique the 

choice of analysed experiences. Moreover, situated experience also means that 

even someone with an experience of bodily change and body images infused 

with fluidity can be confronted with the need to learn to live this specific body in 

a meaningful manner. Each new disease may constitute specific experiences and 

challenges. And perhaps the experience of existential anxiety points to limits in 

the experience of integrity. It can be confronting to realise that being flesh and 

blood means being finite and frail. Finally, note that there is a risk of idealising 

fluidity as well: though learning to live with bodily malfunction is sometimes a 

solution, it should not be idealised as the solution. However, Weiss’ account is 

not particularly susceptible to this, for she pays considerable attention to how 

body technologies are a part of our being-in-the-world.  

Let me now answer the question as to what is a good objective for health care 

in terms of ‘good embodied life’. Clearly, transparency is a worthwhile objective, 

as being meaningfully active in the world is an important aspect of life. 

                                                           
44 Even if someone’s experience of illness is constituted on the basis societal norms, their 

experience is still relevant (see Stoller: 2006).
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Alienation is something to avoid or to overcome. Here the accounts of Weiss and 

Svenaeus suggest different approaches. According to Svenaeus, experiencing 

one’s body as an organism is uncanny and is an experience of being out of 

control. Svenaeus also holds that as one lives through the body’s processes one 

feels necessarily alienated. In this line of thought, seeking transparency – a new 

balance – is the only way to overcome alienation and therefore illness. I agree 

with Weiss that alienation is not necessary when we strive for lived integrity 

instead of lived health. ‘Lived integrity’ is as it were a limiting condition for ‘good 

embodied life’: while lived transparency is not always necessary for achieving a 

good embodied life, the ability to live bodily changes, additions and multiplicities 

as oneself is. This means that we should not strive for wholeness and closure, 

but seek lived expansiveness, fluidity and multiplicity: namely, learn to accept 

being this body in all its conflicting ways of existence. As a consequence, in 

health care practices, illness should not simply be something to overcome but 

also be treated as a meaningful part of life.  

Now that I have developed a phenomenological-ethical perspective, I will 

apply it to the practice of TE as I studied it and to the prevailing goal of TE to 

bring about ‘ideal bodies’ by ‘mimicking nature’. How does this ideal relate to 

the notions of ‘transparency’ and ‘lived integrity’?  

5.3. Analysing TE of heart valves in terms of embodiment 

To analyse the TE from a phenomenological perspective, we need to return to 

the objectives of TE. For as discussed in chapter 2, in its practice, TE is 

sometimes presented as to ‘help bodies heal themselves’ (see Williams: 2003). 

By emphasising how in autologous TE the patient’s own cells are used, ethical 

questions and concerns about this relatively new practice are evaded (see 

Faulkner et al.: 2006). And most importantly for this chapter, the practice tends 

to idealise ‘natural valves’ over existing body prostheses. Before analysing this 

from a phenomenological perspective, it is helpful to first look in more detail 

how TE valves are contrasted with other heart valves,  

 In line with the presentation of TE as ’mimicking nature’, the need for TE 

valves is claimed by pointing out that problems with existing heart valve 

prostheses arise in the interaction between the body and an implanted prosthetic 

‘unnatural’ or ‘dead’ valve. In one PhD thesis, in a section titled The ideal heart 

valve substitute, the need for the TE of heart valves is, for instance, identified by 
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referring to the drawbacks of the state-of-the-art valves that are used yearly in 

60,000 valve replacements in the United States (see Hoerstrup: 2005). Consider 

how the author discusses problems with mechanical heart valves in terms of 

foreign materials:  

The major drawback of mechanical valves relates to the fact that these prostheses 

represent foreign materials, associated with the risk of infections and 

thromboembolic complications. To prevent thromboelism, a life-long 

anticoagulation therapy is required (e.g. warfarin), showing a substantial risk of 

haemorrhagic or thromboembolic incidences. (…). Apart from this, additional 

problems may occur, e.g. in young fertile females because of embryo toxicity of 

warafin and related substances. (see Hoerstrup: 2005, 2-3) 

In plain English, we may say that mechanical valves offer a lifetime solution, but 

with the drawback of an ongoing need for anticoagulation, which is necessary to 

prevent the blood from clotting on the artificial material. However, this clotting 

sometimes happens anyway. Anticoagulation itself entails a risk of bleeding 

complications that can be minor as well as fatal. 

In the forementioned thesis, problems associated with biological valves – 

either donor valves or those made from bovine (cow) pericardium or pig valves – 

are summarised in terms of their low durability: 

The majority of biological valve prostheses are either glutaraldehyde fixed 

xenografts (derived from animals) or cryopreserved homografts (derived from 

human donors). (…) [These valves] do not require anticoagulation medication, 

however, they represent non-viable prostheses suffering from structural 

dysfunction due to progressive tissue deterioration (…). The majority of biological 

valves, therefore, necessitates re-replacement within 10-15 years, and because of 

higher immunological competence their durability is even less in younger 

individuals.  (see Hoerstrup: 2005, 3) 

These valves are always processed and contain no living tissue: therefore, they 

wear out and have a durability of about 12 years. In young patients the time is 

less, due to calcification. This is a major issue because heart valve operations are 

major surgical interventions that require open heart surgery with the use of a 

heart-lung machine. Patients require intensive care treatment and need 

considerable time to recover. Moreover, each operation carries with it a risk of 

complications.   
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Each one of which has a small but measurable risk. And you know, we have had 

patients who have not survived these conduit changes and things. So if you would 

have a better way of approaching this then clearly there would be a number of 

patients, a large number of patients who would benefit. (r05-2-606) 

This is an issue especially for small children, as neither mechanical nor 

biological valves grow. 

There are still patients who we are operating on three or four times between the 

time they are infants and the time they grow to adults. There clearly is a need, and 

we don’t have anything on the horizon or currently available that would meet that 

need to avoid these children having these repeated operations.(r05-2-606) 

For tissue engineers, the problems associated with state-of-the-art substitutes are 

straightforward.  

All clinically available valve prostheses basically represent non-viable structures and 

lack the ability to grow, to repair or to remodel. This imposes severe problems 

specifically on paedriatric patients. (see Hoerstrup: 2005, 3) 

Tissue engineers consider the non-viability of the state-of-the-art prostheses a 

central issue, and ‘natural’ valves seem to be a solution. In that respect, a paper 

of Harken, in which a list is presented as the ‘Ten commandments’ of an ideal 

heart valve, is often referred to.  

The essential characteristics of ideal heart valve substitutes have been described 

already in the 1950th by Dwight E. Harken, a pioneer in heart valve surgery, and 

summarised as the so-called “Ten Commandments” (Harken 1989). These 

include durability, absence of thrombogenicity, resistance to infections, lack of 

antigenicity, and the potential of growth. In principle, he stated the fundamental 

properties of natural, living, autologous tissues. Unfortunately, these requirements 

are still not met by today’s heart valve prostheses.  (see Hoerstrup: 2005, 3) 

On the basis of problems with current heart valves, the author of the previously 

mentioned thesis thus argues that the natural valve is a logical objective or ideal 

implant. 

 These examples show that in the reasoning of tissue engineers unnatural 

valves become associated with problems, while natural valves are idealised. 

Clearly, when engineers speak of natural valves they do not mean that any 

natural valve will do as an ideal example, nor do they refer to the patients’ 

original malfunctional valves. ‘Natural’ is thus an abstract ideal that means at 
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least ‘living’ and that ‘patient’s own cells are used’ and are ‘functioning, growing 

and self-repairing’.  But what kind of embodiment does this ideal imply? And 

how does this compare to living with a biological or mechanical prosthesis? 

 

TE:  transparency as objective 

In terms of the phenomenological perspective on the body that I introduced, the 

TE practice develops an ideal of a heart valve that implies a desired transparency. 

Thoracic surgeons in particular express this ideal by explaining what the 

problems with biological and mechanical valves may mean in daily life. One 

surgeon, for instance, points to the importance of a certain lifestyle when 

evaluating the value of a specific kind of valve.   

Are there special patient groups for whom you prefer specific types of heart valves? For 

example, for women who want to become pregnant? Yes, for women who want to 

become pregnant. Or people who want to do sports. Well, if people do not fear a 

second operation, then as far as I am concerned they may receive a bioprosthesis. I 

am very liberal about that. If I myself needed a prosthesis I would always choose a 

biological prosthesis.  

So that you do not have to worry about injuring yourself? Yes, exactly. For example, I 

am a fanatic horserider. That means that I definitely could not use any blood 

thinners, because if I tumbled… It is not bad if you bump into something once a 

while. But if you really fell off the horse three or four times a year, then you’d die. 

(md1-1-605) 

The surgeon emphasises that biological valves are preferable if you want to move 

around freely. It is for this reason that doctors say a person’s lifestyle matters in 

the choice of a particular type of heart valve substitute. As well as the fact that 

anticoagulation implies being careful, it also means taking pills and having your 

blood checked weekly (Cardiothoracic surgeons 1 and 2, NL May 2006). It is 

probable that patients with a mechanical heart valve do not so much relate to this 

valve – it is lived as transparent – but to medication: taking the right pills, having 

blood checks and being cautious. Mechanical valves draw attention to the body 

as being frail and in need of ongoing surveillance.  

 The surgeons also make clear that noisy mechanical heart valves may attract 

attention to themselves, and the patient as well as other people may hear the 

valve opening and closing. It might even be possible to know, for example, 

whether the person is agitated. It is an intercorporeal experience, and how 
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people will live with noisy heart valves depends upon how they, together with 

others, relate to the noise.    

Some people are bothered by that [sound of mechanical heart valves]. It is good to 

mention it. There are people who know they really can’t stand the ticking of clocks: 

that noise can be really annoying. I believe 20-30% hear their mechanical valves, 

and that 4-5% find it really disturbing.  (md2-1-605) 

The complaints, varied from difficulties with falling asleep (12, 8.5%) to irritation (9, 

6.4%) and nervousness or fear (5,3.5%). One patient needed medication to facilitate 

sleep. Another patient said he had to stop playing poker, because a faster ticking of 

his valve would reveal his state of mind. Some patients said they felt frightened by 

the confrontation with their own heart beating, while only 1 patient said he felt 

reassured by the valve sound. (see Laurens et al.: 1992, 59) 

There are even cases where the patient requested explantation. (see Takkenberg: 

2002) 

For many patients, the noise recedes into the background, becoming, as it were, 

transparent; others, however, may be afraid of hearing something going wrong 

or may even be comforted by the sounds. But there are many more situations to 

take into account: for example, a partner who can't sleep and keeps on listening 

to make sure the person with the heart valve is fine. And what about 

encountering new people who are not aware of what a heart valve sounds like? A 

tissue engineered valve is expected to be transparent also in the sense that it is 

quiet. Moreover, as the different embodiments of noisy valves indicate, different 

people will live similar technologies differently. Transparency is not just an 

aspect of the technology but is something that patients achieve as they become 

used to and accept living with the noise. 

Living with biological valves is quite different. Though biological valves give 

some freedom for short periods, the imminence of a new operation is for adults 

and especially children never far away. In some sense, people with a mechanical 

valve live with minor breaks in transparency all the time, at least if they go 

without complications. People with a biological valve may live a relative 

transparency for years, but are then confronted with surgery that will have a 

major impact. But remember the surgeon who said ‘If people do not fear a 

second operation, they may have a biological valve’. If patients tend to worry, 

transparency can be disrupted earlier. 
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When tissue engineers speak of the natural valve as ideal, they suggest that 

‘natural body parts’ imply transparency. For all valve types discussed, the 

drawbacks were a matter of breaks in transparency, albeit in different ways. 

Thus, translated in terms of embodiment, the ideal valve is one that it is 

expected to be fully transparent: it is unnoticeable, draws no attention to itself, 

either in the form of medication, noise or complication, and in general gives no 

reason to worry. However, the link between transparency and ‘natural’ in the 

practice of TE is problematic in three ways. 

Firstly, it unjustly implies that non-living biological or mechanical valves are 

inevitably inferior solutions. The objective of transparency does not necessarily 

call for tissue engineered valves, as non-living materials can also be lived as 

transparent. Nor will TE be improving embodiment – in terms of transparency – 

for large numbers of heart patients in the short term. For though tissue 

engineered valves might also be of use in the long run for elderly patients, 

biological valves are generally durable enough for them. The promises of TE are 

not that relevant.  

And if you look at TE and at tissue engineered valves and at what you try to achieve, 

then you focus on a very small group of children with a congenital malformation. I 

think we have about ten such children a year in the Netherlands. And then for the 

pulmonary valve we have about 200 a year. Compare that to elderly people, of 

whom about 5000-6000 a year need a valve prosthesis. (md1-1-605) 

For elderly people, possibilities like minimally invasive surgery are much more 

relevant than TE.   

Secondly, it is not yet clear that TE will indeed constitute transparency. For 

younger patients, TE may improve embodiment significantly if it indeed works 

as suggested, but can TE live up to its promises? The practice may also show that 

the promises are too optimistic, for despite current hopes there might be a need 

for anticoagulation therapy or for reoperations. And for some patients the heart 

valve may be just one of the problems, or the heart may be damaged irreversibly. 

Moreover, though natural valves are seen as the golden standard, these are not 

workable objectives. Knowledge relating to heart valves is limited, and the 

question of what is normal is not that easily answered. Even if it can be agreed 

whose valves in what sense are used as an example, the question remains as to 

whether it is possible to engineer the desired characteristics. The question of the 

strength of the tissue is one example where bodies and in some regard also 

embodiment needs to be negotiated. The strength of the tissue is related to what 
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pressure a person’s heart valve needs to withstand during activities. Determining 

the minimal strength may thus affect what people can do in their daily lives. 

The discussion turns to the pressure to withstand. Two pressures are at stake: 

normal pulsation  (5-10% stretch: elastic without deformation) and high peaks: 

20% strain if target is about 250 mmHg (which the talking senior researcher takes 

to be a reasonable and realisable value; he says that the literature names values up 

to 2000 mmHg for people who for example run uphill, but he thinks this is not 

realisable). (scaffold meeting, 1-401) 

It is not just this discussion that determines the final implant. However, as there 

is a lack of regulation (see Heinonen et al.: 2005), researchers have to discuss 

what is technologically feasible in the short term in light of what they consider to 

be good enough. The norms that are developed also in collaboration with the 

FDA may affect patient capabilities, at least for the initial period after 

implantation, and thus the patient’s capabilities lived as ‘I can’ or ‘I cannot’: for 

example, run uphill or perhaps go through a vaginal delivery.45    

 Thirdly, linking transparency to ‘natural body parts’ suggests that normal 

fleshy embodiment is transparent. In other words, in this way of speaking about 

‘natural’ heart valves we recognise the ideal of health that assumes that we 

mainly live our body as ‘I can’. Both Young and Weiss indicated that this ideal 

was also expressed in the work of Merleau-Ponty, and they criticised it. They 

pointed to the fact that these kinds of ideals might be a hindrance to more bodily 

focussed ways of being in the world, like enjoying dressing up or being 

pregnant. In this light, we need to look at how the ideal of ‘mimicking nature’ 

that is present in the engineering of ‘natural’ heart valves may negatively affect 

the embodiment of heart patients.  And we should examine how we can discuss 

possible pros and cons of TE without speaking in terms of natural/unnatural 

and without stimulating an ideal that limits embodiment.   

Transparency as achievement 

In the light of our framework, we concluded that ‘lived integrity’ should be an 

important additional objective next to well-accepted objectives of health care. In 

the case of heart valve patients, this means that when we develop or use 

technologies – which, one hopes, means that patients no longer need 

                                                           
45 Tissue engineers assume that the tissue will ‘remodel’ in the body: i.e. adapt its structures to 

withstand the pressures in the body.
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anticlotting medication  or multiple operations – we also pay attention to 

stimulating living multiplicity and change as being-this-body before, during and 

after the technological intervention. 

  Especially for younger patients, it seems worthwhile that doctors work 

towards relative transparency, while at the same time avoiding a reinforcement 

of the idea that this is what bodies ‘naturally’ are. Research on the lived 

experience of congenital heart disease shows that patients long to be normal (see 

Claessens et al.: 2005; McMurray et al.: 2001).  

For example, David, when asked about his ideal wishes, describes his desire to be 

normal, not worry, and have no further operations: Probably to not have a heart 

condition – just to be normal... ‘get rid of my scar and have no further operations 

and just to be able to go and do anything that I want without having to worry’. (see 

Claessens et al.: 2005, 5)  

Again, we recognise the societal norm of health that Young and Weiss both 

commented on in the longing for transparency: the body that does not change or 

disrupt you, that draws no attention to itself. Claessens notes that, in general, 

surgery on patients born with congenital heart disease improved lived 

experience, as it restores physical capabilities (see Claessens et al.: 2005, 7). In 

other words, the body becomes more an ‘I can’. For young patients with valve 

replacements, both mechanical and biological valves make it, as explained, 

impossible to be ‘normal’. If what is promised regarding TE – no anticoagulation 

or repeated operations – becomes reality, then TE might indeed seem an 

improvement qua embodiment for patients. However, it seems that as young 

patients’ lived experience is already so much focussed on living up to normality, 

it would be unwise to reinforce this body ideal by suggesting that TE would give 

them normal, natural bodies. Presenting TE and in particular the ideal of 

transparency as natural undermines other ordinary experiences of our fleshy 

bodies: living a body also entails hurting, scarring oneself and paying heed to 

one’s bodily existence.  

 The challenge therefore is not to confuse objectives of medical technologies 

with what constitutes bodies. If the objective of TE is to add to the experience of 

health, then transparency is, as Svenaeus’ analysis makes clear, a valuable 

objective. However, Weiss’ analysis shows that we should be clear that this 

transparency is engineered, doctored and achieved rather than regenerated by 

‘natural’ bodies. One way to discuss TE would then be as the following doctor-
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engineer did. He contrasted the objective of TE with what bodies can do by 

themselves: 

 So my view has always been to try to take the best of nature but then be clever 

about changing to do things that nature does not ordinarily do. (..) If she did, we 

would not have to do this. So if somebody has trauma it heals with a  scar, or has an 

amputation or has a disease that kills an organ, nature tries to repair it but doesn’t 

get very far. So we take advantage of nature and use her but we also have to 

understand it can change it to (…).  (r04-2-606)  

TE might therefore be presented as improving bodies by making intelligent use 

of bodily processes. In this way, patients may benefit from medical technologies, 

while the body ideals that are materialised in these technologies are not that 

easily mistaken as easy or obvious. Moreover, staging TE as a body technology 

rather then self-healing better captures how bodily transformations through 

medical interventions are lived.  

 

Now that the logic with regard to natural bodies and ‘good life’ has been 

deconstructed for TE heart valves, it is important to point out that we can use 

and develop the introduced framework to study other examples of tissue 

engineered body parts. Here it would be useful to include patients’ experiences 

in the analysis. My preliminary analysis of TE heart valves shows how for 

internal body parts a phenomenological perspective is illuminating, but the 

framework offers the potential to study a wide range of aspects of embodiment. 

An interesting project may involve TE cartilage being used to treat knee injuries. 

On the one hand, such cartilage may mean that damage (e.g. from sports) could 

become reversible. Will this affect the way people live their bodies as vulnerable: 

namely, how will they manage their involvement in sports and their concern for 

their body during activities? On the other hand, there is evidence that TE will 

only work if the surrounding tissue is quiet. This might mean that treatment 

should be given when there are not yet any symptoms. Will this affect how we 

conceive of health and how we live health and illness? Another interesting 

project involves TE bladders, where living with incontinence, shame and being 

in control may be topics to explore. Finally, TE skin seems a particularly 

interesting topic for studying aspects such as feeling beautiful and the effects of 

ideals of beauty.  
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5.4. From ideal bodies to good embodied life  

In my analysis of the TE practice in light of the introduced phenomenological 

framework I have focussed on deconstructing the logic that developing 

prostheses which are like ‘natural’ body parts is the best way to help patients. In 

this section, we need to make one step further and consider what practical 

suggestions for the TE practice can be made on the basis of this analysis and the 

framework in general. For this we need to return to the main concepts of the 

phenomenological framework and consider them in two lights: firstly, how they 

deconstruct the ideal of natural body parts and what this practically means for 

the conceptualisation of TE. Secondly, what role these concepts can play in the 

actual design and evaluation of body prostheses. But let us first look at the main 

concepts themselves. 

 The purpose of the phenomenological framework was to analyse biomedical 

technologies from the perspective of people as lived bodies- that is in terms of 

embodiment. This meant that the question ‘what is a good body?’ was translated 

into ‘what does it mean to live a good embodied life?’ I have discussed how the 

concepts of ‘transparency’ and ‘lived integrity’ give two different accounts of how 

living through illness, health and with biomedical technologies relates to living a 

‘good embodied life’. The concept of transparency values a homelike being in the 

world: it puts much emphasis on how good life is as a healthy life in which 

familiarity and rhythm form the basis. This means there is a risk of idealising 

normal embodiment as transparent, because while transparency recognises that 

some bodily awareness is part of everyday life, it associates a more than habitual 

awareness with illness. Moreover, I criticized Svenaeus’s assumption that 

awareness of bodily processes (breakdown of transparency) is necessarily 

alienating. Concluding, while the notion of transparency rightly stresses that a 

malfunctional body is burdensome, it narrows ‘good embodied life’ down to very 

particular forms of embodiment and as such tends to become a body ideal.  

 In contrast, the concept ‘lived integrity’ characterises how being able to live 

bodily focussed experiences, multiplicity and bodily change with a sense of 

integrity is an important condition for living a good embodied life.  This means 

at least two things: firstly, not a particular state of embodiment is necessary for 

being able to live a good embodied life, rather the capacity to live all kinds of 

bodily experiences with integrity (i.e. feeling energetic at one point in time, while 

being tired and nauseous soon after or experiencing one’s ageing body). 

Secondly, body practices that idealise one particular form of embodiment may 
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threaten integrity because these ideals limit people’s ability to embrace their own 

multiplicity. To highlight the importance of multi-dimensional body 

conceptions, let me give examples of negative effects of transparency as body 

ideal:, the ideal of health as transparency frustrates living a good life for people 

who cannot achieve transparency (e.g. living with a fluctuating illness or even 

dying). Moreover, the presumption that bodily focussed experiences are 

alienating negates the possibility for enjoying experiences like pregnancy, 

lactation and dressing up. In this light, I concluded that while transparency is 

certainly a valuable objective in health care, idealising transparency threatens 

‘lived integrity’ and thus may limit people’s ability to live all kinds of bodily 

experiences as good lives. If we are concerned with how developing biomedical 

technologies relates to ‘good embodied life’, ‘lived integrity’ should be 

considered a condition for living a good embodied life, and given priority over 

the ideal of ‘transparency’. Let us now turn to the practical use of these concepts 

in the TE practice.    

  I used the developed framework to deconstruct the ideal of natural body 

parts in the TE practice. In the practice of TE, bodily problems are related to 

mechanical or dead biological substitutes, and transparency is coupled with 

‘natural’ body parts. This logic makes normal embodiment (with natural body 

parts) seem transparent. Thinking in terms of ‘mimicking nature’ presupposes 

that natural body parts are functional body parts and is linked to idealising the 

lived body as ‘I can’. It affects the possibility to achieve ‘lived integrity’ negatively 

because it makes it hard to live bodily change and illness as self. This means that 

the TE practice needs to think about the question of how to let people best 

benefit from TE body prostheses that may improve embodiment, while not 

reinforcing one-dimensional body ideals like transparency. I suggest, that in 

order to avoid stimulating the ideal of transparency, the TE practice should 

refrain from conceptualising TE in terms of either ‘mimicking’ or ‘making 

nature’. This means that especially when engineers or physicians discuss TE 

with patients or the larger public, they should make clear that TE does not teach 

us what natural bodies are, but is one more body technology that may help 

people to improve embodiment or to find a new balance. However, while the 

conceptualisation of TE is important for how TE relates to ‘good embodied life’, 

the major work of biomedical engineers consists of developing body prostheses. 

What kind of practical implications does the phenomenological framework have 

for engineering TE body prostheses? 
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With regard to developing objectives for TE body prostheses and the 

evaluations of TE body prostheses this chapter indicates that biomedical 

engineers cannot only work from a purely physiological perspective on bodies, 

rather they need to develop evaluation practices that study how TE technologies 

relate to people’s abilities to achieve a ‘good embodied life’. I have shown 

engineering ideal bodies and striving for contributing to ‘good embodied life’ do 

not necessarily coincide. Also, the analysis of existing heart valve prostheses 

made clear how different kinds of body prostheses enabled, within boundaries, 

people to live different forms of ‘good embodied life’. This implies that 

engineers should develop design objectives not by studying bodies as objects but 

by seeking interaction with real people: engineers need to learn from 

experiences of multiple patients what kind of technologies may help to achieve a 

‘good embodied life’ for people with a specific body problem. For example, for 

different groups of people with a prosthetic arm improvement of ‘good 

embodied life’ might entail something quite different. It might well be that 

children born with one arm desire improved functionality because this allows 

them to engage in activities like computer gaming. On the other hand, for 

elderly people who have lost an arm later in life, an easy to operate arm which 

looks as similar as possible to their lost arm may best help to achieve good 

embodied life (e.g. it helps them to find a new form of transparency). What a 

‘good embodied life’ thus involves needs to be explored in practice.  

The concept of ‘lived integrity’ can play a limited but important role in these 

kinds of studies. Firstly, conceptually it can be used to step beyond the idea that 

there is only one good way of making body parts or one state of embodiment that 

needs to be achieved. Rather, it emphasises people’s capability to live multiple 

forms of embodiment as themselves. Secondly, in the development of objectives 

for technology and evaluation of body prostheses ‘lived integrity’ may set limits 

to design options: for it should be checked whether ‘lived integrity’ is not 

challenged by new body technologies. While in itself, ‘lived integrity’ does not 

give any nor exclude any concrete objectives like improving functionality, 

transparency or looking beautiful, ‘lived integrity’ does ask for developing 

technologies and practices that respect bodily multiplicity. This means 

technologies should help patients to achieve these objectives in such a way that 

bodily multiplicity (i.e. living oneself both as a one-armed woman /as a woman 

with a prosthetic arm) can still be lived as oneself and that bodily changes can be 

lived as a transition rather than a restoration to a normal state. Whether ‘lived 
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integrity’ is respected by a new technology needs to be explored in practice: by 

studying the lived experience of multiple, concrete people. For example, 

developing skin-tainted prosthetic arms might challenge the ‘lived integrity’ of 

youngsters who do already live futuristic-looking prosthetic arms as part of 

themselves, because it stimulates a specific image of what normal arms look 

like. Yet, as the concept of ‘lived integrity’ does not give design objectives and 

will generate only some design limits, it will play a minor role in the design and 

evaluation of TE body parts.  

In chapter six, I will focus on how engineers may learn in practice from 

concrete people what achieving a ‘good embodied life’ means. I look further into 

the question as to how to integrate patients as lived bodies in practices of 

professional responsibility in the TE practice.46 

                                                           
46  In light of the discussion in this chapter it is problematic if authors reflecting on the TE 

practice do not clearly differentiate between influences of body materials or processes on 

regulation –such as immunological issues- and influences that take into account the lived 

perspective of patients. In their paper ‘Culturing Cells, Reproducing Bodies and Regulating the 

Self’  Kent et al seek a way summarise their suggestions that autologous TE can be understood 

in terms of self-healing and self-regulating. They argue that autologous TE ‘avoids disruption 

to self associated with other types of tissue transfer’ as it will probably be accepted by bodies –

no immune reactions- and it will not challenge conceptions of Self (see Kent et al.: 2006a, 19). 

In their work ‘self’ can refer to the physiological body (self-healing) and to conceptions of the 

Self (no disruption). While this is confusing, I here want to focus on their use of the concept of 

‘intercorporeality’ which they use to describe both processes. I introduced intercorporeality as 

developed by Weiss: it emphasises that people live their bodies in interaction with technology, 

social ideas, personal experiences, animals and so forth. Kent et al do not refer to Weiss 

directly but to Waldby who uses ‘intercorporeality’ to study literal intercorporeal exchanges 

such as sperm donations. She emphasises the links between material, social meaning and 

lived experiences. Kent et al take up Waldy’s work in their analysis of TE, but, somehow they 

feel a need to adapt the concept especially to the TE practice and in doing so they unfortunately 

move away from the perspective of lived bodies. I think we should reserve the concept of 

‘intercorporeality’ strictly for describing embodiment, for being a body. If it would indeed be 

the case that an autologous TE implant would be experienced as part of Self by patients living 

these implants, then we could thus say that:  ‘autologous TE implants are lived as self’ through 

our intercorporeal TE practice in which a choice for autologous cells, ideas of integrity and a 

lack of immunological reactions become linked.  In this interpretation autologous TE 

perceived in terms of ‘Self’ is an intercorporeal relation: it is a social, material and lived 

construction. However, Kent et al do not use intercorporeality in this way and instead argue 

that TE is unlike the tissue practices described by Waldby because these practices involved 

tissue transfer between bodies (see Kent et al.: 2006a, 18). In this light they propose to 

describe autologous TE with the notion ‘extracorporeality’: ‘which represents an externalised 

and extended vision of the self and materiality of the body’(see Kent et al.: 2006a, 17). They 
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thus ignore that embodiment as used by Weiss and Waldby is always intercorporeal –even if 

someone is nude and has not one technological adaptation. I propose to stick to a notion of 

intercorporeality that keeps more analytical distance from the rhetorics of the TE practice; 

which can be used to agenda issues that concern being a body; and can be used to analyse all 

embodied experiences. TE as a practice is intercorporeal in terms of it being lived by engineers, 

animals, cells, regulators, and surgeons who all also add to the possibilities of lived 

intercorporeality.  And TE is intercorporeal for patients in a very material way because bodily 

materials move through it, get adapted, multiplied, and are cared for, are selected and in some 

form may sometimes become part of bodies again. While autologous and allogeneic tissue 

may perhaps have different intercorporeal tendencies, living with an implant of either of them 

will be an intercorporeal experience. In light of this perspective notions like integrity and 

commodification should not be discussed in abstract terms, but as lived experiences. The real 

question of transferring TE into the clinic is thus not what kind of bodies do we make, but 

what kind of intercorporeal learning do we seek and which intercorporealities do we want to 

achieve?   
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6   Professional responsibility for affecting 

lived bodies   

6.1. Professional responsibility for TE 

In this book I have analysed TE as a normative practice that affects lived bodies. 

However, we have to take the argument one step further. For, by conceptualising 

TE in terms of normative work I have drawn attention to both the relevance of 

acknowledging the impact of TE on lived bodies as well as to a broader concept 

of professional responsibility of engineers. The concept of professional 

responsibility of biomedical engineers should not only address the technical 

work, but also the way their work affects lived bodies and connected notions of 

good embodied life. In this final chapter I consider how the insights of the 

previous chapters may be of use in shaping such a broader concept of 

professional responsibility and new practices of professional responsibility for 

TE. I will argue that ‘learning’ about the normative effects of technology 

development should be come part of practices of professional responsibility.   

 Before suggesting how biomedical engineers in the practice of TE can shape 

their professional responsibility towards lived bodies, I will first address in what 

sense tissue engineers should expand the concept of professional responsibility to 

include the way TE practices affect lived bodies (figure 9, arrow 1). As we saw 

throughout this book, biomedical engineers study bodies in a technical sense: 

they consider the body as machine or as biological processes.  Lived bodies of 

patients seem to be beyond their working domain which is their laboratory at the 

technical university. In this chapter I argue, in line with recent work on the 

border of ‘STS’ and ‘engineering ethics’, that the concept of professional 

responsibility of biomedical engineers must be extended towards considering 

lived bodies because the developed standards, technologies and networks affect 

people as lived bodies.   
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Figure 9 Normative work and professional responsibility for effects on lived bodies 

  

 Next, I will consider what it might mean practically that biomedical engineers 

engage in a broader concept and broader practices of responsibility (figure 9, arrow 

2). I will combine the analysis of normative work in this book with a pragmatic-

phenomenological theory on social learning in order to argue that the insights in 

the normative effects of their technical work for lived bodies should form the 

background for engineering choices. But how can engineers get in touch with 

the normative affects of technical work? How can they become informed about 

the experiences with lived bodies? Because it can not be assumed that bio-

medical engineers trained in a technical discipline and busy with technical work 

are able to imagine these all by themselves. To develop new practices of 

responsibility biomedical engineering should be enabled to learn about ‘lived 

bodies’ and ‘good embodied life’. While learning among engineers from 

experiments in laboratories is very well developed, learning about lived bodies 

requires the organisation of new channels of ‘voice’.    

6.2. From a machine-like body to ‘lived bodies’  

The professional responsibility of engineers is traditionally focussed on making 

safe and functional technologies (see Whitbeck: 1998). As we saw, tissue 

engineers also focus on making safe and functional heart valves and emphasise 

that they want to be as sure as possible that the first implantations in humans 

will be safe. And while these are certainly essential parts of a biomedical 
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engineer’s professional responsibility, the growing body of research in for 

example STS on normative work in science and engineering has been reason to 

argue that professional responsibility of engineers and scientists should be 

extended to include normative effects of technology design (see Van de Poel and 

Verbeek: 2006). What does the analysis of normative work in TE which affects 

people as lived bodies mean for how we should conceive of professional 

responsibility for TE at a technical university? To answer this question of 

professional responsibility, I will first summarise in what ways normative work 

in TE affects lived bodies. Next, I will differentiate between kinds of 

responsibilities on the basis of the role of biomedical engineers.   

 

Characterising normative work in TE 

In chapter one, I distilled from the STS literature four forms of normative work 

which were relevant for this study of TE: choices as how to draw boundaries, 

choices concerning research approaches, design choices that affect how 

technologies influence human action and perception and choices to develop 

certain social-technical networks. As I indicated in chapter one and as we saw 

throughout this book these forms of normative work are often intertwined in the 

work of biomedical engineers. 

 The first form of normative work I introduced was choices as how to draw 

boundaries: making standards, categories or other boundaries which contribute 

to development of TE as a ‘good’ practice. Boundaries are productive for the 

development of the TE practice: e.g. by differentiating between what is ‘not good 

enough/good’ for a specific aspect of TE, it becomes possible to work on a ‘good’ 

practice. Boundaries that were for instance relevant for further development of 

TE are standards for TE technologies (chapter two): what is a good TE body part? 

Also, in chapter three we saw, how standardising is about deciding what is 

relevant (processes of time), good enough (not fully closing heart valves) and 

dangerous (xeno-materials) and in doing so making it possible to slowly move 

from laboratory through animal studies towards the clinic. In chapter four, we 

saw yet another way in which boundary work creates room, this time for 

network-building. By recognising a need for boundaries between care and 

research, the patient can be asked to consent to the use of body materials. By 

stressing the way umbilical cords prevent irreversible congenital problems, 

bodies of mothers of children with birth defects can be included in research 
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strategies. And by stressing how at birth there is a one-off opportunity to store 

umbilical cords, also parents of other children are connected to the TE practice. 

Finally, by emphasising a difference between basic research and engineering 

meat, it becomes possible to combine meat and biomedical research. Ironically, 

it was also boundary work between understanding autologous TE as 

engineering/mimicking which has as effect to cover these other forms of 

boundary work: by calling TE mimicking, the normative work of engineering 

choices is covered. In chapter five, I also demonstrated that describing TE body 

prostheses as more ‘natural’ than other body prostheses may lead to idealising 

lived transparency as body ideal. 

 The second form of normative work was the way choices concerning research 

approaches constitute a specific manifestation of the studied object. Throughout 

this book we saw examples of how the autologous TE approach manifested 

particular research needs and problems. For example, in the process of 

standardising TE body parts it became clear how engineering living body parts 

implies dealing with issues of time: e.g. the problem of quality control for living 

valves which may degrade; and the need to follow whether and how implanted 

valves integrate in bodies and remodel once implanted. In the clinic, this may 

mean that the approach of TE defines specific needs for monitoring patients. In 

similar vain we can also recognise the choice for a regenerative research 

approach in the specific ways engineers develop networks from laboratory to 

society: the objective of living body parts has defined living body materials as 

valuable research and engineering materials. In terms of the gap between an 

engineering and lived body perspective, this makes clear that biomedical 

engineers not only have an engineering perspective on human bodies, but also 

that autologous tissue engineers work from a very specific engineering 

perspective: their research approach matters for the technologies they design and 

the networks they develop.  

 The third form of normative work was design choices that affect how 

technologies influence human action and perception. It is the form of normative 

work which is present in the TE practice, but which is least visible. The reason 

for this is that the normative effects of this form of normative work of 

engineering design become apparent in the use of technologies (living with a 

heart valve prosthesis), a topic which was not discussed in the TE laboratories. 

Thus while I discussed a process of standardisation, it is not clear in what ways 
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the design of heart valves engineered on the basis of these standards and other 

design choices will constitute embodied lives. That heart valve prostheses do 

have scripts, became clear in the analysis of existing heart valve technologies: e.g. 

mechanical valves imply a need for anticoagulation-medication, which are blood 

thinners that script people to be careful. And I showed how scripts for meat 

consumers where engineered in TE meat: TE meat is meant for non-Jewish and 

non-Muslim consumers, in particular, those who find it important that meat is 

cheap.   

 The fourth form of normative work was choices to develop certain social-

technical networks. Network building is a process in which others than engineers 

become involved in the TE practice. This means that TE develops connections to 

people: to patients undergoing surgery in hospital practices; to pregnant women 

and their partners in pregnancy and birth practices and to meat consumers in 

food practices. I indicated how a demand for living body materials with patient 

data raises the question of patient consent; how developing TE technologies that 

involve the bodies of women in the treatment of their expected children makes 

healthy women object of medical intervention; how making umbilical cords into 

useful cell sources makes them objects of ownership and care and how creating 

and shaping engineered meat may affect ideas about conventional food in terms 

of health, safety, sustainability and hedonistic lifestyles. Although these body 

practices are still in the making these tendencies indicate what these new 

networks may bring about, even though the question remains as to what it 

means to be involved in TE -through these new developing networks- as lived 

bodies.   

 These kinds of normative work lead to three ways in which TE may affect 

lived bodies: through contributing to specific body ideals; specific body 

prostheses and specific body practices. As these effects arise out of work of 

biomedical engineers, they can at least to some extend be considered part of the 

professional responsibility that the TE practice has towards lived bodies.  

 

Professional responsibilities for effects on lived bodies 

The analysis of how the work of biomedical engineers affects lived bodies 

indicates that the question of professional responsibility for these effects is not 

just a matter of considering the engineers’ responsibility for technical issues, 

because in the process of moving TE prostheses from laboratory to wider society 
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body ideals, body prostheses and body practices are developed. While all three 

ways of affecting lived bodies arise out of the work of engineers, they do so in 

different contexts. The issue of body ideals arises in relation to how TE is 

conceptualised by engineers and explained to the wider public. Design choices 

that will affect patients arise in standardising of TE in laboratory work. And 

effects on body practices arise out of developing networks for TE. How to 

conceive of professional responsibility for the effects of TE on lived bodies in 

these different contexts?  

 Firstly, biomedical engineers are responsible for the public presentation of 

their work. With TE applications moving more and more from the laboratory 

phase to preclinical and clinical phases, the TE practice will also get wider public 

attention. When explaining TE in general or their specific research projects to 

the larger public in interviews, news items or public presentations, biomedical 

engineers can and should avoid speaking of TE body prostheses in terms of 

natural or normal body parts. By explaining TE body prostheses as products of 

engineering design, biomedical engineers avoid idealizing ‘lived transparency’ 

and may temper unrealistic expectations of TE producing perfect body parts. 

Moreover, talking in terms of engineering design is also an important aspect of 

accepting professional responsibility for their design and production.  

 Secondly, the way the design of prostheses constitutes lived embodiment is 

an important responsibility of biomedical engineers. This means professional 

responsibility in first instance has as object the embodied life of patients. I have 

argued that striving for ‘good embodied life’ is not the same as striving for a 

normal body. ‘Lived integrity’ indicates an important condition of ‘good 

embodied life and it is important that engineers check that a specific design does 

not idealise one aspect of embodiment and as such threatens integrity of 

particular patients. The formulation of concrete objectives for the design of body 

prostheses that help to achieve ‘good embodied life’ (e.g. improvement of a 

specific bodily ability, less pain) requires interaction with concrete patients, as 

these objectives need to be developed from the perspective of lived bodies. The 

biomedical perspective has a functional role for developing body technologies 

that help patients achieve good embodied lives, as it may open up new ways of 

engineering body parts and it is necessary for studying issues like safety and 

functionality. This means that while currently practices of professional 
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responsibility are based on this biomedical perspective, these practices should be 

extended to exploring what different design options imply for lived bodies.  

 Thirdly, the development of networks for TE means relating to people with 

other agendas or perspectives. This means that the control of biomedical 

engineers on the developing of these networks is much more limited than in the 

design of prostheses. Still, biomedical engineers as catalysts of certain 

developments have a professional responsibility to raise the question what the 

engagement in new relations and the development of these networks may mean 

for lived bodies that may become involved in the TE practice. This professional 

responsibility arises from the fact that they, while initializing these 

developments, are the first who can raise questions. This again means that 

practices for professional responsibility should include the broader perspective 

of how developing networks matter for lived bodies in the body practices that are 

changing.  

 Now that I have shown that the professional responsibility of the TE practice 

should include effects on lived bodies, we need to ask what this means 

practically. For how can such an engineering practice focused on engineering 

ideal body parts include normative issues like ‘lived integrity’ in its practices for 

professional responsibility?  Below I give some hints as to what kinds of 

practices for professional responsibility are suitable for considering lived bodies 

explicitly.  

6.3. Practices of professional responsibility: organisation of voice 

In this last section, I emphasise that for biomedical engineering it is important 

to develop practices of professional responsibility that include ‘lived bodies’ not 

as a given criterion but as a research problem in biomedical practices: practices 

of professional responsibility should involve learning from relevant lived 

experiences. I speak of research problem to emphasise that considering ‘lived 

bodies’ seriously is not just simply a matter of imaging or thinking by individual 

engineers what their engineering decisions taken in the laboratory mean for the 

lives of people.47 The notion of learning captures that biomedical engineers 

                                                           
47 Catriona Mackenzie and Jackie Leach Scully point out imagination of an other person’s 

perspective is based on one’s personal embodied experience and therefore dependent on and 

constrained by one’s body.’ (see Mackenzie and Scully: 2006, 14). As Merleau-Ponty showed 
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cannot be expected to know or imagine the characteristics of a ‘good prosthesis’ 

and ‘good embodiment’, because it is not up to them to decide what is good in 

that respect. To decide about the quality of their work from the perspective of 

lived embodiment requires to be engaged with the ‘others’ that from an 

engineering perspective are only considered as ‘objects’. So, engineers should 

continuously learn how ‘lived integrity’ can be stimulated for different patients. I 

propose that organising ‘voice’ is a useful normative learning strategy. Below I 

first explain the model of voice and then give some practical ideas as to how to 

incorporate this in biomedical research. 

 

Learning about lived bodies: organising ‘voice’   

New practices of professional responsibility can be shaped by involving patients 

in the development of TE, this time not as objects of study or suppliers of body 

materials, but in the role of people who have valuable knowledge through lived 

experiences of illness and treatments. The idea to involve patients in biomedical 

technology development is not a radical proposal, for that ‘users matter’ in 

technology development is well known (see Oudshoorn and Pinch: 2003). Since 

the 1980s STS research has demonstrated the active role of users in the 

construction of technology (see Akirch: 1992; Douglas: 1987; Oudshoorn and 

Pinch: 2003; Pinch and Bijker: 1984; Woolgar: 1991). Users not simply accept 

technologies as given, but may develop their own specific uses for technologies: 

e.g. a particular community of Norwegians use American cars as centre of a 

mythical, nostalgic American world in Norway (see Lamvik: 1996). Or users may 

actively resist scripts in technology, for example computer hackers specialise in 

developing ways to work around scripts in computer systems (see Oudshoorn et 

al.: 2002) or even design their own alternative programs and thus blur the 

boundary between users and designers (see Håpnes: 1996).48 The field of 

Constructive Technology Assessment (CTA) has taken the idea that users matter 

one step further and tries to actively stimulate systematic interaction between 

                                                                                                                                        

experience is bodily experience, in which the bodily form also constitutes how we experience 

the world (see Mackenzie and Scully: 2006, 14). 
48 Sometimes users only have a single choice to decline or to the use of a technology. For 

example, contraceptive Norplant leaves no room for reshaping or avoiding its scripts: it only 

works for women (making women responsible for contraception) and needs to be implanted 

and removed by medical professionals (making women dependent on professionals) (see 

Oudshoorn et al.: 2002) 
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designers and users of technology (see Rip et al.: 1995; Schot: 1992) in order to 

improve the quality of designs. Also in biomedical research there is a longer 

history of user participation:  since the 1940s patients have started to influence 

biomedical research through patient activism and patient organizations (see 

Epstein: 1995; Faulkner and Kent: 2001; Rabeharisoa: 2003; Rabeharisoa: 

2006). But how to conceive of involving patients in the TE practice in order to 

learn about embodied life? The model I will shortly introduce is a proposal to 

organise innovative health care practices in such a way that patients/volunteers 

can contribute to improvement of health care. To give room to patient 

participation and publicly and professionally learn from individual experiences 

De Vries and Horstman adapted a model of the economist Albert Hirschman. 

The central idea is that social learning can be organised by stimulating patients 

to ‘voice’ their experiences with a certain treatment or institute. De Vries and 

Horstman analyse possibilities of social learning about genetics, but the model is 

also useful for normative learning in biomedical engineering practices like TE 

(see De Vries and Horstman: 2007).  

 Hirschman introduced ‘voice’ as a way to develop practices in which 

responses of citizens, consumers or patients to institutions (and firms) can be 

used for stimulating the improvement of products and services as well as social 

bonds to these institutions (see Hirschman: 1970). The value of complaining 

users illustrates the concept of ‘voice’. Complaining users can, according to 

Hirschman, be understood as an opportunity to learn, because these users may 

‘voice’ insights that can be used to improve a product of service. In contrasts, 

when people are dissatisfied with services of institutions and they go elsewhere 

(called ‘exit’) their insights are lost. And also loyal people who may be 

dissatisfied but remain non-complaining customers are not helpful from the 

perspective of voicing because they are silent (see De Vries and Horstman: 

2007). Thus, ‘voice’ should not be considered a burden, but a source of insights 

and organising ‘voice’ is a way to create additional learning opportunities.  

Taking ‘voice’ serious implies allowing people to give feedback during 

developments and this also means organising one’s ability to listen (see 

Benschop et al.: 2003, 141). But what does organising ‘voice’ mean for 

integrating lived bodies in new practices of professional responsibility in TE? 

 For biomedical research groups at a technical university, organising ‘voice’ 

means seeking interaction with real people. While even health care practices, 
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notwithstanding the striving for patient centred care, are not that directed at 

seeking voice, for technical universities patients in themselves may be difficult to 

reach.49 First of all, biomedical engineers are not used to think about patients as 

lived bodies. In the biomedical laboratory of the Dutch tissue engineers patients 

were even hard to imagine: as the introduction of patient materials with patient 

information made clear the concept of the patient as lived person was hardly 

available in the laboratory. Introducing patients in research thus also means 

making room for the concept of patients as lived bodies. Secondly, biomedical 

engineering groups at technical universities which have little or no contacts with 

patients, will need to network and do boundary work to involve patients in the 

engineering practice: they need to actively organise interaction with patients who 

are at the moment beyond their work field.    

   Organising ‘voice’ also means learning to gather, use unfamiliar forms of 

knowledge and dealing with another perspective of knowing bodies. This kind of 

knowledge and research is unfamiliar in natural sciences because it belongs to a 

traditionally separate ‘culture’ of science: humanities and social sciences. In our 

case, the objective of organising voice is to learn about lived experiences of 

patients. This kind of knowledge cannot be measured and captured in numbers, 

graphs or statistics, but has a more narrative character: it is literary a matter of 

talking and especially listening to lived experience, for example, by interviewing 

people, or organising focus groups (see Goldenberg: 2006). This brings us back 

to the start of this book: the gap between an engineering perspective and a lived 

perspective. 

  In the fitting room of the prosthetist, as Kurzman described, the process of 

fitting a prosthetic foot required the work of both the prosthetist and the 

amputee. Kurzman makes clear that both prosthetists and amputees have to 

learn to communicate across the gap of an engineering perspective and lived 

perspective. The challenge of the biomedical engineers is much larger than that 

of the prosthetist: prosthetic implants cannot be tried in a similar fashion as one 

can try prosthetic feet or biomedical technologies like glasses. And as currently 

there are only few clinical applications of TE, the first objective will be to learn at 

a quite general level from lived experiences: about lived experiences of a specific 

                                                           
49 Patients in health care practices have often the limited options of participating (in research/ 

using services) or opting out (exit) The challenge at the level of care and trials is to change 

‘choice’ into ‘voice’ (see Benschop et al.: 2003). 
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disease/body problem, about lived experiences of current treatments and what 

normative concepts like ‘lived integrity’ may mean for these patients. In other 

words, to learn to relate engineering problems to the lived realities of patients, it 

is important to realise that ‘organising voice’ implies gathering a range of 

‘voices’ of different lived experiences. Where in TE ‘the normal body’ is a 

common way of speaking, for organising voice multiple different lived 

experiences should be a central research theme50: e.g. how does heart failure 

affect possibilities for lived integrity for elderly women; for parents of a child 

with congenital heart valve problems or for a teenager needing a third operation? 

The importance of multiple voices arises, first of all, because lived experiences 

are constituted by body differences (see Stoller: 2006) such as age, sex, body 

malfunctions and body implants. For example, in the case of foot prostheses 

elderly men who have experience with wooden legs may prefer these prostheses 

over getting used to a newer type of prostheses (see Kurzman: 2002). And as we 

saw in TE networks may involve specific groups of people in different bodily 

ways. The example of using women’s bodies in the treatment of (unborn) 

children raises different questions, such as how might such practices affect lived 

experiences of pregnant women, of motherhood but also fatherhood? Moreover, 

as Weiss demonstrated embodiment is lived intercorporeality: it is bodily but 

also socially, ethically. This means that a wide range of things can affect a 

person’s embodiment: e.g. the wish to become pregnant; body ideals but also a 

hobby like horse riding. For example, we saw that people who like to be active 

will prefer biological valves because of the risks of bleeding associated with blood 

thinners that are required for patients with mechanical valves.  

 Finally, remark that organising ‘voice’ should not be limited to engaging 

patients in biomedical research practices, but should also be used for dealing 

with the complex normative public issues that arise out of the TE practice.51   

                                                           
50  Not just for the matter of taking into account lived bodies, but in general the right to 

representation of different groups in society, women, children and so forth is an important 

issue of concern. While since the 1950s the right to protection of research subjects against 

researchers has been the central paradigm and issue of biomedical research ethics, nowadays a 

right to representation and participations has been claimed by patients and researchers as an 

other topic of great concern (see Epstein: 2003; Epstein: 2004; Willems and Swierstra: 2005).  
51 As Horstman points out TE, which she characterised as a march, is a good example of a 

practice that can be characterised by uncertainty about the product, standards and normative 

issues. She therefore calls TE voice-prone as voice is especially useful for situations that are 
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First of all, because, as chapter four clearly indicated the effects of TE are not 

limited to patients: I gave three examples showing how people may also be 

affected as suppliers of body materials, as parents of sick and healthy children or 

even as consumers of meat. In this respect, citizens in general can be considered 

important voices: because they may be future patients or become otherwise 

involved in the TE practice. Secondly, professionals -from several disciplines in 

humanities or social science- who study the relations between developments in 

science, technology and society form both another group of voices that can be 

sought, as well as, may help to organise ‘voice’. An example is the rather novel 

field of ELSA which studies so called ethical, social and legal aspects of science. 

This group of researchers is developing ways to ‘ferry between what has been 

described as the two cultures’ of natural sciences and social science/humanities 

(see Penders et al.: forthcoming, 3-4). It is important to realise that while ELSA 

researchers can contribute to organising ‘voice’ they cannot take the 

responsibility for the entire work of biomedical engineers: the objective should 

not be to divide the tasks along traditional lines, but to integrate both cultures of 

science.   

 

A need for voice in biomedical engineering research and education 

In this book I have focused on laboratory work. However, in the trajectory of 

moving TE from laboratory to society there are many phases in which voices of 

lived people are needed.  I will give some examples to indicate what kind of role 

‘voice’ can play both in dealing with issues that concern the biomedical 

engineering practice at large and in more concrete biomedical engineering 

projects. 

 With regard to the TE practice at large, ‘voice’ should be organised as part of 

public debates concerning normative issues in the regulation of TE such as 

embryonic stem cells and ownership of body materials and other developments 

of TE that concern large impacts on body practices. One example is the 

development of engineering protocols that also imply intervening in mother’s of 

patients. For this the practice of TE needs both the voices of people who have 

some lived experience of these issues and the larger public. As an example of the 

                                                                                                                                        

complex and uncertain. “This developing practice very much needs ‘voice’ from professionals 

and non-professionals in order to learn about the actual experiences and to stimulate the 

development of normative frames.” (see Horstman: 2006) 
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need of these two kinds of voices we may consider the most drastic proposal: 

combining TE with open-uterine surgery. Firstly, we need to understand in what 

ways this proposal affects the lived experiences of involved people. The work of 

Mark Bliton who reflects on 150 clinical ethical consultations with pregnant 

women and their partners who considered open-uterine foetal surgery gives 

insight in this. His research makes clear that when the possibility of surgery is 

offered, ‘parents’ will find it hard to refrain from using it.  

“Having already decided against abortion (most couples shared a sense that they 

could  not “do that” to their baby), they appeared reluctant merely to “sit around” 

and waiting for their baby to be born, while at the same time resisting the dimly 

and abstractly understood reality-to-be: a disabled child.” (see Bliton: 2001, 406) 

The possibility to intervene already before birth is felt by the ‘parents’ as a moral 

obligation as well as a welcome possibility to do something. Bliton’s findings 

show one way in which technology changes the perspective. Technology is very 

persuasive: even when the outcome of surgery is highly uncertain, to-be parents 

prefer to try something than ‘merely’ wait to see what happens.52 Moreover, 

when questioned further they expressed a fear of regret: if deciding against such 

a procedure they might later regret trying it (see Bliton: 2001, 406).  In other 

words, this new technology is not experienced as a possibility that can be 

weighed for or against, but as a kind of script. The analysis of Bliton indicates 

that combining TE with foetal surgery that involves to-be parents in the TE 

network is a form of designing scripts: it does not give people an additional 

neutral option but may strongly direct them to choose a certain treatment path. 

The research of Bliton has organised the first form of ‘voice’: voicing the lived 

experiences of people directly involved in similar developments. To answer the 

question as to whether parents should to be confronted with this ‘scripted 

choice’ we need a second form of organising ‘voice’: because such a public 

normative issue cannot be answered by biomedical engineers alone, it requires a 

public debate to which citizens can contribute from the perspective of lived 

bodies. 

 The arena that divides research funds is another example of a sphere that 

needs to think beyond the biomedical perspective, yet does not just need the 

                                                           
52 Perhaps, ‘waiting’ should be considered also as an active attitude: it requires work to be 

patient to accept waiting and be patient.
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voices of individual patients. For example, the Dutch gynaecologist Vierhout 

points out in an interview that problems with the pelvic floor get little attention 

in women’s health research. He explains that incontinence is not considered an 

interesting research object and points out that elderly people more and more 

want to lead active lives (see Laere: 2005). Vierhout thus identifies a problem 

encountered by many elderly people and women who had a child that is 

forgotten due to the hype of research into cancer. He shows that ‘non-deadly 

problems’ receive little attention. Incontinence is when differentiating between 

problems needing priority and those not from a biomedical perspective perhaps 

not that problematic, while from the perspective of patients as lived bodies it 

clearly is. The ‘loss of transparency’ of urine/faecal control is for many an 

embarrassing experience and may well hinder undertaking all kinds of activities. 

Research which can lead to solutions for these problems could lead to better 

embodied lives for many people. Thus, if research projects are selected in terms 

of their possible contribution to good embodied life, projects like studying urine 

control which are medically and perhaps scientifically less exiting, surely will be 

evaluated positively. As chapter five mentioned, TE heart valves, on the other 

hand, will at least in the beginning only have a limited contribution to ‘good life’ 

as for most adult patients current heart valve prostheses work rather well. In the 

arena of public funding, voices of professionals like medical specialists who have 

learned from the lived experiences of patients or of organisations like patient 

groups can be important voices. 

 When we move to more specific research projects and the problem of 

engineers who need to define specific research problems the perspective of lived 

bodies is best represented by people actually having experiences with these 

problems. From them we may for example learn that the problem of 

incontinence is not lived as having a weak pelvic floor, but lived experiences like 

feeling ashamed of incontinence, or having pain during lovemaking. Thus 

strengthening the pelvic floor without taking away problems like incontinence is 

not a solution for the patient. This means that rather than starting to formulate 

anatomic or functional problems, lived experiences should be studied first to 

formulate clear objectives. A key note example of the importance to learn about 

patient perspectives is the work of Stuart Blume who shows how in the 

development of cochlear implants different conceptions of good embodied life 

are discussed (see Blume: 1999). While for researchers acquiring some hearing 
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was most important, deafs pointed out the importance of developing language 

abilities. Crudely said, the question is ‘do we treat (misfunctional) ears or 

communication possibilities?’ Sign language would be fine for the latter, while a 

child with cochlear implant would need to hear more than mere sounds. The 

evaluation of cochlear implants in terms of hearing or communication is quite 

different, and standardising either would require different tests. 

 Discussions concerning standards are another obvious stage in research 

projects which the lived perspective should be addressed explicitly. Questions 

like ‘what does this particular biomedical standard for heart valves imply for the 

lived experiences of patients?’ will lead to different insights into what a certain 

decision entails. For example in heart valve literature the problem of noisy valves 

is mentioned, but in terms of ‘should not annoy the patient’. We may thus think 

that for these patients it would be enough to have less noisy valves as it seems a 

secondary problem. But as we saw this is not the case for all patients. For some 

patients (and their families) valves are not merely noisy but a constant reminder 

of a heart that may fail and the sound becomes a way of surveying the valve. 

Clearly, even a valve is only audible when laying quietly in bed it may still be a 

unacceptable problem if people are kept awake worrying about themselves or 

their partner.  

 Clinical experiments and trials are the phase in which new embodiment is 

initiated and where we may learn about unexpected effects of design choices. As 

people develop insights from their lived experiences of new developments in 

practices, also patients who experience biomedical prostheses need to discover 

from experience which aspects of a technology matter to them.  Consider how in 

an interview with a Dutch news paper a deaf woman talks about her experience 

of getting a cochlear implant.53 Two things that she highly appreciates about her 

new ability to hear: being able to listen and take notes at the same time –rather 

than lip reading in meetings; and not having to watch carefully other peoples 

movements at the train station in order to know whether something has been 

announced (e.g. other platform) because she now hears the speaker. Yet a simple 

technical feature is also of great importance to her: the on/off switch makes it 

possible for her to wait in the morning with switching the machine on directly 

after getting up, and allows her to enjoy some quiet time for herself. (De 

                                                           
53 She explains her special status: she was already 7 when it was discovered and therefore she 

was integrated in the hearing world rather than deaf world by learning to talk and lip read. 
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Volkskrant 13-07-2007, p 2) Clearly, the ability to switch her hearing off 

contributes to a ‘good embodied life’, something perhaps even she herself only 

learned from experience. In other words, from her voiced experiences we can 

learn that an on/off switch should not be engineered out. One of the challenges 

of clinical experiments is to learn from these kinds of (perhaps) unexpected 

opportunities for making good technologies.54 Moreover, this example illustrates 

that engineering good body prostheses is not a matter of making normal bodies. 

In this case, a prosthesis which like the heart valve project would be designed to 

remake ‘normal’ functionality would be less attractive as ‘normal ears’ lack an 

on/off switch.  

   

The examples show different stages of a specific project in which ‘voice’ of lived 

bodies is relevant for taking professional responsibility for TE and biomedical 

technologies in general. However, to make engineering from the perspective of 

lived bodies common place, first of all biomedical departments of technical 

universities will have to invest in making lived bodies part of regular practices of 

professional responsibility. This means searching for ways to help engineers 

become sensitive to this perspective and to give them the opportunity to explore 

how their research matters for lived bodies. Technical universities could also 

organise ‘voice’ in their biomedical education in order to teach researchers and 

students that the effects of biomedical technologies are part of their professional 

responsibility. The challenge for technical universities is to organise research 

departments and education in such a way that contact with citizens, patients, 

patient organisations, philosophers and social scientists and so forth becomes 

part of the usual way of doing research. Biomedical engineering can no longer 

be restricted to the perspective of natural sciences. For to engineer good 

biomedical technologies for people as lived bodies, biomedical engineering 

departments need to develop many more connections between the world of 

engineering and society at large.  

                                                           
54 This is a detail that stuck me while reading the story. It might well be that in the world of 

cochlear devices it is well known.
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Summary 

Engineering Flesh. Towards professional responsibility for ‘lived bodies’ in 

Tissue Engineering 

This study analyses the work of biomedical engineers as normative work that 

affects people’s daily lives as bodies. In biomedical engineering, engineers study 

bodies as machine-like objects and develop technologies from such a 

perspective. However, in daily life patients live their bodies not as machine-like 

but as themselves. Biomedical engineering can be said to involve normative work 

because it affects the way people experience and live their bodies.  For example, 

imaging technologies used to follow the development of a foetus during 

pregnancy stimulate the perception of the foetus as an individual human being 

and change the related conceptions of good professional care and responsible 

parenthood. In this light, I raise the question as to how biomedical engineers 

can take and shape professional responsibility for this kind of normative work 

with respect to bodies.  

 To study normative work in biomedical engineering, I have analysed the 

practice of tissue engineering (TE). In this practice, engineers rather literally 

make human body parts: TE has as objective to create living body part 

substitutes (e.g. skin, heart valves and bladders) by using cells. In the tradition of 

Science and Technology Studies (STS) I have studied normative work in TE 

empirically by following a specific TE project: namely, a TE heart valve project 

through participant observations, interviews and other fieldwork approaches. To 

be able to analyse how the practice of TE affects lived bodies I draw on work in 

the philosophical tradition of phenomenology.  This tradition has as central 

concept ‘the lived body’ rather than the body as object.  

 In this book I show how TE implies normative work for engineers: in the 

presentation of their work in terms of  ‘mimicking nature’; in making standards 

for TE heart valves; and in developing networks to stimulate the further 

development of TE and to enable the implementation of TE.  It becomes clear 
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these activities are no neutral, technical activities but affect the opportunities for 

people as lived bodies in specific ways. Based on these findings, I conclude that 

professional responsibility for normative work in TE should not be limited to 

issues of functionality and safety of TE body parts, but should also be taken for 

the way TE affects how people might experience and live their bodies.  To take 

this responsibility seriously, engineers should systematically learn about the 

effects of their normative work on lived bodies. To that purpose they should be 

in touch - not only with the results of experiments with bodies as machines, but 

also- with the results of their work for lived bodies.  I end with the suggestion 

that a pragmatic model of ‘social learning’ offers opportunities to combine 

taking responsibility for engineering as normative work and learning about the 

effects of it for lived bodies. 
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Samenvatting 

Biomedische technologie wordt meestal gepresenteerd als een technologische 

praktijk. Dit boek maakt duidelijk dat biomedische technologie ook een 

normatieve praktijk is – dat biomedische ingenieurs  normatief werk verzetten dat 

normatieve effecten heeft op het dagelijkse leven van mensen.  

 In biomedische technologie praktijken wordt het lichaam vanuit een 

technisch perspectief bestudeerd. Het lichaam wordt geanalyseerd alsof het een 

functionele machine is en ook nieuwe biomedische technieken worden binnen 

dit perspectief ontwikkeld. In het dagelijkse leven beleven patiënten hun lichaam 

echter niet als een machine of ding, maar als zichzelf. Biomedische 

technologieën helpen dan ook niet alleen om het lichaam beter te laten 

functioneren, ze beïnvloeden ook het zelfgevoel van mensen, hun lichamelijke 

ervaring en hun relatie tot anderen. Het ontwikkelen van deze technologieën kan 

daarom als normatief werk met betrekking tot menselijke lichamen worden 

beschouwd. Een voorbeeld hiervan is het gebruik van moderne 

beeldvormingstechnieken om de groei van een foetus te controleren tijdens 

zwangerschapscontroles. Door foetussen zichtbaar te maken, wordt het beeld 

van foetussen als menselijk individuen gestimuleerd en hierdoor veranderen 

ook ideeën over ‘goede professionele zorg’ en ‘verantwoord ouderschap’. In het 

licht van dit soort effecten van biomedische technologie op het dagelijkse leven 

van mensen, behandel ik de vraag hoe biomedische ingenieurs professionele 

verantwoordelijkheid voor hun normatief werk met betrekking tot lichamen 

kunnen nemen en vormgeven. 

  Voor deze studie heb ik me gericht op de technologie van tissue 

engineering (TE) en met name het ontwikkelen van levende menselijke 

hartkleppen. Tissue engineering richt zich op de ontwikkeling van levende 

menselijke lichaamsprotheses (variërend van huid, hartkleppen tot levers en 

blazen) en maakt hiervoor gebruik van levende cellen. In de traditie van het 

Wetenschap- en Techniekonderzoek heb ik het TE-hartklepproject empirisch 

bestudeerd: door het observeren van ingenieurs, het afnemen van interviews en 

andere veldwerkmethoden heb ik in kaart gebracht welke normatieve 
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beslissingen deze onderzoekers en ingenieurs nemen. Om te kunnen analyseren 

hoe de TE praktijk mensen in hun dagelijks leven zou kunnen raken maak ik 

gebruik van de filosofische traditie van fenomenologie. In deze traditie staat het 

concept van het ‘doorleefde lichaam’ centraal: het lichaam zoals het in de 

dagelijkse ervaring wordt beleefd.  

 In dit boek laat ik op gedetailleerde wijze zien op welke manier tissue 

engineering normatief werk inhoudt. Het wordt ten eerste duidelijk dat de 

presentatie van TE in termen van ‘natuur namaken’ geen objectieve-technische 

representatie is maar normatief werk. Deze representatie heeft immers als effect 

dat de normatieve beslissingen van ingenieurs aan het oog wordt onttrokken. 

Ten tweede laat ik zien hoe standaarden worden ontwikkeld voor levende 

hartkleppen en dat dat normatief werk is. De eisen die aan een hartklep worden 

gesteld - hoe sterk, wat moet die kunnen -  hebben immers implicaties voor het 

leven van patiënten. Tenslotte laat ik zien dat met de vorming van netwerken 

(met o.a. celdonoren, artsen, industrie) die de verdere ontwikkeling van TE 

stimuleren ook nieuwe ‘rollen’ voor mensen geconstrueerd worden. Terwijl TE 

begon met het maken van implantaten voor zieke patiënten worden langzaam 

maar zeker patiënten gezocht als celdonoren voor onderzoek, gezonde vrouwen 

behandeld ten behoeve van hun ongeboren kind, gezonde kinderen gezien als 

toekomstige patiënten en consumenten geïnstrueerd als klanten voor TE vlees.     

 In licht van deze bevindingen concludeer ik dat de professionele 

verantwoordelijkheid voor normatief werk in TE zich niet moet beperken tot 

zaken als de functionaliteit en veiligheid van implantaten, maar ook moet 

worden genomen voor de wijzen waarop TE mensen beïnvloedt in hun 

lichamelijke beleving en mogelijkheden. Om deze professionele 

verantwoordelijkheid serieus vorm te geven zullen nieuwe professionele 

praktijken moeten worden ontwikkeld. Zo is het belangrijk dat ingenieurs op 

een systematische manier leren hoe hun werk het dagelijkse leven van mensen 

beïnvloedt. Dit betekent dat zij de effecten van hun werk niet alleen in termen 

van experimenten op het lichaam als machine zullen moeten bestuderen maar 

ook de betekenis van hun werk voor mensen als doorleefde lichamen moeten 

onderzoeken. Het boek eindigt met de suggestie dat een pragmatisch model van 

‘sociaal leren’ kan helpen om het concept professionele verantwoordelijkheid te 

verbreden naar de effecten van biomedische technologie voor het ‘doorleefde 

lichaam’.
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Biomedical engineering practices articulate a specific normative perspective on the 

body. While in daily life people live their body as themselves, biomedical engineers 

study bodies as machine-like objects. This perspective puts a stamp on engineering 

decisions and on the specific technologies that are developed. This book deals 

with the questions how normative work of biomedical engineers affects the way 

people experience their bodies and how biomedical engineers can take and shape 

professional responsibility for this kind of normative work with respect to bodies. 

To answer these questions the study focuses on one specific project, namely the           

development of a tissue-engineered heart valve. The book reconstructs how engi-

neers in creating living body part substitutes from cells develop standards for ‘good 

tissue’ and how their choices affect the opportunities for patients as lived bodies. 

After all, the quality of a heart valve has implications for enabling sporting activities 

or going through pregnancy.  Based on these findings, it is concluded that profes-

sional responsibility for tissue engineering should not be limited to issues of func-

tionality and safety of tissue-engineered body parts, but should also include the way 

engineering choices affect lived bodies.
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